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X

gress lleld in 1934 and chaired by Maxim Gorky, the,
,
Second All~Union Congress. of Soviet 'Vriters, wasc::on~'
vened in tbeGreat Kremlin Palace in ~{oscow onDecember 10' .
n 1954- Not only were almost alloE the prominent Soviet writers:
present -1\.fikbail Sholokhov, Konstantin' Simonov, I1ya Ehren..
burg, Konstantin Fedin, Alexander Fadeyev, to mention 'only a
few - but to give the meeting an international and "multina..
tional" air theiewere, also Communist HdelegatcsH from the
'Vest from the Soviet national minoritieS', and from the Satellites
as well. There was the French Louis Aragon, the German nov"
.elist'Anna Seghers, the Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, the Brazilian
writer Jorge Amado, the English novelist jack Lindsay,tlle for~
mer Czech, sometime American and present Eastqennan nov..
elist StefanHeym~ Howard Fast wrote to the Congress from the
-United, States (according to Radio l\{oscow January 81 1955)
that he regretted, "The frontiers of my l\Iotherlandare closed
for me. I can communicate my 19ve, my thoughts, but I cannot
come myself, even if it is as indispensable£or me as brea4' is
indj~pensable for a starving m~n."
,
The top Party and Government leaders 'of the Soviet Union
- Khrushchev, BuIganin; Molotov, !\.{alenkov, Kaganovicb, l\fi..
koyan, Saburov, Pervukhin, .Shvernikf Pospelov, Suslov; and
Shatalin --- were also there to-remind the assembled writers at
whose behest tltey were gatberedand wbose political purposes
would become tbeir assigne~ IfliterarytJ tasks. Lest such powerful
presences,. and the fact 'tha!: the opening meetbl;gwas held in the
Kremlin (it was subsequently transferred to the Hallof.-Coluintl$·
in the House-of tbe Union) be taken less as symbolic and mOre
JO
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as formality, the fir$t session of the Congress was opened by Secre- .
tary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union (CCCPSU) Pospelov, who read -a Central Committee message to the writers setting the keynotes for the Congress..
'\Vith unconscious irony, Radio :Moscow ofDecember 16 noted
that Pospelov's speech was greeted "by a storm of applause [by
whichJ the Congress manifested its boundless devotion to the
greatCPSU:'
~ ,\-VIlat 'occasioned this thorough critical review of Communist
literature~ with a Congress which bad on its agenda the problems
of the novel, dramaturgy, poetry, translation, litcfClrYcritieism,
films, and scenarios? Two things seem to have made the meeting
necessary: the difficulties encountered by the Kremlin in getting
.better writing, and the simultaneous problem of keeping that
writing politically ac~eptable to the Politburoflnd the Party, as
well as related to "the purposes of the new nolicies. Just as Party
Congresses have been held throughout the ~viet orbit recently
to lay down the political-cconomic line for tiro post-Stalin period,
$0 this \Vritcrs' Congress was convened t~ attempt to put an end
to the uncertainty and wavering on the Communist cultural
front.
'\Vith the death ofStalin and the launching of tile New Course, "
there were ,~tirring5 in the Soviet artistic world which began in
J 953 and reacbed their peak in 1954, and"which seemed to indi..
cate that the "liberalization" of political and economic life might
be accompanied by a less stringently regulated art.
The "IiberalizatioIl" discussion began some six weeks after
Stalin's death with an article in Literaturna.,a Gat-eta by po~t
Olga Berggoltz which criticized the sterility of Soviet poetry. It
followed by articles from 11ya Ehrenburg andV. Pomerantzev, a young critic, and from Shostakovich and KlIachaturian'in
music, calling for more passion and spontaneity in art, less interference in the artist's creative life, and less made-to-order works
. ofart. Ilya Ebrenburg put this point of view most cogently in the
October issue of Z71amya:
~,--;

was

"
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In tlle pre-revolutionary days, a writer's task was-not easy; and in
Chekhov's letters there is some· mention of how-theeditoro£ this or
that newspaper or magazine would order a story lrom him. But even
the most impertinent editor would draw the line at suggesting to
-Chekhov the subject of hiS' story. Can one imagine· Tolstoy being
ordered to write Anna Kare~ina or Gorky being ordered to write
~~~

-

,

An author is nota piece' of machinery. An author writes a booknot because be knowslloW to write, not because he isa member otthe
Union DE Soviet "Trlters·and niay be asked why·he has published
nothing fOf so long. An authof writes a book because he must te~l people something of himself, because be is 'sick' with Ius book, because he
has seen people! things and emotions tha,~ he cannot help describing•

.

Although these criticisms were direct~d at cultural bureau~
crats!:-and critics, and not it t4e Zhdanov decrees of J946--48,. or
the Party itself which had imposed them, it seemed as if some
uliberalizatio~~~ w~s imminent in the sphE:l'cof culture. (The so-eaIIedZhdanov decrees wcreactuallyelabotationso£ a postwa~
literary'policy enunciated by dle Central Committee of the Com..
munist Party_ T,his p9licycalled for a po1iticalliterature, filled
with Party-mindedrtess[jJa!liinastJ and ideology CildeiinostJ,and.
deprecated'\Vestern writers and wdtingas decade~t.)
It was then that V. Pomerantsev's article in the D~ember 1953
N o,vy Aiir, "About Sincerity iIfLiterature," touched the Party
and regime counterattacks. Although Pomerantsevwas still Writ.. ,
ing within the "Marxist-Leninist framework, he was for a COnsiderable easing of strictures and a considerable widening of the
bounds of permissible creation in literature.. There are many .
phrases -"In the light of tbe program Wllich bas now been
unfolded before us for an advance in the .countrytsagriculture/'
"The atmosphere in editorial offices has be~n. to clear. Of late
~hey have begun to stop people on tractorS. • • /' "The 19th
Party Congress enlightened these people [the critics], whereupon
they promptly turned about face • • • /' etc•....;. which indicate
. that Pomerantsevwas basing his appeal fo~a New Course.fuJit..
erature on the new economic and political poli~ie$. Essentially,

off

U

..

~..
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he was a$king for a morc "realistic" and truthful literature.. which
took into account "sincerity" and individual artistic creation; in "
short.. he wished to lead Soviet writing to a broadening of tbe~es
and a change in the treatment of problenl5 and characters.
The history of art and the ABC of psychology cry out against contrived novels and plays. The degree of sincerity, tb,at is, tbe; directness
of things.. must be the first reqtiirement~ • • • Sincerity distinguishes
the author of a book Or play from the compiler of a book or play.
To contrive, One needs only brains, d~verness and experience. To
tteate"one needs talent- above all, on~needs sincerity. '
"

Pomerantsev goes On to equate lack of sincerity with what he
calls Hsfickingup lifc," and says.. "The crudestmethC?d [of applying varnish to reality] is to present an imaginary picture of wellbeing:· He wants a more truthful presentation of Soviet reality
and tbe Soviet man, and attacks weak conflict, obvious plot
manipulation, stereotyped char2tters,and a simplified vision of "
good and evil. Pomerantsev has a long dialogue between a writer .
r _ofsncb inferior novels (calledUHeU ) and the u new criticis~' of
the anti-stereotype critic (called HI.." or Pomer~ntsev himself),
which is very revealing.
.
He: (II understand tbat you permit yourself to call my politically
precise formulations empty generalities. '\Vatch outl Talk, but don't
talk yourself into a corner:'
1: "Your £ormulation~? They aren't yours at all. You copy ~hem and
consequently haven't assimilated them yourself. You have acquired ".
them, not mastered them. If it were otherwise.. the fonnulations
would not bea crib for Y9U, tbey would he feelings. Feelings, in turn,
would give you the means of presenting any thought through, art. "
But why talk to }'OU of thought when you have only aims:'

.

..

.

He: "\Vait. wait, you're going entirely too fat. Anl Ito blame because others 11ave written before 1 did about the same subjects and
the t5ame people? Our Soviet hero is the bearer of ideas common to all
of usl"
.
I: "Your herocs are carried by the ideas, not'the other w~y round.
dream only logical dreams. Normal. confused dreams are
They

even

~
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not for them. And how they talk to oneanotherlln harangues from
a9~io. recordiqg. Is ~um,an,'conver,'s.a.don l~ke that? Do.•· '.speeche.s PO,•..~.
{o* lIke that, particularly when only two person$areengaged 111
con~1!rs!1tion? Do you re~ember how your hero gave his daughter
a: watch 'because my liVing standard.has risen?' Tltat is. a phras.e
, straigbt from the newspaper colulpns; the man who put it down {orgot that in family circles 'liVing standards' don't"rise'; a man is lbetter
off! Do you remember YQur mechanic at the ]t,{achineTractor Station
and his sweetheart, who dreamed ~f repairing machines together?
$~rely, .tb~y did not marry £orthat..surely they did not keepa.rep~
shop at home~ Or your miner whoexdaimed: 'Oh.. to start using that
long blastingcharget 1£ only the weekend'wereoverl' Where did you
find a mole like that, burning with the desfretobe constantly underground? • • • That is tbeway people talk only at' meetings, or in,
prosecuting attorneys: speeches wben trying a ~,ofthert.. not person
to person. I could give you an almost endless list of such examples,
incIudi~g some from novels printed in the lleavymagw:ines. '•• :' .

Pomerantsev was calling for a less poIiticalliterature; insisting
that Hpolitical rightness" ,was not enougluo. ~akegood books. A
good ~ook must come fromsince!.iCYoffe,elingandtrumfulness
,

J-.-

....

.

-

_

of vision and he sees only ~()Olishness, dishonesty, and empty,
Haccidphrases, only obviousness o~ plot andcontriv~nceof:de~

sign. He caIls foranotber an(i different type of writing:
-

,

Tlte noyel must throw light on t~e unlit cornets of li!c, bilt you
[authors] travelaoout to accumulate a vocabulary, episod~$ and pIau. ' .
. • • lience, your stories are thin~ and,t!teconfiicts you dig.:t:Ip are not
conflicts at all • . • but merely • •• duels, 'matters of 11ouor..' with
the subsequent reconciIiationo£ Habbyopponents~. " " All your
moves are obvious. You set the stage in such a way diat there can.. be
.only one ending. You settle aU problemsI' although you know that in "
real life they do not disappear, but remain. .. • ..' '
, In spite ,0£ the New Course and1 by implication, in spite of any
political and economic changes; Pomerantsev.says tmtt there are

some human, problems so complex and stubborn that they will
continue to plague mankind and provide material for Writers,
.

-

\Ve wi! considerably improve th~ material :,conditioll$ of life in'two
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or three years, but there is no direct line from tlICse conditiom into
man's soul.l£one neighbor after another obtains an-apartment, envy
may be allayed, but falsehood, for example, wiII not disapp-car upOn
receipt of the rooms. '~hat js'playingit safe?' At the very least it is
all of ten sins. Jt is egotism, cowardice, blind practicality, ideological
Jack, and otliet tbings; including meanness. Clearlyt outliVing tbese
sins will require more effort and time than, let us sa¥, eliminating tbe
cattle sllortage or the shortage of consumers' goods. To use Chekhovs
phrase, these sins, which the~ Party calls on us to scourge, .must be
'conquered by the effortso£a whole generation' - ~d perhaps more
than one generation - of writers. Bitt neither the defects in everyday
life nor human failings. can, be 'elements' of t4e play or novet And
they cannot be 'balanced' by other '"elements' - prosperity, love of
work, goOdness, optimism, etc. The work of art must be ,organic~ and
not composed of good and bad elements.
Like Ehrenburg, Pomerantsevnever openly. attacks the
Zhdan~v decrees, or the Party and Government SUppo!tof the
. "Soc;ialist realist" line. Instead, he blames the critics, tire editors, .
and the publishers, as if they dealt 'Vith works of artindependent
of Party support, censorship, and contrcil.He even criticizes the
'\Vriters' Union -.:. HI have heard that Shakespeare wa~n't a memb~r of a union at all, yet did not write badly".- and fellQ\v-writer~ and wonders, since "as a rule they are Communists/' why
tllet select dull books for publication and put obstacles in the
way of pUblishing good books. At the feet of all of tl\em he places
the blame for the triumph of bad and mediocre art....

"Although tlle~at'ty llad repeatedly put-these people [the critics] in
their place, these people cause. the triumph of standardization ••.
in boob. .'•• I could do nothing but bide from these people undeI:
a mining combine, a blast furnace, or a tractor [the "He"'writer says].
Tbe tractor in my noveb was marriage counselor and wedding registry office; it divorced and brought together; it separated, comforted'
and reconciled. • : •
.
."How could I not fear him [dIe critic]? He did not write reviews
about me, expressing opinions. • • • T1J.ere were only se'tltences pronounced upon me. Either I was patted on tbe bead or I got it in the
Q

neck:"
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Pomerantsev'sattack was a severe one and struck at the
-" 'verytore of the politicalo~ientationatldfarty eontrol of litera...
_ture. It couId not,' in the Sovietsyst~lllj,remain unanswered. The
.counterattack against.theUliberalized" line ,was launcp,ed by
Ya~ly Vasilevsky in the"January 3011954 issue of Literaturnaya
j
Gazeta; and was follow.ed by a whole series o£ attaclq) led by those
of the First Secretary of the ,\Vriters' Union, AnatolySurkov.
The debi:lte continued in'a-.seriesof pre-Congress discussions
and get-togethers, So thaewhenthe Writers'CoilgtCSs was con" '
yoked at tbe end ofthe year it was obvi()~s that it planned to stop
the clamor for more literary elbow r()Om and to :reestablish the •
offlcial- policy. The literary discu'ssions had begUn to assume the \
proportions not omy of an attack on Sovietthcoties of art, but \
. implicitly on Soviet Jife,and .the regime from its point of view
11ad no choice but ta:intervene.
,The Congress did' ~ot make any new aesthetic or ideological
formulations for literaturckNot only was the oldpollcy not seriouslyattacked;,but the Poxnerantsev..Ehrenburg typeofcriddsrn
was given a very small amount Q£ atten.tion.The essence of Com.munist literary policy .....still relatively unclii&_ged-bas been'
-sl1mmed up in two slogans: uSocialist rcalismtt and "nat~onal
form and Social~st in conte-ne'
Realism was anitietee~th century literary techniq~e-of objective rendering of life as it Hreally" istempbasizing.a "faithful"
and Htru~hfurt representation ofactioD, c11aracter, and setting.
Its -language and concteteness made it easy for a newly-educated
and6'~ewly.literate mass to understand, c3:5Y fora new political
: leadership to control, and furthermore it wascapableo£ being
; absorbed into a simplified ~Iar.xist-materia1istwor1c1.view. How, ever, if this form of rendering facts truthfully _were applied·to
the Soviet reality, the results would have been politically disas..
trollS for the regime. Hence, another tenn.-"Socialist" - was
added to realism, prescribing. the content, and making uSociaIism" stand for what was politically desirable,to Stalinism. -- ,
This oil-and-water marriage created en0rn.t0us problems both

l

>

in .

"
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I

. for the lvritcrs and the regime. TIle regime wanted interesting,
optimistic, inspiring books which would defend its power, direct
the masses to its purposes, and justify its practice. But it also
wanted books tllat people would read and absorb,books which
therefore had to have some semblance of truth and relation to
t'caiity.
The writers, on the other hand, were caught between the conUicting demands of ·'Socialist" content and of Urealist" form. If
they wrote realisticaUy, they were likely to be shot as enemies .of
the state; if they wrote "Socialistically" they were likely to be
accused of "varnishing reality" and of being "divorced from
life!'
The $ame Iogical·contradiction was encountered in Itnational
in form and Socialist in content!' The ,iSodalism" in the content
meant,. of course, the same representation ofa political viewpoint
.consonant with regime policies and purposes, Wllicb in this case
meant the need to consolidate Stalinist and Great Russian con-,trol over an enormous diversity of nations, languagesj and cultures. 'The "national in form" did ?lOt mean taking account of
the creative diversity of human backgrounds and points of view,
.but merely the use of superficial custom~ setting, and language of
the particular group iI1volved, Uzbek, Bashkir, or Georgian,.
w}uleimpo,ing a uniformity of outlook on them. But an Uzbek
or Basbkir, for example, could not easily be projected into an
, essentially Great Russian "Socialist content'" mold without -an
, enormous distortion of reality and a corrcs!>Onding loss of literary force, sO that the writer had to choo~ between actually
showing this diversity, and being shot for lJeing a "bourgeois
nationalist," or the alternative of a uniform greyness under little
more than a cover of linguistic diversity, for which he would be
criticized for baving "slicked up reality."
the constant struggle between politics and
aesthetics that was apparent throughout the pre-Congress debates
was resolved, as it had been in the past, in favor of politics. As
Konstantin Simono\' summeq. it up: "Theartist of Socialist real- ,
AT TllE CONGRESS
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ism • • • takes the view that there is only one truth in the world
- that it is the truth of the-People struggling for Sqcialism ....:: and
from this level all the other~ personal truths conlraaictingit-can,
~

serve as objects ofportrayal but'cannot be objectsQ!affirmation.'"
(Italics added) , _
It was precisely in Simonov·s distinction- between portrayal
and affirmation that the Sovietattist had found acomprotnise
solution to the inherent contradictions in "realist" form and uSo~
cialise' content. Tll~ Soviet writer bad simply delineated -the
"Socialist" content romantically, giving a rosy picture of Soviet
reality and of tbe so-ealled.posiii'Ve heroes, and at the same time
portrayed realistically tbose Hcipitalist remnants _and Hnegative
heroes" which constitute the ~~counterrevol_utionaryUelements
in Soviet s<x;iety. That this solution was unstable and unsatls(ac" tory was attested to by the constant stream ofcritidsm of boring
and mediocre writing, or as Sholokhov stated it at the Congress:
l

'

r

During the past few years we have pitched our demands on literary
standards a~ an impermissibly low level. 'W'e have praised and
awatded,prizes to books that were only mediocre andallowed,otlters '
to pass that should never have been publi~hed at all in view of their
inferior quality.
"

Certainly a large part of the reason for this failure of literature
was the fact that ·~Socialist-realism" insisted on an optimistic li,t..
erature which not only established the superiority of the Soviet ~
way of lifc9ver the capitalist, but 1mlde all problems facing man
available to solution by action~ work, planning, rcason,ctc. Tllis
emphasis on the necessity of optimism by its very nature eliml..·'
nated the concept 9£ tragedy. TlleemphasiseXisted'in spite of
numero~sstatements averring that the Soviet writer did nOt seek
to see reality through rose-colored glasses. As Simono\' put it,
uTbe aesthetics, of' Socialist realism docsuotdemandtbe prc-'
sentation of a milder portrayal of life ~bereit is rough and even .
. merciless.'Yet it demands,tbat beyond exploits a goal should al..
ways be in sight; beyond sacrifices, .the {cause] for tItesakeof .
which they have been made; beyond temporary-defeat, the pr05--.
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. pect of final victory.": In .short, the affirmative and optiniistic
quality of "Socialist realism lies. in its positive political goat
The literature of "Socialist realismUjs alien to pessimism be..
caUIe, in GorkY'$ words, "The very $ubstanc~of the !jteratureof
H

Socialiat.realbm is an unshakable faith of the masses rothe vic•.~l

•

tory of.just Socialist relations on earth."
Comequently both the optimism and the Soviet reality are
at 'tak<fin creating the "Positive hero," and·therefore Simonov
. severely criticized Ehrenburg's novelette, The Thaw, as hay;.
ing f/0nly approximate knowledge of the people portrayed and
a lopsided judgment of them/, when Ehrenburg portrayed a
large number of "negative" characten. Altbough Ehrenburg
touched, problems which literature must not avoid "if if is not
to avoid the sharp corners of life," he goes too far for Simonov·s. '
tastes•
The pos~tive heroes are, apparently according to the author's plan,
people like many other$. They are • .. • people of whom· there are
but few, people WhOfe good qualities are :it ra~ity. From many things
.aid by the heroe., one received the involuntary impreS$ion that they
were compelled to $ee a great deal of evil in life and very little good;
that evi!leeJJ1$ to be the rule and all that is good the excepdo.n.
It is difficult to imagine that this is just how the auth~r1JJished to .
present our society. • • • (Italics added)
It Wa$ precisely on this same ground that Pomerantsev had
been attacked by Surkov in his ~1ay 25 artiCle in Pravda,. where i~
hurt the regime mOst: tbe implication that the Soviet $OCietts .
valuCl were being called into que$tion.. as well as the PattY-di..
reeted quality of literature. Surkov says: ~"".
.
•
~~1
Pomeranuev'. injuriou. publication "is difet1ed, at bottom, against
the principles of our literature - against its intimacy with life, against
its Commumst.ideiinost.lagainst Lenin's principle of partiinost in
literature.. agaipst the most important canons of Socialist realism.
Hiding· behind; an abstractly understood kind of demand far. Ifsin...
. cel'ityinliterature," the author, by the whole t~ne and feeling ofbis
article, turns tbe reader's attention toconsideratian chiefly of the
dark.. unwelcome sides of our reality.
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AIthoqghSimonov poUtelysaysthat tbb J.tt.ay be contrary to
Ehrenburg's inteption (Surkov gives Pomeran~ no $UChquar..
. ter), he feels that the contents ate a deYiatioP .from USocialistrealism,"Hwhich on the whole occurs iitour 'literature seldom
enough in the form of books, since they are seldom w:ritten from
alien ideological positions. However, it does find expression. in
some ~ay or another, in a number nfwork!." .. .
. Howe.ver, since no Soviet writer may concentrate on thecapi..
talist "remnants and vestiges" without giving~3Sotfn~tivetJ Vel''' '
sionJ)f Soviet reality and producing a HnegativeUheto, not may
be !'beautify reality' and "gloss over the contrad.ictions and diffi..
cuIties" of Soviet life,/SimoriovfaUs back on. the dc::finition of
"Socialist realism" promulgated at the First Congre$s of Soviet'Vrite.rs. (1934).
.
.
?

Socialist reaIismis the basicmethOdo£ Soviet literature and literary
criticism a.nd demands of the· artist II true and historically concrete
expression o/it$Teality ·in its rtt/olutionary development. .... .There..
by truth/ulnessand historic concreteneS$ of atti$ticexpre$$ion- must
be combined with the task of ideological changing ana educating the
wor~ng people in the spirit of SociaIism~ (Italics added) .

The Soviet writer, then, must portray both the Soviet reality
and his characters in their revolutionary dev-eIopment and changing "ideologically in the spirit of Socialism.".Both 'Soviet reality
and characters must be shown as approaching perfection, and the
.artistroustemphasize the procesS toward perfection, rather than
the contemporary reality.of eithercharacterordrculU$tance. 1£
the writer shows only contemporary Soviet. reality" hec~mmits
the counterrevolutionary deviation of "objectivism," which con..
fuses po$$ibility and r~ity (to use Ma.rxist jargon) in Soviet life.
The preseRt then is either ignored or romanticized with the veil
of the future. Above alI, J;1e must neyer show an absence of for... ~
ward movement, or difficultie.$ that are imuimountable;ot'
contradictioD.S\ impossible to resolve within the framework of
"Socialist realism," or more importap.t, within the framework of
.Soviet society.
. -,

ii.

jf'.
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Simonovapplies this type of "process criticism" to Vera Panova'. controversial novel, The Seasons~ particularly panning the
novel', characterization: .
\

Panova looks on dIe hunlan being as a given thing, but we would like
to see him from apenpectivc.
. ,E.':- .-~
a simplified way of explaining
£eelingof dissatisfaction
with the portraits of these people will be to say that there are no $UCh
people [negative characters]. This, of coune~ is incorrect. There are.
contrary people who cause contrary feelings, and no :fewat that. It .
would be strange to advise a miter to avoid their portrayal. But our
juat c1aiIn$ on the Soviet artist lie in the wish to know where the
people he portrays are going, whether they are going to change for
.the better or the worse. It is this which will determine our attitude in
the"end.
This: is J;lot a dogmatic request, but the expression of the active and .
militant spirit of the time at thefoundation of which lies on one hand
the unwavering belief in changing, perfecting and develo-ping people,
and on the other hand, the firm convic,tion that s'itignation is not in

. .«.

the

conformit,! with law. • • • (Italics added)

-.

If "Socialist realism" then demands from its wrtters a "true
expreuion of reality" combined with "ideol~icalty changing
people.in the spirit of Socialism," or what Gorky called the "third

reaIitf' -the knOWledge of the reality of the future -then
eitbertruth or hist9rica1 circumstance, or both, must be warped
or sacrificed. h Simonov phrased it for the Congress, U . . . . not
everytrutbfulness and not every historical concreteness can serve
this purpose [of ideologically changing people in -the spirit of
Socialism)."
SINOE SOVIET AllTlSTscould not combine a true expjession of

. Soviet reality with ideological conformity, the.~on-eonHict the..
.' .

ory ar~« Artbts tended to ··imPfove reality/' uveneer life," and .
"embellish circumstances in literature:' The errors, shortcominS': and negative phenomena of. Soviet life were overlooked.
The best in heroes (the positive cHaracters),. the best in industry
(the most modem and efficient factories), the best in agriculture
.

.
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(the most advanced sovkhozi and kolkhozi). :were portrayed not ,
as -examples to beemulated~but as luwing been-eVerywhereachieved.
'
Since'literature is a political instrument for the achievement
of regime purposes inihe USSR, this. tendency only partly ful~
filled regime intentions. It did not fulfill those K-remlin plans
which aiinedat high-erproductivi,ty;larger ylelds,.gteaterand. ~et~
ter quality production at leS$ expense of men and materials. A$
:Simonov Pointed out at the CongteS$~ the Party' wrlten and
'tics (not to .speak of the, mas.s of people) Wereawate H. ' / . that
tbe-general image of life was distorted by such embellishment, the images of the best people of the countryside sllffer~d in their
credibility, because they achieved successes in literature with leS$
difficulties than the real difficulties they would have had to en..
counter and overcome to succeed in real1i£e."
This tendency to represent much of wbat -was desired by the
regim~ a~I,:eady having been'achieved by the regime obviously
grew out of the- writers' fear" to criticne freely since they might
be dropped from. theirjobsor government stiperids,nevet pub..
lished, jailed, or even ~hot ascounterrevolutionaties. It ran coun..
ter to what Zhdanov had called, at the' First Congress of Soviet
,\Vritei:s, 4'revolutionary Tomanticism" which u$Ul)l~S with both
, feet on a strong m~ter~alist foundation .. • • [arid] must enter
literary creation as an integral compOnent because the whole lire
afour Party, tbe whole life and struggle ofthe working class, con..
sist5 ofthe unity between the xnost$ever~,the most rational prac~
_tical work, witr the greatest ~eroism and gt;'andiose visfa$."
The most important element of that Zhdanov quotation talks
of equating "rational prac-tical work" wit1i.~theroism and grandi·
ose visfa$,tl' a simple and vulgarized'Matxist loglc.lfa SOciety is
determined by its ~conomic base, man. is determined byhu'tela..
tions to th.at base. Since work is his mon important relationship
to thatba$e,ihen the labor process'is quintessential in represent..
ing man. The Soviet state wished to direct its people to workfor
goals it had set, ani! literature could be of great help in molding

eri..

.'

.

"-

,
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and motivating the People, which u probably why-Stalin called
write" uengineen of the soul." Boob then had an area of canflict~nd .ttuggle - ·'the majestic proce$$ of the transfo~tion of
the country.,n - and a character who took part in that struggle
- Gorky". lithe man of the Party," the Communist leader of the
maues, or the "poIitive hero." .
.
.
This, economic emphasis has led to the ta$h of "positive heroes"
and JettingJ chOlen from farm and factory and accoun,.s for the
stre. on labor, energy, rtsource£ulness, and initiative as qualities
for .uch heroes.. Simonov stated it clearly at the Congress:
It is possible to 'T;d~ into literatu'T!:, even on at'Tacto'T1 on a bulldozer,
Q1JalQcomotive and on a combine. There is only one question to be
asked here: what kind of people are sitting at the wheel? The theme
of labor exploits is a human theme, it is a history of people, character,
human relations. The matteril to show man's relation to work, to .
atten in literature the lofty thought that our relation, to man are
determined mainly, and. above aU, by the relations of the man himself

lawall.
Simonov insistJ that no amount of integrity in persOnal reladom, no attractivene$$ of per$()nality,' no fidelity in love" can
make up for a character', (or a human being',) improper attitude
toward work, and therefore "he (that character or person] bas no'
tight to ~xp«t any sympathy from us: • " .. 'His attititde towards '
work is a question of his ideology, of his loyalty -~ot in words
but in facts - to the ideals of Communism:' Since Ii:O "positive .
herott-can have a negative work attitude, and since t~re are some .
objective work difficulti6, Simonov believes that U " " • the main
': .ubject forexpoaureand castigation in Ii"terature should be ev. erything which oPflO5d our concept of creative la'f?or."
".
Not that Simonov contenchtbat the hero should be shown
onl, in his uprimary'! economic role. However much time and
strength heroes devote to their work, this would give a lopsided
picture for "labor: b the center of their lives, but not all of their
lives/" Characters ~ust endure all the joys and vicissitudes of life
4l$. well S() that ~heir public beqavior (work) will be motivated ~y
-
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some private, behavior (perSona1.1ife),andalso.$() that a tllor¢
rounded representation of character will emerge 'that 'leaden, at' ,least in part, can. hope to identify 'With.
.
But introducing personal }jfe may not go too far, a$ Fi~t Sec..
retary of the Writers' Union Surkov~old tbeCongress: t'FaUure
will inevitably 'ov~helm the writer who$uccumbs lothe allure
of petty soul-mOlding, thus isolating themaincharacten from
what;js the main'factor in their ,lives - from 'public important

-tasb.(~

.

Nor does work for the new «Soviet manu have the boredom or
- \ -difficulty of the worker under capitalisp1~ If, as Jack Lindsay, the
English Communist"Writerat the CongrCS$1 stated, H . . . .,work,is
plainlyseen as the central Way in which men grapple with natUre
and transform hert then uwork ceases tobeabo,ring thing 1m·'
posed on the worker, but 'becomes an imaginative activ~ty in
_which the worker is aware of the larger relations oEbis individual
contribution."
The satIl.C danger was present in glossing. of reality· applied .to
~hatacterirlngthe Hpositive hero." For there was not only the
danger of creating an idealized'~po$itiveheron buta}roofcreating an indivi4ualist upositive hero,'" who would then be running
counter to' the collectivist emphasis of Soviet theory, if not of
So'Viet practice.-Itwas on this count .that Simonov 'at the Congres$
criticized ;'Panferov's B.TUski severely for tramfonning hit bero
into·a man 4'who succeeds in everything in onefellsW'oop. There
are no rational motivationsJ nor logicaillmiu to the continuous
uplifting of~his man, and therefore the reader begins to lose nil
belief in him." AC(:ording~o Simonov, Panferovpromotes his
"positive heroes" tosupeonen,stressing their ex<:eptional quali...
ties ~. ~ndividual$ rather than recognizing that their strength
COUles fro~ the mauesand from "Socialist building:'
The Kremlin culturalcommiS$at'.$ were asking-for a middle
. course between ali undifferentiated and stereotyped hero and an
idealized and Hsuperman" indivi4,ualited hero, ju_t as'they were
Cl$king- writers not· to limit themJelves either to 't~ede$Ctiption
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of production relatioN between people, or to concentrate Solely
on personal relations. .
The ADle difficultiCl had arisen with regard to conHict. Since
conflict, diuatisfaction, disappointment, and refusal to accept.
reality and the .status. quo (Soviet.or otherwise) are essential for
and inherent in good literature, Soviet writers had difficulty in
producing believable work. How:could they create conflicts in a
country where petfection had been achieved (or close to it) under
the ben~olent Stalin, and where finding conflict or lack of perfection might result in dire punishment?
rltt! ~:J1on-eonflict" theory stated that clash of forces and ideas
. had disappeared from Soviet life. But the necessity, both political
. and literary, for a literature that sbowedmore real difficulties,
cqmplexitie.t contradictiom andconfiicts, was apparent so that
the "non-conflict" theory was dropped from the regime canon in
1952. Literarily, more conflictwas called f~r in order to be better
able to create believable images of a up<>$itivehero" and ua posi..
tive Soviet reality:' PoIitically,this was neceSlary to spur the
masses to..mo:e and h~rder work, to gr~ater involvement
;tndt.' .-cooperatIon In fulfilbng State economIc plans..
.
Many Soviet writers, caught in these hairsplitting controvei'sie. and unable to solve them, turped to history for safe material.
But even here the Patty blocked them - at least in part -- by insisting that they find in the past answers and implications for'the
moSt pres.sing contemporary problelDS. Both the remote. and re"
ct:nt past had to have, a bearing on the immediate pr~nt and
future, or the work. might be proscribed. The situ~tion:was an
imJ><*ible one for the writet$~ they could not retreat from re- ,
ality; they could not accept reality as it was; and they could IJot
embellish reality. They could not "select only the petty or bad,"
or "photograph facu"and "copy observed details," or "etilbroi~
der and fictiti()u~ly perfect life," for all of these techniques were
considered serious deviatiom: nihilism and objectivism, naturalism orcr!tical realism, and idealism.
Moreover. Poapelov', reading of the Central Comm,ittee's
c.,

witf
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message. tot!1e Congress had wa11ledthem that such
"deviation" would not be:coutltenanced.: ". .. • some men of let..
ten who were not in close contact with life looked for artificial
conflicts· and wrote worthless works. They permitted themselves
.~>? a distorted and sometimes even ·slander.ous representation of .
.~ Soviet society, defaming Soviet people without any.groundJ;'
~ And he went on to assure them that there was no new cultural
line, nor would there he: USocialist 'realbm" remained official.
Kremlin policy.
The Union [0£ Soviet Writerslmust wage a determined stnlggle
.against deviations trom the principle$o£ Socialist realism, against all
. attempts to lead our literature away from the life of theSovidpeople,
from the u~nt problems of the policy of the (.:ommunistParty and
the SOYiet, $ta~. The Union must fight against the relapses of nation.;
alism,cosmopolitanism and othermanife$tations ()f oourgeoi$ ideol..
ogy, and against,the attempts to lead literature into the b<>glan& of.
trivial daily lite, lack of ideas, and decadence..
j

The' Congress ended on December~6, again in tbcGteat
Kremlin Palace, with theassexnbled wtiterssendinga UlC$$age
of greetings and obeisance to theCenttal Committee of ·the
CPSU,. stating t~eir goal simply:
Soviet literature has been called upon to reyeaI, in a highly arthtic'
form, the beauty and grandeur of the'ideatofCornmunisw,t«:>fight
effectively against the remnants of capitalism in the coll$Ciousne$$o£
the people, to inca:mate in the images of its herC>e$'all the variety of .
their toiling activity, public and petSOtW Jife:,.to present the'con~a-- '
dictions. and conflicts of life.
.
~viet literature not onlyrene~ whatu new but 0&0 helps mak~
tTais new victorious. Soviet artistic literature h:u been called upon to
. educate, with aU the revolutionary a.rdor,the patrioticfeeUng$bfthe
Soviet people; to $U'engthenfrlen&hip among people$; to contribute
to the further consOlidation of the.powerful camp of peace~ de1lloc"
ncy, and Socialism; to assert the ideas of proletarian internationalism
. andIraternaI solidarity. (Italics added) ,

'to

The miters went on tO$aY thai they recognized that they bad
done less fortbe people thantbey can and mustdo, tbattbey had
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not ye~pffident1ycarried out their Iflo£tycalling/- a¢.. that they
a<:cepted~the fact that the Second All·Union Congress had been
a time ofltrictdt criticism and aelf'"Cl'iticism to help them do $0.
Fut'thetmore,tbey were "fully determined to· wage a co~t
struggle against all deviations from Socialist realism."
.)
Chiefly, then, the eleven daya of the Congress, the more than
a thousand pages ofstenographic minute" and the four thousand
wtitm in attendance, did not pioneer new positiom or pr6nounce new major theoretical or ideological changes. The Congress, instead, devoted itself to consolidating the accepted/So..
cialist realist" position. Tbecontinuing line wast ",\Ve haveac..
.complbhed much,. but. ',. :- there are still further deviations
from the line, Ihortcomings in production, improper quality, and
additional ob4tades to overcome.
~oo~.

THIS ATTITUD~andphraseologywere the continuation of·avul..

.garized materialist tradition which looks on books as commodi·,
ties to be produced, as a factory produces motor can or tractors.
It Was apparent not only in the Congress vocabulary but in the
stress on quantity: the number of books published, the.number
of titles written, th~ number of books exported, the number of
titles translatedt an~ the nuxnber of languages into which they
were translated. '
Thctendency to treat ~b as "product'- was evident also in
the way the Con.-munists were discontent with the past situation
and bow they called for uimproved quality" as they would
for better·made shoes from a production line. (It is an interest..
ing $ide1ighttha~ there is a marked lack of criticism and self..
criticism in the USSR of the actual production of Soyiet books,
since the poor paper, the mediocre or worse typesettibg. layout;:
illustrations, and the appalling bindings and cove~ings more
than merit such cr~ticism.)
Some minor protestS calling' for less bureauCl'acy and xnore
leeway for writers weremacie. Fadeyev said, "•••- it is necessary
to insure elbow room for ,personal initiative, for individual

call
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trends, for more room for thought and fantasy, for fullness'of .

content/' Dramatist Aleksander Komeichukabo rttmttked
, that.
.
uNo Jon~ can ,give a playwright .any· recipes to how life $hQuld
be studied, and point out paths-to the $ecre'tplac~of the human
heart:' Or as novelist Fedin commented)uA.rt~tmotbe created
by recipes. •• An artist must discover hi$'.~ptk. of art tbrough
his own talents and work."
~."
u
Under the miasma of ~'Socialist realism there was a bit of
post-Stalin fresh air. Soviet writing may now be able to criticize
.a bit more. freely $Qmeo£ the specific shortcomings in Soviet life
and perhaps a little more depiction of upel'$Onallife" willal$()
be countenanced. But lIuali~tively the atmosphere had· Dot
cbanged much from, the past. No serious effort to breakouto!
.the "SociaIistrealistH ~mework bad been made., and certainly
no denigration of "Soviet reality' heard. The Congress had come
a long way from tbettiticisms. of Pomerantsev,·Ehrenburg"and
Shostakovich. Surkov's" "Literature.is,asharpweapon of social..
political inB.uence • • • closely linked with poli~iC$. [and]sul)..
ordinated to the litter,," was obyiously to continue to be tbe cut..
tural line both in theory and in practice.
Nonetheless, the need to enliven art While mobilizing it for' .
'the ne~ political policies made for' a slightly differentetnpha$i~
on the 4I~ialistrealist"tradition; that is) the possibility<;>£ mdi..
vidual and divergent rivulets 'Working themselves out in the
broad stream of "Socialist realism," a diversity wit:t-in a unifonxi..
ity, all in a vast 'HSocialist literary competition." Simonov formulated tliis viewpoint at the Oqngress~

as

.

«

!",
.....

While noting all the damage of the attempts to regard our litera..
ture as having one style only, one ~ust'add that the very U£eof litefaturehas invariably up$Ct,and will continue to upset, all .imibn.'
attempts. In .literature every great personality create. his own.stYle•
.' • .''V'e have every reason to consider as corrett and natural the
existence in our literary lile, within thecoIDIDoD and single river bed
of the method of Socialist realism, the.varietie! of the creativetrendl
which develop OD the grounds ofa healthy andcreativeeo~petition,
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But in spite of this talk of developing the entire scale of individual talent and Ityle within the framework _of "Socialist re..
alism:' ideology remains more important than art, $0 that in
.piteof ~omtant demands for "richness" and "diversity,*' Soviet
- writers cannot produceauch a literature within the straitjacket
of ideological Hcorrectness." .
It is not only that COmmunist leadership is concemedwith
prC$ent audience disaatisfaction with books - although it is very
much interelted in having ~he Soviet peoples read the kind of
books which defend its interests - but more that it feeb that"a _
great cause demands a great word," and that the absence of a·
great literature is a direct and inevitably pejorative criticism of
it' cause. One extremely interesting .sidelight on this attitude
was contained in a December 2, 1954, article in Liieraturnaya
Gazeta, contending that mOlt of the tributaries of the "literary
_Volga" were drying up. The article made an invidious and meaningful comparison of the First and Second _All-Union 'Vriters'
Congreues, pointing out that in 1984 three.quarters of the au_thon were under forty, while in 1954 three-quarters are over
forty. No more damning criticism of the Stalinist bureaucratization and tyranny in writing and literature need be made•.
in the USSR. The cc>untry that
produced Chekhov, Tobtoi, Gogol, and DO$toievsky, also produced writers of great talent after the Revolution: Pasternak,.
. Eslenin, Mayakovsky, Sholokhov, Zamiatin, and many others,
$Orne of whom were present at the CongreSs. But the tyranny and
dictatorship in art and life have reduced the Hliterary Volga" of
Russian letters to a brackish trickle. Not only are few new writing$ and writenof merit being prodUCed, but the older writers
arc now producing inferior work, or no work at all, out of the cuIturalcommis.sars' demands thattbey be the 4'people's tribunes..•·
Under Communist control, the Soviet writers have had to give
up their literary birthright, or sell it for a mess of pottage, and
in so doing they have also sold their work and its value for a pot
Of message.
TALENTS AR& NOTLACItING
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THE.NEW CANADIAN

P,OTAS·H DISCOVERIES
Potassium is essential for healthy plant growtb, and is rapicl1y de.. .
pIeted from the soU in many types of farming•.As a result, thec;lemand
for potash salts for fertilizer has increased tremendously iul recent
years. In .the first issue of New Mexico QuarterZ'Y, in February .
193 1, ProCessor John D.. Clark discussed ",Potash in New Mexico: Its
. Possible Significance.." At the time be wrote one American.company, .
in Ca1ifornia,proouced u perc:ent afour na~ional potash require.. '

menu. The remainder wa$impol'ted from Europe.. But.even 'then
shafts were being sunk in the Carlsbad area, the beginning of an
industry which now employs more than 3400 people, $hippingan~
nually more than thr~e million lansofpotash salts, with a value of
nearly $64 million in 1954- These shipments amount to more than go
per cent of United States potash requirements, indicating that the
Carlsbad area dominates potash mining in North America. The
period of domination may be coming to an end, however, for in the
last few years potash deposits have been found in Salkatcllewan.. N,tw .
Mexico 'Quarterly ba$ a$ked Mr.. Daly to give us the facts attrently
available on Can3dian potash.....EolTolt. '. .

r

of Saskatchewan, $tretcbb:~g
.
750 miles from lfontana and North Dakota to the
•
Northwest Territotid, hu mditionaliy made il$1iving
from the surface of the $Oil.. '\Vheatgrowingon the· $Outhern.
plains is .succeeded northward by mixed farming in the wooded

C

AN A D A IS PRO VINC E

parkland belt, and in the northern forests by tiu.tber and pulp
cutting, and by fishing and trapping. In recent yean new re..
Sources have been discovered: oil
natural gas, copper,
uranium, andpota$h.The deposits of uranium and potaSh, in .
particular, may give Saskatchewan an important place in world

and

mineral production.
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Uranium is found in the province's rugged northland, while
potash and petroleum resources are bemg developed in the south..
em are~.Ft.~ Heber Cole, min:ing engineer of the Canadian Federal Bureau of Mines, has described the discovery of potash in
western Canada. As with most of the major world deposits, Saskatchewan potash is closely associated with beds of halite, or
common salt. Salt springs and salt lakes on theprairie$ suggested the hope of finding extensive beds of salt at shallow depths. Some
of the first drilling in western Canada was done in -Manitoba, in
$earch of glt as well as _oil and gas. The results. there were not
enco~ragin~.

Between igo7 and 1912 near l\.fcMurray, Alberta, holes drilled
to nearly 1500 feet in depth penetrated thick salt beds. A churn
drill was used, and no Cores were recovered fo'f:analysis. "Later
wells in ~e same district proved the presence-of a thick bed ofvery pure $odium chloride with practically no other as$()Ciated
salts," according to l\fr. Cole.,A well drilled t03~OI feet at Unity.
in westooCentral Saskatchewan, between 1927 and 192gencountered rock salt near its bottom. Similar drillings elsewhere in the
province also showed the presence of salt strata. After 1940 im...
proved techniques permitted deeper drilling and many lloles in
Saskatchewan penetrated lower formations and proved-the existence ofa vastsalt bed.. (See map, p. 310)
Then, inJanuary 1943, as Mr.. Cole has noted, uA discovery of
the fir:st importance was made when aJlole drilled by Norcanols
. Oil and GuLimited (Imperial Oil) near Radville [in south..
eastern Saskatchewan] penetrated a series of salt beds approxi..
mately $.50 feet in thickness at a deptho£ more·than .'500 feet
below the surface.." Potash was definitely recognized in this well
at a depth of 7658 feet.
.
The great depth of the potash bed ruled out any excitement
OVer mining ~ibilities, but the discovery did quicken interest
in exploration.. Other wells were watched carefuUy for signs of
powhnearerthe surface, and in 1946 the first discovery ~f poten..
tially recoverable potash was made ina well near Unity. -At a
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depth ofS466 feet an II-toothed was encountered, containing
the equivalent of neatly se~- per.cent potash. .
After this discovery the provincial govermnentj bolder of most
of the rights to subsurfu,cemineral$ (a
private landownel"$
$til~' hold their mineral rights" also)" gave some thought to de.,'
veloping the potash by means ofa public company.. The provincial Ministero£ Natural ResOurces, the Honorable]. L. Phelps..
said, HGovernment ~nterprise i$ the only feasible way ofdeveloP.
ing production of this mineraI:' He added" in newspaper state!"
ment!" "Conservation and maximum utilization of such
deposits
.
-,
as ours should be the d01l1inant,principle in their.development~
since they are irreplaceable and essential. to long-teon agricul'ture.Such development-cannot be expected from private t:apital"
which seeks speedy and high retu.fIl$fromits efforts, and is there.,
fore likely to strip a deposit of its richest concentrates, with the
abandonment ofmarginal portions:'
There was talk,in 1947, of provincialgovernment plaluto$ink
a shaft and build a plant at Unity, and in 1 ~48 it was reported that ~
the provincial government h~d. tried witIioutsucceu to interc$t
.the federal government in jointdevelopmcntof the Unity potash
field.
. The government se~t1ed on a finn pOlicy after that. and in JUly
1948 the provincial \natural rewun::es depart~entannounced
that" under special tenns laid out by the Sackatchewan govern..
ment,potash-deposits in the-west-centtal area of the province.
'wereopen to exploratiop by private Interests~
\'
Even then private interests were slow to (:ommit th~$elve$. It
~as not until February 19Pi that 'a new. Minister of Natural Re.,
.sources for the province,@he Honorable J. H. Brockelba"nk,an..
nounced that the firSt permltfor exploration and. development of
potash in Canada had been ~ued in Saskatchewan to Bata Petro..
leuUl, Limited. Bata, a firm controlled by Saskatchewan residents,
had made tlleorigitti'd Unity discovery while ainkinganexpIOJ:·
atory oil·well. By itscoutract Bata agrecdto experiment with
brine mining, and if· tbat 'proved not feaJiblethe (;ompanywas·

few

I
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to link a shaft and go underground.. Data', interests were taken
over by Western Potash Corporation; Limited" of Calgary, not
long after thil~
Meanwhile reporu of salt and potash in oil well cores had con· .
tinned to come in.. Pieced together, they pretty well defined both
the limits and the form of tbe Saskatchewan salt basin. It begins

in tbenorth on the province's western border, about where the
North SaikatchewanRiverenter. from Alberta, and trends south..
east to crouSa$katcbewan's eastern border just south of the fiftyfirst parallel, soutbeaat of Yorkton..
Thi$ salt bed, slopes downward toward the south, so that near
its northern limit it lies about 3000 feet below the surface, while
in the vicinity ofWeybum, near the United States border where
the WiJIiJton Basin extends in SaJkatchewan, it lies 6500 feet or
more below the .surface. The salt bed is not continuous under the
southern part of the province, nor is it,of uniform thickness. A
broad area in the central part of t~e province has been marked
batten of salt. Here the Jalt has apparently been removed by dis- .
rolution in ages palt. UA well near the edge of thi$ area may have
$everal hundred feet of salt in it; a short distance away another
well will show no salt, and upper fOr1Ilations will be several hundred feet lower than in the salt-bearing well/' R.. V. Tomkitl$
of the Saskatchewan Department of Mineral Resources reported.
. to tIte 1954 weatern annual meeting of ~he Canadian Institute of

:Mining and Metallurgy~

The thickness of the salt bed varies from about tOO to 600 feet.
The potash salts, wher~present, are usually found near the top
of the salt formation••tIn two areas where the salt reaches maximum tbickndl of over 600 feet, the best pota$h deposits are
found. One follows around the north end of the barren area,and
, the other centres about 80 miles w~t of Yorkton," TomkinS said..
No significanipoWh has been det~ted in the-soutb'YeJt~por" ..
tion of the salt basin..
.
.
The salt bed il Devonian in age; and the powh, where present,
'js found in tbe upper part of the Prairie Evaporites .formation..
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Both Cole and__Tomkins have noted thiittheSaskatcheWan
potash ~ction cOll$ists of halite (common "salt) with~ated
sylvite (potassium chloride) and carnallite (the hydrous chloride
of potassiUt:nand magnesium). Pure camallite contains $lightly
less tban 17 percent pOtash, while pure sylvite contains 6S per
cent, so sylvite finds are mOre. important. The most common fonn
of Saskatchewan potash is sylvinite,an intimate mechanical mix~
ture of halite and sylvite, cOmparing favorably with Carlsbad
sylvite deposits.
Prior to 1951, during drilling of certain deep exploratory oil
wells, cores were taken of the- potashsection, and chemical analy..
ses of thes.e cores have been published. Since theentJ:y of pdvate
companies exploring for potash.eXclusively,. the provincial min..
eraI resouf.€es department is _no longer having cores taken, and
no new analytical data have been available for the past {our years,
a~tbough of course the potash companies h.ave a.ccumulatedtheir
·o;wnconfidential analyses.
Also, since 1951 it has been con:nnonpracti~e to run a gamma.. .
ray log on each hole, showing the _.na~ral radioactiv.itY of the
.formations.. The radioactivity of a pota.s&ium isotope makes it
possible to detect the potashsectionea.sUy. Two hundred.otmore
--deep wells, 'about balfo£ them in.--tbe salt basin,- have been re...
. viewe4 in this way.
,
This exploratory work basputlined the eXtent of the potash..
. bearing salt, and niade PQ~ible$Ome estimate of th~ amount of
potash underground. The reserves are.. Halmost unbelievably
large," "in the words of the provincial Department of Mineral
Resources: A- paper by E. Y.Carlsonof the provincial departroent; delivered to the 195!tconvention o£The Canadian Institute of-Mining and Metallurgy, in Saskatoon, reported:
CANAIHAN ~()TAS~

Areview of the information£romneady ~oo deep welb has indicated
.that Saskatchewan has vast· depo$its -of potash but at a ,somewhat
greater depth than those being mined el$eWhere in the 'Wotld.CQn...
sideting those areas that have beds five feet thick or over, and a depth
of leas than 4000feef, a. reserve o~ five billion toll$,: was estimated. If
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the rexnaindcr of the potash ore which is found atlesa than 4000 feet
iJ c:oJUidered, the reserve should reach SO billion tons. If aU the known
reserv6 regatdlesi of depth are considered the reserve figurC$ be(ome fantastically large.

The phrale "fanwtically large" has been interpreted in terms
. .0£ perhaps 100 bUllon tons or more -- greater than all 'other
known world reserves combined. However, much of thi$ potash
.in Saskatchewan may not be economically recoverable. Even the
recoverable ore may be relatively cO$tly to produce: depth to
potash ~. in New Mexico i$ 900 to 1,1'/00 feet below the surface,
while beds from which production i$ contemplated in Saskatche-.
'wan lie from !900 to 8500 feet below the surface.
Bata Petroleum, Limited, which drilled' the Unityg.i~overY
well in 1946, and ita su~cessor, ,\Vestern POlf!fh, had an early start
on all other companies. Bata held die firstl~skatcliewan permit
for exploration and developm~nt of potdj~ issu~ in January.
1951, and had ~en doing work~ in; the few years' before that•.
By Augus.t 1951 Western Potash ta~ a brine leaching test-pl~nt
. , operating in the Unity field. In January 1952. A. S. Dawson, .
geologist and field manager of the company,. reported tliat brin....
ing experiments were' still in progress, and that he believed that .
the problems of recovering potash by this method could· be
solved. ReSearch was continuing, meanwhile, at thecompants
field laboratory..
Then, in May 1952. the Saskatchewan mineral resources min..
ister, Mr. Brockelbank.announced changes in po~h prospecting
regulations designed to speed up the exploration and develop. ment of tbe mineral. These changes were based on a "withdrawar' or rlpre-exploration" arrangement to enable companies
interested in tbe development of potash to take full advantage
of information obtained· during oil-drilling operations. Under
. the new system a company could obt~in rights (Jnas much as
100,000 acres at a rental of 1 1/t: cents an acre for a six-lI!ontb·
period. No specific investment was required. during withdrawal
status. The system was intended to enable interested companiC$ .

,'lr
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to work with oil companies drilling in thesatPe area. The potash
.concern could pay the cost ofcoting the powh and salt zones,
pay part of the entire drilling costs, share in the costs of logging
the well, or pay to havetxploratory welI$ deepened to test the
saltzot1es. 4'Tbis would lessen the cost of potash exploration and
make possible a faster and more thorough investigation of the
province's deposits:~ 1\Ir. Broekelbanksaid.·
:"( Shortly after he· announced the new regulations governing
. withdrawals,· ~Ir. Brockelbank received the first pound of pOtash
produced in Canada. It was turned eOut of the field laboratory of .
'Vestem Potash at Unity, by evaporation andcI}'stallizationof
brinefroxn a company well in the field.
By June .95~· The Potash Com.pany of America, long estab·
- lished asa inajor producer in the Carlsbad, New ~{exico area,
· had joined the $earch f~r commercial deposits ,0£ potash. in Sas"'
katchewan. Province offi~ials heralded the company·sinterest .al,.
"confir.mation of· the potential impor.tance of our potashre..
sources .... a major step to~rd more complete a$Scssment of the
value and exi:c;nt ofSaskatcllewan's· Potash reserves':' Potash of
· America had come ·to canada .the pre-viousyear and had spent
several mondt$ in general geological investigations in die salt
basin in Alberta,. Saskatchewan; and '1,Manito~a~ During this
period the company obtained cores of the salt $ectionfrom two
oil and· gas test holes in Saskatchewan,' which stimulated their
interest in the Saskatchewan depo$its~
.
'\Thile 'Ves(ernPotash andPotasho£ .AtneI'icacontinued their .
activities (the latter. asa Canadian subsidiary called Potash Company of America, Limited), other companies. entetedthe neld.
Several of these we.re American.pol:a$hproduc~r$ from. the-Carls"'
· bad area: United States PptashCompany- the pi9neer Carlsbad
operatorj Duval SUlphur and Potash Company; and Interna..
tional·MineraIs and Chemical, operating in Canada through a
wholly-owned subsidiary ktiownas.Ca~adian Flint and Spar~
Other concerl1$active in tIte search for potash inSaskate~ewan
in the fall of 1955 were Campana on of Calgaty; Poplar Oils,
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The Saskatchewan potash depOliu lie about 1.«()() miles du
north of New Mexico. Much of the blank area within th~

salt beds,.. keyed. here as.."no .info~ation,'.· may conwn i~.
ponant potash depolits which are known only to. the develo~
lng companies.
.
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.Limited.. of Calgary; Palmer Oil Dev~lopment,·of Calgary; Gen..·
eral Petroleum of Canada;-Limited:·and interesUdesignatedas
A. A. Allison, Toronto; l\f. '\V. Caldougb) Toronto; and K.Kelman.
At that time they held,· a1togetlier;~,6th ,642 acres under
,potash withdrawals, and three oftheinteresU held 400,000 acres
under potash pewits: Potash of America holds one 1()().ooo acre
blocjust east of SaskatOQn and another in the Quill Lake-Lanigan
area further east; Western Potash holds one t()(),~acre permit
at Unity; and Campana holds alt)O,oooacre permit in the :Biggar
area. \Vhenplotted on·a map these holdings extend· in an arc
. across theprovinc;e, coinciding roughly with areas under which
the potash is presumed to lie at4epthsof sooo tOS500feet.
The holdings also illustrate the system 'Whereby the provinCial
government is directing and control~ing the$earch for, and de..
velopment of, potash. Companies can obtain <;rown..Iand rights
by three method$: withdrawal, permit, and lease.. Under a with..
drawal, as we have seen, a companycan obtain up toU)(),OOO aere:s
for six ~onths, ata rental<?f 1 l/a cents an acre, and this is renew..
able for one ;additional'six-month term•. Ifa company Iotatesa
favorable area during the six-month ,wi~bdrawal, it. can then
. obtain an exploration permit on up to lOO,ooo acre, for a m.ax..
imum of three years at an annual rento£ 5 cents an acre. It must
.spend at least $220,000 on exploration and development dl,1dng
tb~ tenn of the permit. And no company can hold more than two
permits at one time.' .
At the end of the pennit periOd, or if production is undertaken
before that, the company can obtain.a twenty-one year lease on
from 640 to 12,5~ acres of the pennit areCl,at an animal rental
of $1 an acre. Apenoit area can only be explored; while a 'lease
. area allows actual production. .
~ terms are renewable for additionaltwenty..()ne year
periods. Al~e mUlt spend money equivalent to the amount .
required to erect a plant and.other mining improvetnents, the
" total value of whiehmust be estimated at the pennit $tag~. When
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a permittee applies for a lease he may also apply for a reservation
of all or part of the area then covered by the permit which hnot
included in the lease application. Such reservations may be held
for five years at 1) cents an acre. Before the five-year -period is up
a further reservation may be obtained for a period extending to .
the cndof the lease term on a portion not larger than the leased
area" at 10 cents an acre. The provincial govem.ment undertakes,
. among other things, to respect as ~on.fidential during the term of
withdrawal,. permit, or lease, information rdevant to exploration and production details.
,\Vestern Potash has start~ sinking a 7 by 12 foot .harton its
Unity holding, and by mid-November 1955 Potash of America
had hea:d frame and shaft collar in place and was nearly ready to '.
start sinking a shaft on. its holding near Patience Lake, about"
fifteen miles east of saskatoon.
~
4-For further development of this resource," a provincial re"
sources department summary has said, Hmuch will depend on the
SUCCdS or fail~re of the companies engaged in shaft-sinking.
There is no precedent in. tbe world for sinking asha£t through
the type of material that must be penetrated for such a great
. depth. Although simi~ar te~hniques have been applied elsewhere,
it was toa depth of about 2500 feet, whereas here the companies
are attempting a shaft in excess of 8000 feet. Other companies
will be watching with interest."
Other companies have indeed been watching with interest
since \Vestern Potash in the summer of 1952 let the (ontract for
shaft sinking on its Unity bolding. The estimate then was that
. the shaft would take twelve to eighteen months to sink. After a
year of work, bowevert it was down less than tOO feet..Delays were
caused by two water and sand zones. One section was successfully
cemented after months of work, and a start was made on freezing
for.future digging. By July 1954, with a giant refrigeration unit
working, ,\Vestern Potash had sunk its shaft to the 500·foot level,
and the 1160·£oot level was reached before the company stoppW
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digging in Decembe1: 1954 to reorganize and refinance, with'
which it was occupied late in 1955. .
. The Potash Company of America started east of Sa&katoon
with plans to'sWka shaft of 16 feet inside diameterforsome'8~
feet through layers of semi<onsolidated depositi that could be
expected to cave,. To prevent cave-ins, refrigeration was decided .
on from the start. The Palmer Oil Company was.given a coutJ:act
to drill twenty.eig~t holes, alternately ~ooo and $000 feet deep,
around the circumference ofa circle ollly 86 feet in diameter.specifications which left little margin for error" These holes were
to $erve to circulate a refrigerant to $Olidifya column of earth
,through which the mine shaft is to be sunk..
Speaking in Saskatoon in January "955,G. F. Coope, president
of The Potash COmpany of America, noted that the <1r)l1ets were
then twO DJontbshehind schedul.e, but he predicted that. tbe
holes wou~d be completed by May and that sha£tsinking shQ\tld j

a

start about August. His predictions wereopthnistic by few months; actual shaft sinking had not statted by mid-Nove.mber

1955·
~"-: '1,
The uncertainty of such predictions emphasizes why spokesmen for the potash industry have been reluctant to discuss il$
future in Saskatchewan. Mr. Coope.. spe~king£or his(~mpany
alone, has noted that therestiU might be unforseen problems in
shaft .sinking - an operation which he ha$ suggested might take .
two years orso. Thus it may be well into. t957 or even 1958 before
the true prosPects of potash mining in Saskatchewan are known.
And until they are known, many other details l1:lust remain
indefinite. Potash of America,for example.. has estitnateddtatthe
company w.ill have a ~pital investment of.;$11t.rnillion ·in its
Saskatch~wan operatioris by the time produttiO'n ~ns, inc1ud...
iog mine and surface installations. But the scope of future operations, staff to be' employed, an~amountofproduction tQ be , .
attempted will depend on successful shaft sinking. and on market
conditions.

, ':'1

~
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Mr. Coop<: hasstr~ that operations will be highly mecban.
,izt'tl. Even at full production the planned" operations of his com..
,"
.. I
pany will employ hundreds ofworkerJ rather than the thousands I
mentioned in $Ome reports. Powh of Amenca, be has added, has ~,
no intention of buildinga company town on its holdings.. Accoin, modations in nearby Saskatoon, a city of 65,ooo~ where more than
5000 new houseJ,including .several hundred, new, low-rental '
multiple units, have ~en built since the war, are considered
adequate. City schools are better tban any'on the holding could
be. Moat of tbe employees, company officials. have added, will be
hired locally, with key staff being brought in from the company's
New Mexico operations to bandle special equipment and train
local employees t Except for technical, SUpeM$Ory, and administradonstaff, the company bas had no employees .of its own in
Saskatchewan during the operations preparatory to shaft sinking.
Most of this 'Work has been done by contractors,.$uch as the, drilling companies.
No potash company operating in Saskatchewan is aiming at
the Sa~atchewan market, because tbere will be none to speak
of. Scie.ntists of t~e University of Sa$kat~hewan soils department
pointout that present potassium content of almost all soils in the
province i& adequate for tbe predominant cereal crops. In some
areas, as in the new northern developD;1ents, tests with potassium
fertilizers have shown tbat they are useful, but tbe acreage of,
these areas is low. In thirty to fifty years the situation might .
change, ~tticular1y if irrigation developments lead to such crops
as potatoes or celery, but this will never be ~n a large Scale.
.There are markets in other parts of Canada, especJjlly in the
Atlantic Coast provinces. Canadian consumption of potash for _
the 1954-55 .seasOn ran over 88,000 short tons, most of it in this
eastern area. But to reach the eastern Canadian market, Saskatchewanpotash will have a crO$s-eontinent rail haul at rates ~hicht
at their 'most favorable, are still almost certain to price the Sas..
ka~ch~an product above. all comp~titors,inc1uding potash
sluPI*~by boat from Europe.
"
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.. Indeed, Potash of America u planning to ship.the cexpected ' .
p~oducts of its Patience Lake mine into the American market
in the northern, central, and western states. Desctibingthe pot..
ash Qusiness as highly competitive, ~:fr.Coope has said that his
company is engaged in 'Saskatchewan operations with the idea. Qf
supplying them:arket ftom 'two sources and Uto developaddi...
. tionalore reserves which would ensure the company of extremely· ,
, long life:'
Saskatoon during the $pting of' 1954
said:
Should. a new operation be brought into production in Canada
it'would be as an adjunct to .the present operation in OatIsbad,
and not in any sense as a repla~elllent. Under the most,.@vorable
conditions $Cveralyears of~evelopmentwould ben~c~rybe ..
fore any. production would be made•. This conforms to the
present. m~rketconditi~n in' ~hich potash, is inexccss'of
demand·:'
Because this new reSOurce lies bidden underground, and he..
.caUSe most recent information about it lies bidden incoufiden..
,tial files~ Saskatchewan citizens have not becom~ much 'excited'
-about it. Nor have their lives beenparticulatly affected so far.
But as development continues, PO~shand
other ittdultrial
minerals recentIy{ound under the prairies and the parkland will
make great changes in a province wllichbas been known as a
majorwheatproducer, but which has also $~.JJfered allthe hazards
oEa one-crop economy.
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JAM SESSION.
..

I was the trumpet's
Razor tongued note
Blown flat.to the ceiling
Plastered
'Vhite on white

"

Non~xistent

Riddled with holes
By the tones of the trombone
Human lace which the drums
Pummelled and slapped
Smack on the floor
'Vhere the hard heels of all feet
Jitterbugged.

A snake of air
Undulated under
Myna-shape
Uncoloredness
'Vove upright
A transparency
Limpid;
I $aw the grape-soft bloom on lovers' eyes
Heard laughter red as raspberries
And sharp as cacti .
Knew the sound of words I could not hear
Felt the pulse of blood. I could not see
Then miraculously
'Vas mY$C}f
'\Valking on the street.
PHOEBE DOUGLAS
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. TH.E c.arLD·':M:AN

.'

. Achild..man wanderedbare..legged down the reach
_
One'Sunday earIy~ lostvillage church·bells in his turnings, .
Intrl;.lded where the gross seals floundered. each
'
, Thin trail ofsand·tracksleading-him from home. The waves
'Vere whiteand'Iarge, thatIJ10rning on the beach.
.
They towered,-thundered.and'in retreatingshed .
Sea-.omens where he stood: great convex-skeletons
Ofshatks, 'flat rainbow fish, and stores of red
Transparent shel~swhich speckled roek"weed in sharp gleamingSI
As if a thousand passinggulls had bled.
'
I

The cormorants searched alone that morning, low
On sooty wings, adjusting unco~cerned togttsts
Ofsudden feverish wind that sprang from slow
And leadendouds. The chiId..man, hesitating, watched
.The flashing terrors of the undel'·tow.
But shoreline swooping quickened urgency
And drew him on, until thesand was rock and tock '
'Vas cliff which walled a narrow ann ofsea; .
Blue shadows pUlsed upon the further side, in moss .
'Vhich filmed the broken body ofa tree. . .
The eddies glittered. No parent t~ deplore .
Thedripping legs, he entered coldness for desire L .
In crossing, barely heard the far.aff foar
Of penetrating ocean, barely felt the lift
Of waterseeking tide·llla,rks on die shore~

f-.
..I. _ .
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Nor" .leeping later, saw the channel churn
.
With moon-eonvulsions, crushing wreckage on the Teefs,
Nor woke with ICtearilings of the mother-tern
Which ne$ted at his headj but knew and understood,
In quiet dawn that he would not return.""
r'

Instead became a king a,fwa!ted zones,
Wore sea·weed crOWDS, adorned himself with perfe<.;t stars,
Pondered in.silenceon high sand.dune thrones,
Reachingwith tears for atrangeand. half..forgbtten days .
\VhiIesortinggraying pea!ls and smO<?th pale stones..
.

,#

•

•

-

JOHN T. OGILVIE

•

I

AN OLD MAN'S GARAGE ERRAND

First, one of myoId tires burst.
After that I just sat
In the car until the last star
Burned out .. • . Five A.M. or there about.
The morning air was sweet. Right there,
Suddenly, in the glen below me
\Vas this cloud. Man, no .hroud,
N() birch log is grayer than fog..
'Vell, there was not one cloud,.but a pair:
Fog gloom and apple orchard bloom. .. ••
And the day just beginning to gray
At the mill and the high river hill.
I feel good because, from where I stood,
Part'of dty was part ofearth. \Vhy, ~
I didn't mind the walk, though my kind
,~ay in chairs. Now, you got any spares?

)

CLOYD CRISWELL
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SPRINGlVAS ALWAYS
THE BOATHOUSE:
Dool'$ pulled open .
Toa skittish sun flicking
Over hulls and oar~locks
Rusty from encrusted'
.'\Tinter's idleness.
Choppy waves, .
And juices hom the seaSon's
. First blisters kept
The flock clustered
Until one late·in~April day
..ff'"
.
\\Tords were floating distant
- On the glare-fiat water
And the boathouse yawned . .~
Empty, a dl~ainedmother .
Wh~ Y0l,lng;were all embarked
And rowing into$ummer.
,MARTIN llOllBINS
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THE TREND BEHIND
REVISIONISM

·
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I

are the flock of revisionist books and
•• .• articles trying tOC1'O.nerate (;ertrulll war gUilt forWorld
'Var II. They blame Hitler's war not on Hitler but on
America's love of liberty; that is to say, on those anti~Nati interventions which were and ought to be a matter of course for any.
unservile republic. The trend behind the symptom of rev~sion~
ism - notaperwnal intention but an impersonal trend - is to
make our present struggl~ against communism seem a struggle
only against communism, instead of a struggle against all forms
of totalitarianism.
Instead of feebly answering the revisionists by bleating defensively:u'Ve did not reaty intervene so terribly much I>efore
PeadHarbor,"''Our historians should retort belligerently:. ·'Yes;
we did intervene but, to our shame, not enough."
Had the free world intervened" at once and with full effort
against the Brown murderen in 1933 and against the Red rour:
,derer.s in November 1918 and strangled these world·arsonists in
their cradles.. as the conservative prophet Churchilltried to do
in both cases, then
there would have been no \Vorld \Var Two in
/
Europe.. no 'Vorld 'Var Two and a Half in Korea. ~{oral evil is
Uloralevil; diabolism is diabolism; it is not merely a misullderstanding, nor a neurotic childhood, nor a lack oEslum clearance.
Evil being evil, it ultimat~ly leads not to a self-deceptiye "coexistence" at Yalta, nor to a self-deceptive "peace in oui time"
at Munich; but to Dachau, slave labort and Korea.
IlU>S OF ILL OMEN

.

• "lnterv~": not via the mQrallYotonnenting doctrine of preventive war but
with a dt/emiw col1~tivc security and with fU1l1'11Oral. l~lt and econ-omie 'pres.
atlrt of a united free (:OItlJnunity.
.
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The revisionist $Chool in America is indignant, in severalwes
rightlYso, at beingcalled '·pro-Nazi." (For example, an exception .
should be:made for a sincerea11ti~totaIitarian scholar like W. It
Chamberlin.) In one. regard, however, the American tev.isionbt
school is evenlIlore pro-Nazi than any candid Nazi. At least Hitler (in his war-plotting staff conferences, of which we have 'teno"
graphic record~)and Goebbels (in hiseaptUrecldiary)did not dis...
associate themselves from starting World War II. They honestly
boasted·of that supreme achievement; Hitlefs only fear, as he
told his generals, was that it would .start too l~te, w1,len he would
not be. young enough to savor it fully. What a pitifulspettacle
- what a shame of the ~ti-intel1ectua1sr -when tOday Amed..
cans' out-Hitler even Hitler in blaming 'Vorld. War U on our
- bi-partisan Roosevelt~Wil1kie Policy. Such Atneri~ll$a~e ru~h·
ing toexoner~lteHitler of a :warhe admitted starting and of .
which, if victorious, he would not even havew.anted to be
exonerated.
.
,
T,he truth is: the man whom the revuionuts revile,. intervened
not too much buttQ() slowIY;'.1985~g6 was the ideal tirne £ot'stop"
ping Nazism peacefully, by Iawfulworld intetventionagainst its
I

i

.two pyromaniac treaty-violations (conscription, the Rhineland)•
..., But as second best, American lives would have been .saved most
effectively.Dotby isolationjsm,nor .by pacifism. but by a pledge
in early 1989 to declare war if Hitler-crossed anymore frontiers.
. By blaming Roosevelt for the war, the revisionistsofter apro~
Nazi argument so fantastic that not even the NazierirninaIs 1l$ed
it in their defense at Nuremberg. The 'Nuremberg documents,
which every American as we~l.a$ German should (but won't) pc..
ruse, prove to the hilt the°lvar guilt of the Berlin-Rome.Tokyo
Axis.

II'
IN ~H£ 1940's, 'ttn~ WEST fought for its veryexutente agaimt
. Hitler and Mussolini.In the X95.0's,thegallantcauseofindigna..
. tion agaimt ~ism seems alm?lttobe becoming a monopoly oft
I
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the left. For conservative$ and moderate liberals, for our whole
non-leftist capitalist democracy, this fact is ltill another kind of
lJintellectualshame/' ,\Ve know the fal~ b~tsuperfidal1y plausi..
. hIe conclusions against capitalism that any economic determinist
wogld deduce from the increasingly. leftist nature of anti·fascist
itlealism,. and we know inte) wbose Marxist hands such deductions would play.
Yet it Was comervatives and moderates like Cburchill and An..
thony Eden who denounced the Nazi danger from the start. They
denounced it when pacifistic ~bor party leaders like Lansbury
and MacDonald urged even more disannamentand appeasement
than Neville Chamberlain. They continued to denounce. and
fight it when tb,e leftist fellow·travelers supported the aitler..
Stalin Pact. No radiC.a1 tribune of the people, no Village Hamp·
den uunmasking" 'Vall Street, but that middle-road Republican .
newspaper, the New York Herald Tribune, was the very nrst to
expose the Nazi sympathies of the Cougblinites and of the ver..'
min press in the 1980's. Such forgotten facts show that anti;.fasdsm can and must be made to animate, once again, all supporters
of freedom, whether conservative, liberal, or radical, whether
democratic c-apitalist Or democratic socialist.
In World 'Val' II, rigbtly eager to defeat the Nazi version of
totalitarianism, America was. careless about the democratic ere·
dentialsof one of our allies and about our vast concessions to
him: the old religious problem of bad means to g~. ends. As a .
result, public opinion dozed too long; not freedom but commun·
ist totalitarianism replaced the Nazis after 'Vorld 'Var II in half
of Europe and Asia. ,\Vhen the same danger"looms in reverse, the
same lesson will apply. Increasingly, but in more respectable "pa..
triotic" gui$eS than in the crude days of Coughlinism, the right.
wing totalitarians will offer themselves as intimate political allies
Hagaimt communbm:'
Perhap$ these radicals of the right will triumph in a postO'AdeO'
bauer Germany, by no means "nea..Nazi" yet cynically pla.ying .
off east and west against eachotber, as in 1989 and as at Rapallo
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in the 1920'S. Or perhaps these ~orc~ will triumph not in Ger..
many at all but in sollle country not yet apparent. Perh~p$they
will· emerge (despite the decline of McCarthy himself) from a
Know.Nothing American chauvinism at home·; Whether inG-ct·
many or in America and under whatever respectable disguise,
these forc;es will bet~y themselves in advance by an uncontrollable psychological, need to (Jreviseu the history of World 'Vat .11
in an unscholarly andanti..~nti ..fascistdirection.
to discredit
anti..fascism.
Q~'
. In the current climate, America needs a nadonwide revival of
our a~ti·fasdst mQral heritage of \Vorld 'V~r II. Simultaneously
we must prevent this heritage trom being exploited by apolOgists'
for Soviet RuSsia. By scrutinizing the past writings of $ucbapolo.
gists, especially by the key test ofwhether. they i$witched their line in Augyst 1939 to isolationis'm, you can :easily distinguish be'tween sincere anti·fasCists and 'thO$e.anti·anti-coromunistS who '
cry "wolf" over fascism merely in order to distract-you £t~1Il cry.,
ingUbear" over Russia. Wbileguarding agains~ the insincere
distraetionist.s, we mU$tequaIlyguard against'those.who slander
as '_(Red" the absolutely indispensable voice of out' sincere anti...
fascists (whether tad~cal, liberal,ot conservative).
Being a ceaseless pendulum betwe.en left and right, history will
inevitably confront us again with a major right.,wing, menace" at
home and abroad. '\Vhen that time comes, will we makethe$ame'
mistake.as in World lVat 1I~ ,\Vill we again, win a war and lose
a peace by concentrating solely-against ()he ofthe several forms
oftotalitarian mass-murder? Unless we Jearn lastingly thisle$$On
of the Hitler war,ournationalepitaph {to misquot~ Hegel) will
. be: HThe only t~ing America has' learnt fromhistoty, is that it
failed to learn frombistory." '. . .

and

"
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with what my friends who have been
.
. • analyzed would calla sereenmemory. You know ~e sort
.
• of thing where you dream about raising hell in 'foots
Shor's b«a.use the waiter brought yo~r coffee with ~me of it
sloshed over into. the saucer, and you are really concealing £rom
younelf aneady memory of bed..we~i. Or you are stand!ng in
one. of the honky-tonks on West Fifty-s~md watching a displaced
Mimky broad go through her routine". and all the while running
underneath is a fanwy .about your old lady. In other words,
what you're doing is a strip tease down Memory Lane with the
cunomers yel1~ng "take itoffl" Well, when you"re in a deal like
mine - James Mou1 Press Information -where you dish out the
crappetoo younelf all the live-long day, you develop a nose for it. ...~
Maybe you have heard that old Jewish riddle: What is green,
hangs on the waU,.and :whistles? The anSwer is a herring. Green?
You paint it green, so it's green. Hangs on" the wall? You hang it
on the wall, ~ it bangs on the.wa1LA~4Jv~~tles!1'h_aes just to
make the riddle hard. In other words, gilding the herring is what
I get Paid to do. and what my friends pay to have done when they
lie on the analyst's couch day after day and dig up their buried
gui~t by, free auociation.l have picked up my share of the spiel
:aoout repression and regression" and frustrations and complexes.
I even know it's significant that what first <:ame to my mind was
not u$Creen memory," but '-scream memory." Still and all and
neverthelcss, you don't get me down on a c~uch. Not by myself.·
And not to talk. That's a great bone of contention' between me'
and Laura. I mean the Hnot by myself" and Unot to talk:'
My good friends would say it's also significant that my name is
actually Jacob Moukowitz. Once it seemed important. not to
" have to go down through life being called Jakie Mosskowitz.
Times have changed. And anyhow" what kind of a screen isJames
nX$ HAS TO DO

•
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l\Ioss? \\Tho, or" as Laura would say,who%n am I kidding? One
.. look at me, .and you k~ow I'm jU$ta Jew..boy who has· had too
manyh9t corned-beefsandwiches at R<uben's.Ihave $e:ell InY$Clf
in~mirrors. 1 get the general layout - fat.. dark, and paSt forty.
Anq I have the vital data at my fingertips. Five feet five in built...
up shoes. Waist, 'thirty-nine. Weight, one-eighty-six. Hair Jitill
.. with: me, and still black, though graying on th~ chest. Brown in..
solent eyes, big insolentnose, full insolent~outh.If ldoxi·tshave
twice a day, I start looking seedy. But shave me and dress me up
'in one of my two dozen double-brea$tedsu~tscutout·of English
.' worsted, French ~nnel, Italian silk, and other suchfineJabriC$t
with an imported shirt (ruby cuff linkS by courtesy of CartietfJi to
match the ruby ring) and a Browni tie, and whatever it is the
women want, {'vestill'got it. BeUeve me, this ~,no id.le'boa$t. I·
"could give you.thestatinks. \Vhkh Laura would not like at all,
not . aU.
'
.
. .
.
Yes,.another Hebe who made good. My Madi$o~ Avenue officeJ
clear me between thbtyand fortY thousand.Withyeta~octagon
house overlooking the Hudson. That's Laura. She is devoted to .
Early American. lance brought home a bar of Octagon Soap to',
~o with the house. But irs a waste of time to joke witlt Laura.
·.tShe'sa'Bryn Mawr girl,. thesedous. type. The only t:eaction t get .
is she caUsme a product of the age of the wisecrack.
mother words, were it, not for the recent cla$h .by night with
of I~rael Mosskowitz, immigrant Jew
Laura, the sole extant
. and unsuccessful rag-peddler, would have no complaint. Maybe
aguy like nle who has become accustomed to:a lot of freeasrociat.,.
ing shouldn't have got married at age thirty.-eight., But I guess
t wanted a.. kid of my own image. And i won't deny that I was
takenwitlt Laura., Not that lever.considered.her good"looking.
Howe-vet,e'ven at~wenty-three she was more than the usual female vacancy, and the.good..looking broad I can get' whenever 1
need it~ Laura is not without her' attractions. She'" an.amber .
blonde, ,lender build, Jive feet four inches without. heell~aboUt .
right for me. I d~n't want to be one of the3e little tugbo~tJ.pll$h·

at

ft~
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,jng an ocean liner around in the night club$_ A fair figure,. good
IegI, a little weak in the brealt~ork; $till and all,. a clean neat
healthy bodysho:wing to its best advantage in a golfer-style dress.
Vou get the idea.. Thin face, wide mouth,. candid gray eyes, clear
, skin,. no,t enough make-up, straw-colored hair in a braid around
her head, Not 'strictly a period piece, but quaint. In our earlier
and happier day., I called her Quaker Gir!. Well, she may look
mousy, but she can get ber teeth into you_ Perhaps we'd get along
better if she didn"'t always give m~ the frank-and,;forthrighf;if
she were - excuse the, expression - a devious bitch. To wit, last,
week,wben I came home one evening after having been u~
avoidably detained in Afanhattan all the night before by acertain"
appetizing little matter of business, she greeted me acidly:
··There are one billion females on this earth, and I'm supposed
to sbare you with each and every one of them:'
UNo,." 1 said, °only those betweennineteen-and twenty-nine/'
That, I must point out $Otto voce, wa$ neat, Laura being thirty.
"Studs MOS$kowitzl" Then sbe quickly added, "And I'm not
-beinganti-Semitic." That's Laura. She sees all the angles, she's a
tonic.
"My own personal. praying mantis," [said,!
··'Vbatprecbe1y does that allusion mean?n "
~ , 'i ~~_
'uThe female praying mantis:' I explained, Hafter m~ting bites
off the head 'of the male and eats it."
"You and your perfectly fantastic notionsl"
As she went out the door, taking the kid with her, I 'had the
Ia3t word: uThis is one male who's 'not going to have his head
bitten off."
t nAD'rJ:l&LASTWOl\D Thursday evening. On Friday, incelebra..
don of the domestic crisis, I didn't go to tbe office. llUtead, to.

wards noon 1 crawled out from under our eighteenth-century r: '
tester.. made black coffee and charred toast in our maple-paneled J
colonial kitchen, sat on our eigbt-sided octagon porch, and gazed
actoN the Hucbon to the bluish foothills of the Early American
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Catskills. My eyes were lazily following a cloud that. next toou~

antique ~bop, resembled a mere parvenu Victorian lace valen..
tine, and presto! I was no longer on the east bank of the Hudson,
but back on the east . side of Cleveland, When the MOI$~()witz
family was living on Forty-sixth Street between Woodland-and
Scovill, in that remote era "a. neighborhood of two. and four..
. family !l:ou$e$ inhabited by non-prospering Jews. Of course, in
reality it was not me backthere~ but that skinny little bugger
Jakie 1\losskowitt, seven years old, and dressed in a. brown-and..
. whit~ seersucker blouseaitd knee pants which the_old la.dy had.
made after·her own exclusive ~:Mo$$kowit% .model. I recognized
Jnstantly where I was-the vacant lot on Scovill Avenue whe.re
I spent many happy hours playing with my kid brother..
. 'It was a lun~afternoon,warm·and Junny, the las.t day of
school. A cellar e~cavation which had long .before been left un..
finish~d in the lot was already ranklyovergrQwn with weeds.
Tllat vacant lot was our Miami Beach' and our Luna Park. \Ve
played in that spellbound world, completely sealed.off f'romScovill Avenue and oblivious to the people passing by only a few·
feet away.· But in this particular memory vignette, I wu there
alone, and hunting for my kid brother who was 191t. And 'on my
search through the lot, .I came upon the bright speckled· orange..
and-brownsltell of a ladybug resting on a weed. Stooping over it,
I chanted:

.

Ladybug, ladybug, fiy away home.1
Y-ourbouse is on fire, your children will buml
Once you putyour mind in freewheeling, oue$Cl'een. memory
leads to another. -:rllat discovery is notgoing to win me the Nobel
Prize. As if ,the strip te~se ever come. an 'end, and with a roll
of the drum you can finally$a.y, '(Voila! There i.t isl Tl1e t:z4t~~.
keleh!The little treasure trove!" 'Vltat I remembered next was
mY,$~·year-old Abie coming to mea couple of weeks before last
Christmas. 'Incidentally, Laura calls the kid Abraham. or Little
Abe. \Vbat she ~anted was James Junior. But Abiewu my fixed
idea, after my kid brother.pn that I provedstubborn,ob$tjn~t<~,

to
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inflexil;lle, and downright mulish. "Do you think you're founding,a dl\naJtY?" I. id. "The next th.ing, it·ll. be King ~{~. ~e
ThIrd.. don't propoae to hang all that crapperoo on my kid ~lke

J

'.sa.

a turkeyal'ound. his neck:'
.
. "It was an albatl'oa., dear, and don't say crappel'oo when you
mean dung, dear."
.
_
"Turkey was a joke, dear, and I don't mean dung dear, I mean
crapperoo darling:'
'\Velh to shuttle back to last Christmas, the kid came to me,
climbed up on my lap, and $aid, "Daddy Jim, I want to buy a
Chrbttnal prefent for Mis. Gillespie:'
."That sounds like an admirable project. '\Vho is ·1tfiss
. Gillespie?"
"She's my teacheratschool!'
HOh, yes. You like her?"
"Yes, I do, very much."
"'Okay.. 'Vhat do you want to buy her?"
·'A lapel pin:'
uReasonable enough. Okay. ,Ve'll get her a good one, no mat..
1 tel'what it coats."
"But Daddy Jim, I want to buy ber one that lights up, with
batterY she can cal"lJ in her pocket."
'.
"rm lure that', a/prelcnt any woman would love to have. tJ
. That conversatio~lifted another curtain on the past. and little
Jakie MOISkowitz was back there in the second grade at Outhwaite School with his-Miss Gillespie, a princess with golden hair
and $ky-blue eyes whO'e name was Miss Ryan. Of course, a Christ·
mas present never occurred to Jakie; and even if it had, the old
man wouldntt have allowed it. l,Ve kids at Outhwaite were not
goyim: our teachen got their presenu on the last day of school. _
Like my Abie, I knew exactly what I wanted to give Miss Ryan - .
a blouse of gIoaay pink. Ja,tin with ruffies and out-site mother..afpearl buttons. Not that there was any question of buying such a
present. I simply badgered the old lady into making ~t:.. The old
lady took in drelsmaking. as she said, to help out. There's a laugh
I

a

..

-
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for you. That old battered sewing machine standing in mine and'
mykidbrother~sbedrooInj which became the old lady"$ wor:tt"
shop during the daytime, was the basic indunryand economic
maitutay of the Mookowitz menage. In other wo1"ds,m.y old man
wasj~ schlemiel and a neffish~ you know, a cTeep~_ one -<'Jfthose '
unfortunaterhastardsyou see around, never int~ded to ~agood
;;' provider. The old lady did the good providing:Whexlshe wasnlt
cooking, washing, ironing, deaning,or scrubbing, she waseit~er
sitting at the sewing machine or was down on her knees, het
mouth fpIl of pins, circumambulatingthe strange women wpom
I often found in my bedroom partly dr¢$$ed, theirartn$ fat and.
flabby, their pulpy flesh bulging over t~ircorseu. '
AInU month before the end ofschool I was after the old lady to
make the blou.se; and on some pret-extshe came with me one day
, to have a look at my ~Iiss Rya~ and get an idea ohize.Thenwhile
she worked the treadle and guided the beautiful$~iningpink'
satin uilaer the needle, 1 hung over the sewing machine impa·
tiendy watching my present takesbape. Ontbe last day, when 1
(ame home at noon for lunch, the old ladyfoldcd the blouse in.
tissue paper and p~t it into a white gift boxwhich ahe had saved,
and I went off to school with it•.As 1 entered the classroolll, twas
_trembling in my excitement. Miss Ryan was .alreadythere, and
on her desk were the customarycommonp1aCeofferin~ of.ca.ndy,
fruit, handkerchiefS, soap, talculll, and cheap col9gt1e. '1 placed
my box before her and hurried to'my seat, my face flushcdand
hot, while the other kids #stared. Clearly tliis was a pre~ent with- ,
~uthority. From my seat, I$aw Miss Ryan open the box and I
heard the rustle. of tissue paper. She looked in, blushed,-and then turned a brilliantsmiIe on me. Little Jakie badnit learned y~t
. how easy it is to crap out righta£tetthrowingseven. 'V'hen school
• Wa$ dismissed, he ran all the way home in a fever of triumph.

\

tiO:M~ wAs TaEN

no octagon'house, butane of those square·J:,rox
houses which the honest poor are devoted to. Once when 1 tried
to tell·Laura that a single roomo£ the pre$eut f\.~()$$ mansion
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would have .wallowed up the entire. Mosskowitt domicile¥''She
,said, "YeI, but it was home $weet home, dear." Tbat·s the way it
is sometimes, I am talking Bantu and Laura is talking Kahnuck.
Home sweet hOIIl~ Wal a$<Juare divided into four equal boXd,
each about ten by ten, with connecting doors. Home sweet home
was thesecond floor of a small dingy two-story frame house which
bad long sinceshed its pain~.. built bya free..enterprising landlord '
in the patch of yard behind a,dilapidated brick house. That Fri"
day ~OQn .. u I gazed into the Hud$on and shumed my memories
like pinochle deck, I could see little Jakic,tun in trhunph up
tile narrow broken !tone walk leading alongside the brick house
to the back' yard where hom~ sweet home stood. I remember
looking-about me for mykid brother, who~as not quite four, and .
who usually played in the paved areaway between the tw~ htmses '
until lc;ould join him after school was out. He wasn't there, and'
I went upltairs.The old lady, an amiousftown on her face, was,
standing in the center of the cramped kitchen, chopping boiled
~ef liver in a large wooden bowl which she held cradled in ,her
left arm~ 'Vhat sticks now is that the old lady coulchitt take time'
off from her round of tasks to indulge in the luxuxy of wony. She
was a little skin-and·bones, with hard black jealous eyes set in a
w~ted face. Even though the Mosskowitzes were OrthodoxJews,
on coming to the Promised Land she bad given up the sheitel of , ," the married woman, and instead she wore her own straight black
hair in a thin knot. Ha.nging loo$e on her meager body was an '
unclean dark blue dreS$, with threads and lint clinging to it.
"l\lammalu 1 ,houted. "I'm home from schoolL 1 gave Miss
Ryan mypresentl"
But the old lady was far removed from me and my intoxica· ,
don. "Where u Abie?U she demanded abruptly in Yiddish. .,~
thought he might be with you." Distractedly, she went to the
"open window, leaned out, and called,. "Abiel Abiel u Then she
turned me. "Did you see him, Jakie?"
,
"NOt mamma:'
As .he stood there, biting her lip and rocking her head..n:om

a
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;side to side, my triumph, dntinedout of !J1e and lter anxiety
seeped in., JtOi"gevald} gevald!" she said. flOi, what trouble your
father istnaking£ormel
Today, ofcourse" I (ould hazard a guess as to what the old. man
had bee~ up to.,When a woman says trouble in any language in..
eluding Yiddish, she means another ,woman. 'In other ~()td$,
having beeit through the mill I am ,a wiseguy, a teal. cnochimJ
. with. hindsight yet. But Jakie back tbetemust haVe been one be..
, wildered little bugger. Wha~ tl'oublewet$ his papa inaking for
his mama? And whatdid·tbathave'to do with Able being gone?
,All little Jakie was abl~ to gather was that his mama had been
away 'from home for half \an houl'onwme unusual and mysterious enand~ ·'1 told Abie he should not step outo! the yard. Jakie,
ron and look in that lot' where ¥ouplay. Maybe he went there."
. 'ryes, mamma."
.
. HBe sure you find, him. He's wearlng his greet{ rompers. And
conieright back, Jakiel
I can still feel the knot clenching my heart aJ, I tan downtbe
stair$"out to the front, down Forty..s ittltStieet to ScoviI1,alid,
along Scovillto the vacant lot. I fouil~grten weeds, but no green .
ro~pcr$. And P9ssiblYfth~ way a kid does, Ibalf forgot myv
,urgent miS$ionand Iingered·amoment. At any rate, in my head' .
is this' sharp pictut'eo£ little JaIdestoopingover ·the speckled, ' £!.
orange·and·brown ladybug andc~nt~ng to it. WelI, tbatts.where
we came in, isn'~it? Okay. I found no Abie.'
,.
, In my anxiety, I ran all the way back h9me, so that I came up
the $tairs out of breath and wiman 'ach~ P:1 my, side. The door
stood open. The old lad.y ~as gone. The house, I sel1$ed immedi..
ately, was empty. On the kitchen floor lay the wooden chopping
bowl where it had apparently been dropped, and some of the '
liver· had dribbled out on the threadbare linoleum.
.
Ah,that little bugger Jakier He knows there is ~use for alarm.'
The Uttle chochim knows it. Never sin~ has',$() keen a feeling of
desertio,npierced him, no, not even on that black Friday whenbe
sat ott the octagon porch, with the kid and Laura gone, and the· ,
Y011 It Cll ILJ>R. £,N
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empty house palpably at his back. I see the little bugger search
methodically through all four rooms - the kitchen, with 11JJted
iron .tove, small wooden table covered by·a worn oilcloth, two
straight wooden chain .ldnned of their varnish, egg crate nailed
to the window .ill to serve as refrigerator, ~inc·Iinedsink, and '
above it a couple of openmelves holding two paltry sets of dishes
carefully separated, one for milchiges~ the pther for flaischiges,
milk and meat to you; to the left of the kitchen mine and Abie's
btdroom, ~ith bare floor of pine boarch, chipped iron bedstead,
sewing machine, straight chair piled high with work in progress,
dres& form, and nails in the wall to hang our wardroheon; be·
hind the kitchen, the unused parlor which even the honest poor .
cannot do without, with cheap floral rug, library table in walnut ;.
veneer, cupboard. containing our Pesachdtge dishes, and mantel.
piece on which stood the old lady's solitary art treasure, an ornate
marble.cncased clock, on either side of the clock face a porcelain
maiden with waxen cheeks and thin hands rising out _of rococo
shetIwork; and finally to the left of the parlor, the master bedroom where the old man and the old lady slept, with bare pine
floor, authentic Early Grand RapiCb bed (unfortunately minus
tester), wooden chair draped over with the old man's good pair
of panll, and drC$Set' whose veneer had come Off.in stripa.Did I hear you ask about the bathroom? That was down one flight
underneath the staircase, appropriately furnished with stool and
zinc bathtub which we shared with the family living on the first
floor. Well, pardon the emphasis on theOensIagerdecor... ]amcs'
MO$$enjoya $Cuing th~ stage of his be·it-ever·w-humble origins.
HThatexplains why you're always so, ~ertive, dear," Laura
$aid once when I had described the !\fOhj.owitz establishment to
her. "I mean you pUlh so, you a1wa~carry a chip on your
.. shoulder, you have a kind of impudence that makes you so hard
to live with."
uTheword you are fumbling for, darling, ~s cnutzpeh/' ,
uIe, the classic example,U she went on, ignoring my linguistic
addendum. "Your touchine$$,your aggre$$iveness, even your .'
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tomcatting, is simply the standard reaction to the insecurity of,
childho()(1 poverty. And also being i!. ~emberof a persecuted

it. .

minority group!'-

itA gesuna air in dein It.eppeleh!''- 1 said. '·Blessings on
sweet little head! You are of tbegreat verbalizers:' .
LET US RETUItN

to our berp Jakie, whom we left atone in

.. the dderted house. And will you just look at the littIebugger.
scared as he is, try to pull a rabbit out of
hat. Perhaps, he per·
suades himself~ with fine display of corroborating details, per..
haps Abieretumed and his mamma took him with her to Rogin'$
butcher shop toget.somesoupmeatfolsupper. Soup meat. There·
is a. detail, a whimsical culinary detail, for the historian of .social
manners. You will ask in vain at Manny\Vol£'s o~ Lindy'$ for
soup' meat. Yet that pUce de rt!sistanceappeared neadyevety-·
evening on the l\{~kowitz table, anend.edby boiled potatoes,
and now and then a vOTSchpetz of choppe~ liver. Only the rarest
. and most .flamboyantoccasion br.ougbt fbrtha r03$ted chicken.
But soup meat was Old Faithf":ll.l'Vhat a job I could'do with the'
~up meat accoun~ to endear it to the great American public.
Soup meat, the miracle food. It was not only the cheapest cut of
. beef, it co~Id also be eaten twice. Yes, there's the gimmic~. You
carieat your soup meat and have it. For the evening'.$supper
(what Laura calls dinn1:r at eight), the old ladysintply gave itac
thorough boiling in water until it.was pallid of hue. For the next
- noon's dinner (what Laura Calls luncheon dear), the old. lady
stirred a substantial quantity of 'rice or nOodles into the water
which the meat had been boiled I suppOse Jakie MO$Skowitz
wasn't botb:eted~butit bothers every: corpuscle in James Moss
now to recall it. Laut'a,ol"course, an't'understand why 1: raise
such
to serve me leftovers made into hash, ,
.
. hell wheneve~shetries
.
(
~eat loaf,croquette~, or creamed. crapperoo. IfLook,dafling,U I
~y as I shove the dish aside,·'do I have 10 show you acertifie4
statement of my earnings?"
.,.1,
t'But, dear.. it's not right to waste perfectly good food/'O" .
. ,
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"Don't w~e.it, darling.. Just throw it out."
uYou never deny yourself anything, do you, deart"· :
"What you'd like to do, darling,. is build mea prhon of my
deniah. And don't feed that mush to my kid:'
"You're only .poiling Abraham:'
"That'. right, darling. I Want Abie spoiled. 1 want· him'good .
and spoiled:'
How one does drift off on the magic caq>etof his fond mem..
ories. To get back to little Jakie. Once again, breatble5$ now and
apprehenSive, he ran down the stairs, out to the front, then up
FortY·jixth Street t9 \Voodland~ and, after looking both ways for
·streefcaI1, aetOlf the cobble$tonesand tracks to ROgin'$. A group
of scven or eight women stood on tbe lawdust-strewn floor, chat-.
tenng in the aftermath .ofsome mishap. Ev~nMr. Roginin his
greaay bfoodstained apron had come out {rpm behind the meat·
counter. As I stumbled in~o.ver the thrC$hold, one woman who
. wufacing 'the doorway whis~red, "Shhl It's the other boy:'
That'tage Whisper delivered in Yiddish had the cadence of
ca1amity~The other women, replicas of the old lady, in dirty
black or dark blue drCS$eS, turned to stare at me. The butcher
bustled through the group. 'Was my mamma here.. Mr.. Rogin?"
I asked, though my heart swelling into my throat told me it was .
a futile questig,n.
'
The women exchanged glances whose import w~ not lost on .
little Jakie.. and Mr. Ragin said with rough kindness, I'Your
mamma had to go downtown. She said
mould wait for her
athome/'
.
.. r
I was $ilent, afraid I might begin to cry if I ~tried to speak. On}
of the women, whom I recognized as Mrs. Feinberg, a friend of
thefamiIy, stroked my head.. "There's nothing to .worry about,.
Jakie darling. Come, I'll go home with you:'
.
Ilet her take my hand, and as we walked along together, she
did what she could to divert me by asking about the last day ot,
school and what grade I was in and the present I brought for my.
teacher. But lime Jakie wam't'in the mood for sOcial- conversa-

you
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was reli~ved finally· to reach home' and come up th6
stairs. The wooden bowl Was still lying on the kitchen linoleum.
However, we had now acquired a visitor whoXIl Laura. with all
her Bryn l\{awr fineSse, would not have knownwbat to do with.
Twitching his' feelers' at dIe .delectable 1)otschpei%.which had
dribbJed out of the bowl Was an Early Ameticancockroacb.Our
visitor w~ no. problem to l\fr$. Feinberg. ShequiekJydrove hbn off, wiped ulfthe liver from the linoleum; and'putthe bowl on .
the table. Then resorting lothe universal remedy ·of Jewi.sh
women, she said" "Sitdown,Jakie darling. I'll get you something

tIe

YOU R. -.0 a

to,eat:'~

.1 sat atth.e kitchen table and watched. Obviously Mrs. Fein..
berg knew· her wa.yaround the MO$$kowitz..type kitchen. She
knew where to fi~d the bread and -the breadknife. She got the
milk from the box on the window sill. And she wasnotsttrp:tised
to discover ~t our butter came uotfrom. Co\~% but.ftomapples~
\Vhile that kindhearted woman busies herself pouting a gla5$ of
milk and spreading a slice of bread with apple butter, let menU
you in, as we say in the trade. My good friends who have been
analyzed tell that it doesn't matter wbetheryouremember
.accurately or not, that what you invent may be--even· more .sig..
~.nificant that what you remember. In other words, how can you
lose? I amnolongercettain wbichof the mjsh~h inlAY metn.. ,
ory belon~ actually to that June day, which bf it: I heardabou.t
afterwards, and will,ch U,"Cl$ the sptelha.sit, sheet dream..work.
For whatever reason, my kid brother had taken it into hiJ head
tq go to .'\Voodland Avenue. There ashe darted across the track$.
- he was struck by a streetcar and drag$edanadequate distance
over ~he cobblestones before the motorman could come to a .stop•.
An...ambulance took the mangled little body to Ghatity, aCath.. '
olic hospital down around Twenty..second Street. Someone in
, the crowd that .gathered was able identify Abie, and a police.. man brought the good news to Ghent and theneseorted the old
lady down to C4arity HO$pital.'
.. .
.
And now the police were out hunting for the old man, who

to

.
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might have be~n almouanywhere on Cleveland's east side, going
up and doWt} the streets, his short emaciated,frame (he died later
. of TBJ ~nt over-the, handle of the weather-beaten splintered ' '
wooden pushcart, and his worn coin purse filled -with pennies, .'
nickels, and dimes. He would, be buying up. old paper,· old
clothes, old bedding, old pots and pans, old iron, oldanythin$'
'fIe would be wearing a dirty shirt and his aId pair of shapeless
black pants, stiff with grime. The lack of a necktie would be con·
cealed by his ragged black beard, and he would have on an'old
feit hat" beneath l;Vhich his long sideburns ,framed his thin
.$warthy
face., Laura likes
to 1talk about the adorable street cries
,
of London. She would have $imply adpred the old nian...The old
man was a great streetcrier.; "'R.agsl Ragsr' he, would cry ador~ .
ably. "Paper rags! Paper rags~ Paper rags/"
:
~,

I nON', MEAN

;

"

to keep you.lnls~pell$e .. A~ied;ed.ltifat:!~ ht

wasgootl and dead by the time'the.ambulal!.ce got to the hOSpItal.
The 014 lady only $etved to put the legal name to the brok~n
remain$~ And in the ~o~k()wi~~mily, Abie's ~eath madea-dif) feren~e; a big difference. Something gave way~iween.the '<>.ld
.man and-the old lady. Th~ old man became quieter; mor~ sub·.
dued than he'd 'been; artdthe old Iadysomehow, by a word wo~
here and look look there, never l~t him forget. As for little Jakie:.
it was not,only the:: gloom that fell over the M()S$kowitt family.
There was no more Abie for him to·take to the:ra~nt lot to catch
,gtaS$hoppers, or to play Soldiers with in theirbe<lIroom on rainy
. afternoons.:l do~~t of rnY$elf remember what Abie looked: like.
But after'the old lady.died (breast canc~r.), I found a faded photo
in .a $Oiled envelope hidden behind the Pesachdige' disheiJt
must have been taken during the spriJ.l8' before the accident by
an itinerant phof~pher of'thoSe days. Th:e scene'is the paved'
areaway. Abie,' dremd'in checked rompers,. is sitting in a little two-wheeled.· cart behind a goat in harneu.He is holding -the
reiN in hh bands. His dark hair is as ,cudy as the goat's, and his
bi$ dark ~yes are l~king seriously at·you out of his little faCe.

,

_I
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On that Friday $pent among my souvenirs, Iwen~ into, the
house,<got the ~ld faded photo from my wallet, and brought it
,back ,out on the pOrch. Sitting there, I was again struck by how
m1,Jch my. son Abie rOoks.like my, kid brother. The resemblance
, is not so much in the actual ~ppearance {my Abie, while he has
t.ny~dark complexion and eyes, has Laura'j straight hair}; rather
it's in thf; flean honestlook oEthe two kids, the pure music they
give off. I have frequently, thought of everything my kid brother
mi~ by tangling withtItat streetcar -all,tbegood times and
. the kickS, Ii~eputtingon a'newsuit, taking abroad to'the Persian
R()()~, play~nga pinochle hand in spades, lying in the sunQu
Bermuda, watkingalong Madison, inhaling the lights and col~rs
of Manhattan, even, buying the oct~g9n house. On the otlter
lIand, I teUmyself, ifAbiemi$$Cd theron,ne never lost th~ dfln
honest look and the pure music. The lisllyfiIm nevercameddWn
over his eye. He never gave with the hearty laugh,.he never be..
came an operator, he never had to dish out the d:-apperoo. .
Of course, little Jakie .sittin~ at the kitchen table eating bis
bread with apple butter anddrinking his 'milk was not yet of the '
deep th~nkers like laJ;ries. AloS$ resting his round' rump on his oc..
tagon porch and studying the old faded photo. Strictly, I don't
.know whatJakie was, tbinkipgt except -maybe when hb mamlUa
would comeltome.uShewon'.t begone long," Ml1. Feinberghad
l;eassuredhim.uI'U stay herewith,you till she comes back.1f And
(when he finished eating and was:.just sitting there at the kitchen,
, table; she said, uHaven't you got sOmething ,to, play with, Jakie
darling?" "
As a matter of fact, I did have something.. ltw-as not anything
you'd find at Schwarz's, but a little game I had invented which-I
called Soldiers. On rainy afternoons and Sunda-y'mornings (the
old man wo,.l1dr.t'talIowgames on Saturday), I would play it with
Abie in our bedroom. In heryeat10£ dressmaking,the61d lady
had accumulated a quart Mason jarof buttom,mostof them the
ordinary small white or bIaekvariety, yet a number Qt.,them
,larger, colored, Of oddly shaped.lremetnberthat I wouldattange
YO UA ClIILDAEN WILL BUAN
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these into' armies, with the ordinary buttons sttving as common .
",ldiers,and .the larger colored buttons -a$ officers. How dp you
like thad rd put A-bie in.charge of m~Ying certain troops acrou
the Boor. And on Sundays, when we could play in our ,bed, I
. would fashion the blankets and pillows into hills and valleys for,
our armie$ to' march up an~ down. I can still hear Abie'$lisping
treble echfling the COllunands.t "Company,. attention! Forward
~ .. march!'"
.
. Obediently, at ~fr$" Feinberg'ssuggestioni 1 went. into the
'bedroom, got out the jar, and.lined up the buttOns. But my heart
waSn't in it. Ev~n though the game went on for a lopg. time, 1 .
kept an ear cocked. £o~ a sol;lndof the old 1~4Y, and rW3lawa~e of
~~. Feinberg pacing' the kitchen floor nervously and looking
in an. me now and then .withan encouragingsmiie. And when,
at last, I heard foo.uteps .oil' tbestairs, I dropped my game with
,relief and ran out into the kitchen, shouting uMamma! ~famma!"
The mamma who came inuoppedJitde Jakie. in hb tiack$. She
was $upported by two nUtl$, who led her to a chair, where she sat
lifelessly, her hands dropped 1()()$e in her lap, her eYe5 blank,
without recognition. One of the nuns was carrying our chopping
-knife, which the old lady JPust have taken with her to the hos..;
pital; and she now put it on the table.-j couldn!t take my eyes off
the oldlady. She had become a stranger. She sat there, siIentand
motionless, as ifller skin..and..bones didn't belong to her. Her
eyes.w~repuffedand red, and clearly they did not know.me•.
I..i tde Jixie's heart pammered itspanic; and when the numasked
-which was his mother's 'bedroom, he could only point, without
,a word. "Come, my child,., said one of the nuns to !lis mamma.
u'You'l1 feel better when you lie down."
. They led her back in~o' the bedroom, where he could heat the
creaking'and crunching of the bedsp1".i~gs. ~{n. Feinberg ducked.
_her tongue and said, HIt would be better fot her if she let herseff go and cried:'
Soon one of the nuns came out into the kitchen. Of coune,
. Jakie haS long since got used to ea~ing ham. In other words, JOme
c

<:II...
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of his best ftiendsare goyim. And -do¢$n't hi$ own wife Laura go
off every Sunday moming to visit with bet Deatly nel()vedt-~ut
back there, little Jakiestar¢d withalarrn at the nun in her un..
. familiar black-and-white costume, and with the forbidden cross :
dangling at her waist.. She-put a bandon his head, and a gentle
.voice said, ··Your mother-has had a great sorrow.. YOJ1~ust try
- and bea brave boy."
.

JAKI£wasabrave boy.. Okay. So was james "Moss. At
least until Sat~tday. In..fact, on ,Friday evening the brave boy'

#ITTL'E

even went in "to Manhattan, had a steak at,Manny ,\-VoIPs,got np
a pinochlegame, andwon two hundtedand seventeen bucks."But
it didn't make him feel any better. And when he retumed on
Saturclaya£t~m()()ntofind the bouse stilldesened-:and Abiegone,
his heart ached - vibrato. He wandered upstait'$and down$tai~s,
inside and outside. No one was there, n<>t: even Mrs.Pe.rkins. Her
days are Monday and·Thursday. Toward$ev~ning, he .1aid~ut·
hi~gray pin-stripe flannel,. and shaved,. preparatory to,going in to
Manhattan for another big night. What he bad inminp.was to
call up.a broad he knew name of Millie:'bavc dinner with' her,
and take in a floor ~how. But when he sat down at '.tuephone, in..
stead of ringing Millie up,. he foutlCl hinuei£ putting th~()ugha
call to Laura. She was where be'dgilC~~d.she would be -- at h.-er
mother dear's. He open~d .the negotiations,. which, he can repOrt,
were. brlef,succirict.. to the poin~,andafiasco.
If I wantAbie back," I said.
'''rm sorry.. dear, but.! don't think that:would be wise. I think
little Abe really_ b~tter off here with me."
1 took that in for a minute. I have respect for a trump. nWell,
jusJ leone talk to him:' .
.
"I'm aWfully sprry, dear. That would only upset him. Right .
now" the cIiild doesn~t quite understand l;Vhat's happened, and
be's a litde bewildered .naturally/'
"N:aturalIy," 1 said. "How does ittaste?,t

is
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I~How does what wte" dear?" ,

"My head.."
After l,aura hung up on me, I sat there at the phone for a long
, tilne. Du'k had £allen" and the shadow. w£re colleetinK in the
_(proen and al~ng the ceiling. Somehow th.~~ to call Millie, or .
. aj'tyother broad, had evaporated. James M~, man about town
and life.of the pany, 'felt old. And perhaps because ~utahad
~. the expr~ion Hthe child," $uddenly across forty yea", I
heard the Dun say, "Come,. my child," and I realized that the old
Iad;y 'Was jmt a child when my kid brother died. She couldn't have
.been more than thirty. And the same went for the old man.lwa&
almOlt old enough to be the old man'. old man. So what did that
make me? My own grandfather? 1coilld see the old man trudging
up and down theaide atreets,.tqoped over the handle of hispush~
cart.. fc>llowed by a troop of kidS mocking his uPaper rags! Paper
Tags!" What was it that made him such a schlemiel and $uch a
neffuh? Every stinking little rag..pbidler.in· tUpeeda1.s worked
.hittlJe)£ up to having hi. own junkyard in thegtiiiy;'uth
Woodland. But not the old man. He nevermade it. He never got
'out ofanother guy'sstable.
Once in _while, little Jakie would go with him to the junkyard
where he $Old what he'd picked up in each day's treasure hunt. I
can.seethe hills of broken.toves and bedaprings and rusted iron,
the smaller piles of lead pipe, copper, and tubber, the bales of '
paper and rags. Somewhere along the line I must have decided I'
was never going to let myself be the man in the middle. ~ became
a Jew-boy definitely in a hurry. Laura thinks because she sleeps .
with him she knows James MOQ. How can she if she never knew '
the old man and the old lady? TB, breast cancer, overwork,worry, not having the caah in hand, and quaffing the bitter cup
did for them before I met her. It', tough that they didn't live to
geta little nache$~ justa'grain ofhappinesl, from their little Jakie.
They both died, fint the old lady and then the old man, just after
, I quit Ohio State to take a job with the News. Well, as I sat there
at the phone thinking of the old man grown to his~pushcari like

'or'-
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.• an appendage, I beard his voice. Only it was crying not ,uPaper . '
'Tags! Paper tags!" but HDa4d11im!Daddy· Jim!" ,
I took the ~tai1'$ two at a time) and had gone ha.lf..way up before
I recognized where I was and the trick my mind was, playingo~
me. Nevertlieless, I continued up the staim;tnd·into my Abiets
,'room. It is a fine little room, over~he river side of the porch~with ..
a goodview.l100kedaroundwithout turning the light. 'The
'wallpaper, which. he had picked out.bim~lfwhen. he wasthreet ,
bas yellow cows jumping over blue moons and red dislles,ronningaway with green spoons; liowever, recently he .insisted on
picking out 'a new "grown-up" wallpaper, with a motif'of tail..
toad 'tracks, semaphores, and dieselJ.That,l$ sCheduled to go up
ina couple of 'weeks·. Or i$.it? I saw that his toys, most of them
at any rate) were still scattered along the.walls,and that his boOks
.Were in the ~.,I opened the closet. Laura had taken all his suits•.
No doubt to'show she llleant ~u$ine$$.1 was glad. to ~ee that she
had not forgotten to take Flapjack,'the stuffed velout donkey, all
ears, which lhought for Allie OIl his second birthday a.ud 'which. he nevet went to ~leep without. I $at on his bed in the dmk, and
ternemberedilnoth~r twilight when' I' had discoveredhbfl' there
alone, perched i,a the middle of hisbedrhugging Flapjack, with
his feet·draWIl up under bimand the blanketwoupd like a.tent
. around him. He was then not quite four, like my kid brother,· ...,
and he ,looked scared" yet detenninedto be brave andnot~ocan
ou~.
.
H\Ybat are' you sitting that way fot', Abie .sweetheart?" I said..'
"1Q.on't want the snOokiesto get me."
'''1 don't see anysnoOkies,Abiesweetheart."
"0h,you can'u'ee them, DaddyJim/'
$'T~~ri howdo you knowtheytre,here?"
/ ···\Vhen it's dark:--....and you"realon~t, you can feel them' touch
your.hair:'
".
~""., .
I took'mm in my anns. "Next, time the snooldesate around,
Abieswee,theart, you,callyout daddy.. He'll be delighted to keep·
you company."
-

on
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· ··Yes, Daddy Jim:'
Snookie$ happened to be something little Jakie didn't know
about.. Still and all, aitting back there in the kitchtn after dU$k .
bad Itttled.. he wasglad·to see one of the nuns light the gas ll1aIltle.
Tp~ two nuns 'had been waiting patiently for the old man to
cqme home and take over. And just as the gai mantle was lit,
there were foot$teps on the stair•. That time little Jakie didn't
.,~ jump up. lie $at there waiting,in ailence. The old. man came in,
tired, dirty, and Jtdcken. (I learned later that thepolir;e had not
i found him,. but that on ~e way home he had recei,:ed the glad
tidings from a neighbor.) His face, framed by .the long. black
.sideburns and the ragged beard, Wat bloodleu, almost yellow in
the gaslight. He .tared at me and th~uns for a moment with
sick eyes, and then went quickly into the master bedroom. I
heard him cry "Sadie! sadieI" And then it was the old lady
screamed. It was a$ if she had been holding herself in until that
moment, waiting for the old man. .
u~furderer1" she screamed inYiddish.
There wa$a shocked silence. Then the old man said in ahoarse
voice. "·Sadie! Sadie! \\That are you saying!"
"Murderer! Where is my Abie!U
J
uSadie, please! It's a shame for the strangers." _
uA shame for you and your Eva Silver! You have murdered
my Abicll\furdererl ~Iurdererl"
r

AT TIU~ OLD LADY'S first scream,

the two nuns, who had started ~
to leave, turned back abruptly. The cross dangling from one
waist swung against the door frame. Little Jakie heard the
dack,and he heard the progress of thOle rustling gowm through
the parlor and into the ~room. Almost immediately one of the
nu~ returned, leading the old man, limp and dated, back into
the kitchen, where he dropped into a chair at the table.. His
hands, little Jakie noticed, were shaking. The other nun could
be heard in the bedroom,'trying tOJOOthe and quiet the old lady,
who had at last given way and whOle horribie nsping so~ shook·

'.
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the air. Thenr die first nun went back into the bedroom. and
added hervoice to that of her companion. The old man sat where
he had been le£t,so numbed that even the mQ'edible presence1of
..tpe nunS, emissaries of the~ancient enem.y, did not affect him. ~
-for little Jakie ·sitting aCfO$S the table, he tried toshdnk' i,ino
hiIIlSelf, t(> make himself unnoticed. Between his ttUUnma"s soJ>bing and Ilis papa's shaking hands, the little bugger was seated
bone deep. As Laura so aptly put it, tllechild didn't quite under..
stand what was .happening.And lafter forty years the dlild still
doesn't quite understand. The name ,of Eva Silver was never
-again mentioned, at least not ID,jakie', hearing. And don'.t ask:me wbatexactly gave willi ule oldman. I never figured out
wliether it" was a real affair or just a caseo£ hot pants. And with
the kind of guy the old man was.. it might ,even have been one of
these walkie·talkieromances; what LaU1'3 calb let's-be-PIatonic- :
dear. All I figure wastbat the old lady must have gone out that
afternoon to check. upon the 014 man.. and left Able alone. Ah,
.sweet mystery of love.
_
, .TIle old lady's sobbing finally subsided to a moaning, and then
there was silence ,in the bedroom. The two nuns came -out into .
tbe kitcllen. One of tbemsaidtothe old·man, J4She'U beaU right
now. But maybe you'd better sleep with the boy tonight." The'
old man merely stared blankly, as if he b.adn't beard. After a
moment, she added, "lVe must go now. '\Ve can't stayariy longer.
I think you cantake Care of things," .
At that, the old man pulled .hitn.self tpgether, got up, and
mumbled something intended for tJlanks. The nuns left, and he
stood at the door fQra minute liStening to their footsteps goiu.g
doWn the stairs.. while his shadow flickered outbe wall in tbe gas
light. Then he took ~ deep breath, turned around, and became:
aware of me...·DidyoubaveSQmething to eat, Jakie?"
I nodded, uYes, papa:'

'.1,"

"Then it's time-to go to bed;"
There were no protests and no delaying tactics. 1 went into -my
ToOm~ undresscdquickly in tIte half..lightfalling in from the
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kitchen, and got into bed in my underwear. The pl~, man soon

turned off the gu mantIe, followed me into the bedroom, took
off his thirt, pmts, $hoes, and lOCks, and lay down on the bed next
to me in the long woolens which he wore winter and summer.
The MOICkowitz family did not know from pajan.w and brush..
your-teeth-dear. I lay there in the dark, tense and silent, listening
to the occasional whimper or moan from the old lady'S '=>edroom.'
, I could sense the old tnan lying next tome, aI$Olistening tensely.
Then suddenly in the back room th~horri~le sobbing broke out
again, ruptured by a acream hardly recognizable as the old ladY'$:
"Oi, gevald, geva1d! Mein A.beleh! Mein A.beleh!" I clutched. the
eld man's hand. It wcu cold and clammy, and his body stiffened.
Then there was another scream. And another. "M~i1i A.beleh!
Mei.,. Abelehr'
Th¢ old man dbengaged myhand, got up from the bed, and in
hit long woolens went out•.As lIay there trembling, I could hear
his bate feet padding through the room~ to the old lady's bed..
room, and then his broken pleading voice: "Sadie! Don't! Sadief
Sadie!" Aftera while the lObbing died down, and I listened to the
,old lady moaning and whimpering, and tht; old man pleading,
pleading,
pleading. The old man didn't return for a long time. -' -- .
,.
I must have fallen asleep. It wasn't untUne climbed into bed='--';<"'~-""
,with me that I laW he had no head. '\Vhere his bead :should have "
been was a $~all plain black button.
. . . ' . . . . .

.'

-

_.,

-

-

.

-
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IN QUEST OF THE'SPADEFOOTS

Aa~::~~~:~~::~
.•·~~.~.·.:.a.•e..•.dtu=.:::.:.~o.au::. .
cuIiar amphibian in the Carolinas which he thought :

.M..
....

to be a frog new to. science. Later it ~provednot to bea frog
at aU but a member of a new group ~hichwas given'thename
Staphiopus (litenilly,"spadefootn ) frQJl].the shatp,$ickle~shaped
tuberc1~ on the hind feet with which the animal burrows. into
the earth.·. This.and .retatedspecies found later have· mtetdted
naturalistS for well ove;r a century.
. "
.- My boyhooCl was .sPent in New England, largely in "rural
Maine, where no .spadefoo~ «cUt. By the time that I was twelve
I knew all but one of the frogs and toad! .oftbatregion, ha4seen
their eggs and tadpoles, und~tood·when and in what lldild of.
places toexptet ~em and when-and where they bred. Later
~ .{without fonnalimtruction).at nate~CoUege, at ]ohnsHopktl1$
. University, and at Marquette Universi~y, 1 made .weo£ my boy" .
hood knowledge to secure frogs· eggs-for·study Or teaching and-.
d~dnotfind any reason to doubt that 1 had a fundamental under..
. standing of frogs and toads in genera1,par~icularlyoftheiX'breed..
ing habits; and 1 found nothing in' books available. to me that
caused me to:. think otherwise~ ;
.
Wheu therefore; jU$tover twenty. yeal'$ ago I came to Okla...
homa and here firstencounteredthe$padefoot toads; I was,in for
a rude awakening, for theseanimal$w~e very different from any..
thing in my former experience.. Starting ()utto-learn from boo~
. something about .them, I $O()nfouud diat little was actually
1"

known Qyanyone, except for theeasternspecie$, fu'stdescribed.
For fully halfof the otherlpCciesor$uhspecics, not even the eggs.
and tad~ies 1.tad been studied, and except fora few' oftheItt1
_ their breeding habits had been only sketchily obsented•.
Twenty years of observationou the four kindst"Ccupyit'lgOkJa..

845
.
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homa~ ,upplemented

by one season with the two occurring in
northeastern New Mexico, has taught me much about th~ anima'b; but aIInOft every year Iatilllearn something new. ~ hav~
become convinced that the spadefoot toads areatI!0ng the most
intete$ting of all of our native animals and that it will take at
leas,t another twenty yean of intemive ob4ervations ~fore they
are known adequately.
The Jpadefoot toads occur only -in North America although
they are clearly re
to"an Old World family with representa- .
dves in ., Europe, and el$ewhete. Eight living kinds are
known and a few £<*ilfotm$have been found also. COllectively
they cover.mostregiolU of central and southern North America,north to near BoJton, MallaChusetu in the east and to southern
British Columbia in the -west, $Outh to the region of Mexico
City. In the United States, only the northern states east of the
Great Plaim apparently lack some species ofspadefoot. None are
known in northern New England, much of New York, Michigan,
and \Viscomin. Only one species does not occur somewhere in
the United States, this one being known from -a few specimens
of adUlts and tadpolel from the Valley of Mexico~near the capital
t

city.

_

,.

The real ~ome of the spadefoou, however, is in the Southwest,
as.evidenced by the numbers of individuals and ofspecies found
.there. For example, in the whole region east of central Arkansas
only one speciel is known, the solitary spadefoot (Scaphiopus hoI- .
,b.ro()lr.i)~ A quite minor exception to this may ~ a ques~ionable
,subapecics, the Key 'Vest spadefoot (5. h.albus) in the very south..
ern tip of Florida, notably on Key 'Vest. In contrast, Oklahoma
hal four kind$, New Mexico certainly three and probably four.
Tens haS four certainly and a poI$ible fifth. Arizona has cer..
tainty two, proba61y three, and poISibly four. Califomia has at
least three. but from the northern part of Califomia northwardtOJOuth~rnBritish Columbia only one kind is known. To the
south, threefonns apparently CI<* tho ~teJC.ican bord~r g~ving
Mexico four kinds.
~
.-,
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. Thespadefoots are Jtnall,sqlla!..,,~h~>tt-legged.animah ofsecretive nocturnal habits. They $eldom reach four inches in length.
Inane group, females, which average .larger than males; may
slightly exceed this. Color on the backvatiesgreatly'but is usuany
$Ome $hade of grey, brown, green, Or<JIlottled in these colors. In
three kinds ther~are curved lighter ban&onthe back but the
.under surface is white or neady white in all of them.. These are
.the on~y frogs or toads in North America In. 'Wbichthepupil of ,
the,eye in bright light isave~tlcal.slit; in all others it is circular
or very nearly $0.
One of the most peculiar strUctural details of thespatie£!X'ts b
their smooth, moistskiti, morelike that of a frog tbanofa. toad. '
The skin is thin and very glandular and it :Secretes a pepperyta$t~ ,
ing, musty smelling Huid, more copious in females than in males.
This is very obnoxious to 'some vertebrates and serves, appar..
endy, as a protection against predators. Whether it contains a .'
poisonous"subs.tance (as does a similar secretion in WIDe garden
tOads) is apparently unknown.
But the mOlt interesting thing about thespadefopt skin. uthat.
its structure does not suggest the true habitat of the animals.
From analogy ~ithcommon £rogs' (whicharea:I$o thin-.kinned)

\
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one 'Would expect that the lpadefootl would live in and about
ItreatnS where watet.;}QtfS through thc.kin would be minimiZed.
Nothing could be farther from the truth! The typical habitat of
tht tpadefoots is balkally dry grasslands, deserts, aI¥1savannahs,
and they have never been known to go to water except for
breeding.
Since their skin l~ water easily, in which they ate quite froglike,it follows that tbey mUlt have evolved a ,sp«:ial method of
avoiding desiccation. ThiJ is found in tbeir nocturnal and burrowing habits. A spadefoot. may burrow for several feet underground and retnain there for long periods if it is exceptionally'
dry at thesurface of the ground.
Thqt u"iually emerge to feed only at night~ later C\t night in dry
weatber than in mout. But a light rain.may stimulate them to
activity the followingnigbt. Even whenacti~e outside their burrows they are very ~etive and shy ,10 that some species of spade..
foots may occupy a region in large numbers for yeats without
being detected. Surprbingly, the eastern' species is more $Cere..
tive and shy than the western ones. This was emphasized by Stanley Ball who a few yean ago .tudied thesolitaty spadefoots
(Scaphiopus ,holbrooki holbrooki) in Connecticut where they
had not been noticed for yean. In m.y ownwork I have noted that
asubJpecies of·this one, the savannah spadefoot (S~ h~ kurten)
u aimOit never seen even when searched for diligently except
. after raimt while throughout the spring and early summer t~e
plaim spa.defoo,t (Scaphiopus bombi/rons) and the southern
spadefoot(S. couchi) are often found on toads atnigbt even when
there hal been no rain for lOme time. With tfie advance in $eaSOn
~ccompanied by the hot dry weather of a typical southwestem
.summer, however, the.e abo fail to emerge sometimes for weeks
ata tune.
Spadefoots, therefore, are largely opportunists in.their feeding.
Whenever conditions are right (thatu, rela~vcly cool an~ mout
at the IUrfacc of the" ground) they emerge and forage to feed
voraciolUly on insects and other arthropods, returning to their

.
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burrows before daylight: Some kinds a.-t least use 'the $ltnebur",
rows night after pight. Whenever condiuol1$ are not right they.
remain undexground, sometimes~ota month or more. While all
spadefoots seem to be alike in this, they nevertheless differ among
their 0:wn species in their ~e$poJue to the
.
_ same stimulation. Hence, some. kinds.
emerge morefrequentIy than others and
are more easily found..
Underground, the spadefoo,t is
not always wholly inactive. Captive spadefoots' which 'I have
watched for .several years' in a·
large concrete Htoad box" es.pe. .
dally designed fortbem have
tended to keep ..the burr~w.
open to the' surface.. If this is
plugged with earth, even in dry
weather, the spadefoot digs its w3.--¥ tathe 'sulfate to open the, .
burrow, even though it does not etnerge to feed. This serves-to
admit the all.important oxygen' nom the air. But this happens
only duringthewarm or botmonths. In w~nter, whe.ntheground 'I.'
is (014 and, thean~mars living processes are very slow, the toad •
does not open the burrow but lies with itsey~c1osedand ititegs
'... pressed close to its body, torpid and still. Presumably it can
secure the minor amount ot· oxygen' then ne.ce$$aty frOll) .the
ground moisture, "through the skin.
~
The most interesting plwe of tbespade£oot'.1ife i. the breed..
ing period, followed by tadpole development. Intbe latter,'some
of· the mast unusual phenomena, in natural. history. have been
observed.
,
Like most (but notall)otber £rog$and toads the $pade£oots
breed. in water.. The eggs are laid, and the tadpoles are left to
,fend for thenuelves. Be~use the- spadefoot$ are fundamentally.
adapted to dry c1imate$ they havetbe problemo! findingwatet
in which to bre.ed.. They solve this by having no bre~ingJea$On~
, IN <!U$ST' OF THE SllADl!FOO'l"S

,

.:.-/
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instead, at leu-t lOme individuals in every population are physiologically ready to reproduce at a moment's notice, as it were, at
aU time. during the wann JeaSQI1$. The sd!!1ulatiOb to do $0
comes normaUyonly with rainfall. Whenever
iiin
.
..... in appreciable
amountl, one·half inch or more, comes at any time between early
spring and early autumn, the spadefoottoads emerge in great ..
'numbers from. their underground burrows at dusk and, the
males find rec:entlyformed poob of temporary water.. The first'
male at a given pool staru calling with a very loud hoarse cry
,

~,

which has great carrying power.. This call is different for each
spedes and is attractive to other"members of it. Other mates mi..
grate toward the sound and usually.within a half hour many
males arefloatit}$ about on the surface - sometimes hl:1ndteds
in a single pool. The din made bya large congress of such calling .
males IcaJl be heard by human ears for over two. miles if!. open
prairies,. and sometimes even farther downwind.
" .Females are atso attracted by this ~Jl and the ~ouder the sound
the mOre the attraction. Within an hour after darkness, mated
pairs may be found in a large congre1land many females will be .
justapproachin~ the pool. The eggs are laid before daylight and
are fertilized asJaid. They are left in small clusters attached to
vegetation. or other objecli, the pairs ~~~ng from place to place
to do so. Several hundreds of eggs are piClduced by each female,
the number varying among individuatsand with sPecies. "
In these respects all kinds of spadefoot5 are ~tiaIly alike,
but they vary in details of behavior.. In $Omespecies, the breeding
congreues develop largely during a rain; in othel1, after rain has
ceued. In one species, males lOmetimes call fronttlie bank and .
interceptferoales entering the pool. In this one also, and in at
least two o-then, males. move about actively on the water between
calla as though in search for females and any spadefoot, male or
female, encountered is grabbed. If the one caught is a male, it
uttm a croak and is released immediately; 'it a female, she re·
mains silent and is held tenaciously. In at least one species, the
plains apadefoo-t (Scaphiopus bambi/rons), males depend upon
I
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the attraction of the call to .secute mates.- They lie on the water
calling lustily with little moVing about. Females approach and'
t9uc11 themwhereuponthetnales. ftantkallycIutchthem. and
take the mating position. Sex recognition in the: dark oEa cloudy',
or rainy night is, therefore,altnO$t wholly iE'notwholtya niatter
of voice. I have seen many.,suchmatings.
The eggs andtadpoleso£ thespadefoou develop rapidly. At
usual temperaturesspadefoot eggs hatch in about two days and
tadpoles are feedin,g on about the third day. Incontrasf, the .eggs
of m()$tfrogs take leveral days ora week. At low temperatures, .
of course, the process is slower; Under good, conditioll$ of feeding and usual temPeratures the tadpoles grow at atntly remark..
able rate. I have: seen young tadpoles ofa~vannah $padefoot
double their bulk in twenty-four hours and, nearly double it
agam in another day. After a few days tbegrowth rate..lows somewhat but they continue to grow v~ry rapidly.
'
'
In onegioup of species, the tadpoles may reach at least atbird.
,r
of the bulk of the adults before. they transfonnto terrestrial
juveniles, although their size at metamorphosis varies with nutritional conditions and Perha,p$with depth of water. In another
group, the tadpoles usually metamorphose while still:quite small
although their size also varies· with conditions. It is $ignUieant
.to note that the parents in the fil'$tgroup use d~epet water (when
they can find it) than t~oseof the Iecond group; and, 3.$ might be
expected, the dev.elopmental rate of the tadpoles is $()ntewhat
slower. It is.. however, always much faster than 1110st other frogs
and toads under the same i;onditions. Three weeb is about the
-usual tiine for develQpment of.dle\ tadpoles but thb variesntark.. " ..
edly with conditior!s, I have known spadefoot tadpoles to remain '
a month and a half iii the water and I have also seen others
emerge as tiny spadefoots on the twelfth night after the .eggJ
were l~id., This last is the fastest developm~talrate known to'
me among amphibians. At other times I have seen. them emerge
on the 'thirteenth" fifteentb,eighteenth.. and twentiethuigbu
after rains first filled thepool~ ,
IN QUEST OF TllE SttA1>EFOOTS
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TO UND~:R$TANDthe meaning of 10 exceptional a developmental

tate am~ng spadefoots one needs only;to temem~ that their
chal\3Ctefistic habitat i$ desert 9t dry gtis,sland; a~d the fact4' that
they breed only after rain. In dry regions in which lpadefootsappatently first arOle in evolution; about the only poOls are the tentpotaty ODes fOt111edby infrequent butcommonly torrential rains.
Such pooh usually evaporate -quickly and any tadpoles not baving a
~~e' of development ,:,ould alf~t alwaY$ be"killed ~
~e water duappeared. A SPeCIes dependmg- upon an aquatic
plwe in the life cycle would not wt.long without some ~pecial
adjwunents in this situation. SpadefooUare able to reproduce ill deJertlby having developed an exceptiofll ability in both
attu1tJ and young to take advantage of the raiJU. These habits
have becom.e so fixed in their hereditary comututionsthat they
are maintained by all species of spadefootJ regardlC$S of their
habitats now. ThUJ; the $Olitary apadefoot which inhabits the
mouter, eaJtem part of the United States still behaves' like a
~elert fonn during its breeding. It has retained'the basic breeding habits foundugood" by its ancestors even though ~hese are
unnCC$ary in its present habitat. '
. -The .tadpoles, aoo,have ~n affected by -the$e $aIDe neces.ities
and have developed special adaptations d~ringthe long evolu. don of the spadefoots in dry climates. To und~tand this, let us
consider the conditions of their live$ in a temporary pool.
When water suddenly filII a depression long dry there is often
little organic matter there. A .few plants may be washed in, a
small quantity of fecalmatt~er of larger aninialsmay reach the
pool, and ocwionally other' materials (dead insects, <DOer small
an~mabt etc.) may becanied in from the $lopes. The; conditions
9£coune will vary markedly depending upon-the local $Cene. On
the other hand, such a depresaion may !!ave been filled many.
timet through the yean and otganic matter of various sorts accumulated in the dust eventually fonning the pool's bottom, espc- .
dally if this site baJnot been repeatedly used by tadpoles•.

wt

. ~

'l
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TemporarypooIs,tberefore, vary greatly in the alilountbf b).""
ganie matter avaUa~le tb tadpoles inthetn. Also# ~ls developing
in the same depression eOften vary markedly'during a' ~eJof
.~vaporation cycIeJ. In one pool lite which! have ~tcltedfor ten
yean, I have noted~t $padefoot tadpoles$Ometittlet do very
well and at other times poorlydu~ to different nutritional con..
"ditio1l$ fr{)m yearto,yeat.'
, , ',
''
"
Spadefoot tadpOles react ,a<:cordingly. Typicall'ythey move .,nearly all the time, pausing here and there to £eed.tJOllectively"
they ,searcli aU regiotu of the pool's bottom and feed upon .aU
$Oru of org{nic materials. -encountered.: If these are abundant,
their growth i$ normal and rapid.' If..not, they ingeJt largequan...
tities of the bottoInmud taking from it anything of nutritional
value; and.their growth tate will 'Vary with their sUCCeM.
IN Q t.1 EST, olt Tl1E5PAlJEFOOTS

"

I:F NUTRITIONAL CONDITIONS for'them. btcome very poor (and'

$Ometim~when

this is not trUe) $Omeapecies become $OCial
and cooperate in securing food.. The solitary spadefoot,as well as
its clOse rela~ive, the savannahapadefoot, the lOuthem .$padefoot,
and the plainsspadefoot have allbeen',seen to do this at ,Specific
times and places.
.

(

,.
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The cooperation takes the form of a dense $Chool of tadpoles,
swimming together as fishes $Ometimesdo. Such a $Choot moves
slowly, eachtadpole lashing its tail violently so that the collective
effect :makes a eurrentthrough the JJWI of animals, so stining up
the bottom mud that a doud of particles, dead leaves, sinall twigs,
andl1ll211er pieces of detritus pas&eI' out behind' th.~t school in a
steady stream. Each tadpole takes in what it can ge t: from the ma· .
teriah so stirred. In the savanmth'spadefoot, I have seen thousands of animals in such $Cbools. Any plankton organisms (small .
algae, crustaCealU, etc.) which are caught in the vortex at the head
ofthe.school ate captured also as they pass through the densely
packed n'W$of tadpoles.
Furthermore, should a tadpole be killed or injured in thegeneralmelee bya predator such as a water be!tle, it immediately
becomes food for the owen, Occasionally, several may be injured
and others harmed by the crowding to get at the victims. In such "
,ituations, the whole Jtta$$. may suddenly become tabid cannibals, ~
attacking and tearing each other to pieces.
.
AU of tbb ~havior, including the cannibalism, is biologically
sound; for the waterlevel itUsually falling rapidly and if'~e tad".. poles cannot complete their aquatic development.before it dis-\'
appean, all-will die.. It is obviOlJsly bttter forthe~pecies that
'some should be eaten by the athen, thus giv~ng them a better
chance to win the race with evaporation and theref9re having a chance to produce other generations of. adults, than. that all
sbould succumb. Here as elJewhere in organic nature, it is the
survival of the .pedes, not of the individuals per se) that is
, impOrtant.
Even so, the race betweep: developmental rates of the tadpoles
and evaporation of the water is often Ion by~he animals so that
.all are killed. Even then they serve their species: their bodies add
to the meager organic materiab in the pool site so that the ne~t
generation of tadpoles may have a better chance to come through!
. to the terre$trial phase of existence befQre the water totally!
di~p~n.
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, Thete,~Y be more to thu last point than-at firitappea11•.In ."
one pOO~, for example, threegeneratioIUof savannali ',padefoot
tatipoles "all died as ·the waterdis;lppeated.Tadpoles of the- next
.generation, however, metamorphosed successfully jUlt Qtbewa..
.ter Wa.$ gone. The interesting point it thattbey were only ap·
proximately half thc$ize usually attainedatmetamorphosu, and
were younger by several etaY$ thap tho5e which had been ~illed
, at this, same site earlier. AIso/tadpolesof the same specie$ and
age in an adjacent. pool·did not transform for another 'Week~
Metamorphosis of this special group had ~en hurried by some
facto~ operative neither during eatlierevaporationcyc1es here
nor in the other-pool
nearby at this time. 'This
11ater
proved
to'
.
.
..,.
',.,
be the dead tadpoles left as the pool had dJsappeare4 p.u1'1ng tbe
•
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QUEST' OF Tll~ $,PAJ)EFC)(>TS
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.

.
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.
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--, .
earliercyde.
One question, ~owever, is not dearly answered: Is this accel..
eratiqn o~ the dev,elopment to metamarph9si$ due to generally
be"tter nutritional1-conditions or to somcspeeial$ubstanceaccu..
mutated in the dead tadpoles used a$ food? I have several biu of
indirect evidence that the latter is the case but 1 cannotbecer..
iain of it at the present time. Even if there bea special substance,
much careful experimentation will-be neceoaryto detennine i~
chemical constitution and the nature of its action.

mat

i" ."

IN PO'PULAR WRITI;NG it isconlmonly$tated or implied
the '
stwggleforexistence, emphasized long ago byCharle. Darwin
as a major factor in organicevolutio~; is always a matter o( com..
petition among individuals.' It is often Visualized as a rUthless
struggle for food;and mates-the law of the jungle-red in "
tooth and claw!' (how often have we all seen such exprC$Sionst).
The spadefoot$ teach us tbat there is another side to thilmattercooperation .of individuals, to the'end of group .stltVival,The
cooperative ef{orto£ spadefoot tadpolesofteri.sa.vesm~t()r all in
a given pool from destwction.
, This u.true in their feeding as· already described and also in
another manner: If the water le:vel.fall&dangeromly low jun be..

,
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fore the tadpQle$ are ready to leave the pool, they often congre- ,
~te into non·feeding groupt with wtly moving tails. In this way
they eventually scoop out a depreuion in the bottom mud into
. which the ~t water flom a.$ evaporatiDn nears completion. In
·.Iuch a depr~ion, the surface exp<*d to the air u·lessened, thus
cutting the evaporation. rate, and this may give the anittta1&
enough time to get ready for tran$fo~tion.An hour or leu thus
· saved may make the difference between life and death for thou$anchor tadpole..
.
11it the savannah $padefoott .till another kind of soCial aggrega..
don· oftadpol« has been o~ed four times, twice during'different years in one pool site, once each at two others;ftom
indirect eviden·ce many o·ther instances are Itrongly $uspected
abo to have occuned. 1 happen to be the only oneI who has reported this and, therefore, it n,eeds the confirmation of other
war1c.m. I call it metamorphic aggregation. What I have ~en is
thil: Tadpoles approaching the time ofemergence ~om tpc,pool
form. deme non-feeding aggregations in which each swims slowly
about.. Such group' may remain together for several hours or an
aggregation may break up and reform several times. In eithe~,
~, they await the coming ofdarkness, then suddenly all emerge
tq the bank and crawl out. I have seen thousands of them reach
the bank within ten minutes. Tails then begin to shrivel rapidly
.. and o,fuer changt$ tak.e place $() tb.at in a few J!purs ejilchtadpole
· has changed. into a tiny spadefoot of nearly adult fonn. Usuiillly,
they then scatter widely be£~re daybreak so that few if any can
be found a~ut the pool die next morning. In very dry weather,
theylOmetimea'hide under objects neal" the poOl and scatter a few '
days later (seen twice) and take on the feeding and bunowing .
habits of the adults•
.~ . It. iHI~. h~.w lo~g they. need. t.o r~a. ch breedi?g a.ge".sa...
-vannah $pad~foot JUventles gJ.:ow rapIdlY If o~ may Judge by a
few which I have cap~ured in the fall of the year.. I $usP«t that
a spadefoot does not breed before it is two yean- old but I have
.never ~ able to tell this with certainty because of the difficulty
~

wn.·
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. in finding theanima1s1 once they have left the pool. Shlce $3.van..
. nah spadefoots muse grow more to reacbadult $ize t~n formslike the wettern orplainsspadefoot whose tadpole~'grQw 1l1uch
larger before leaving the water" it may be that the latter take less
time to reach adulthood. Thisand many other probleIUJ with the
spadefoot toads are questions to be answered in t~£Uture.

I·
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-
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Elliott B.GoseJJr.
AN EXPENSE OF SPIRIT

'IN

IUS ARTICL~on D. H.

Lawrence', novel, Sons and Lovers
'.. . (New M.e~icoQua.rterl~t Spring:. ~955), ~ark Spil~.is ~th
. perceptive and muleading. He 15 percepuve, to begin wIth,
in poi,tmg out an important symbolic ~ttem in the novel. ,And
de.pi!~ Mr. SpiIka's own contention, I believe that H mOlt modem rdden" wUI tend to agree with him that Lawrence took his
symbolbm very seriously indeed, that in fact Lawrence's novels
.reflect his literal belief in the camal relation between man and
objects in nature. Mr. SpUka's analysis of HThe Floral Pattern'
in Sons and Lovert' is jusd6ed by what 'We know of Lawrence's
philOlOphic and artistic theorie., ~ his analysis of the. relation
of the four main characters to nature is illuminating in tC11llSof
Lamence'$ conception of the novel.
But to state tim much is not to say everything that may be said
about either the novel or Mr. Spilka's analysis of it. All of us,
when confronted. with a story, are Aristotelian enough, I think, ,
to demand that any symbolism connected with that story correspond to, or at least not contradict, the plot, the words, and actions of the characters. Lawrence's story of Paul Morel and the
three women in his life does, however, contain such a contradiction, and Mr.. Spil~'s refusal to consider it is arbitrary "and misleading. I"Ie says, for imtance, that uthestructural rhyth1Il$" of
the novel are based "upon poetic rather than narrative logic."
While we may grant, that "poetic logic" has its place in thc··struc·
tural rhythm" of a novel. we ought also to remember that the
narrative itself demand$ some consideration.'·
.
And .i£ we ICTUtinlze the plot we shall find that, up to a certain
point, the action does reinfdrce the floral pattcrn of the novel. ' .
Mr. Spilka points out, that is, how Miriam always trys to wh~le
.the $Oul out of a Hower. whereu Paul simply treats it as one of
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nature', vital forces. Thiscontmtbetween what Lawrence later
called the mental-conscioUJueu and the blOOd-comciomnt!$$ is \
also evident in the pIo,t: Miriatn'sspiritual soul-aucking inoppo-$it~o.n to

r,aurs i~tinctiveactioIl$. At the..elldof ,~~,JlDefeatOf

r

l

_

MInarD," Paul wrttes to her that he can glVe CIa splnt love" but
,IInot embodied-passion," for in their urelatiolU' no body enters:'
Later, howeYer,' Paul.£ortes their physical relation.. The union is
not satisfactory; when they come together at her aunt'" house. he
feek that she usacrificing herself to him, and he has .4toput her
out of aceoun~ and act from the bt1:J,te strength ,of bisown feel..
in~." Because Paul cannot endure such a J$ituation; he throws
Miriam over and takes up with Clara. .,
At this point, I think, the plo-t beginJ to contradictthe floral
pattem. Although at fiI'$t the £act that Clara retUrIl$ hi$ paJlion -1,
keeps him satisfied, Paul later begins t()fee14~that hiscxperience
had been impersonal, and not Clara." Miriam had wanted 'uto ,
a1?aorb him" and finally he comes to bave the same feeling ahQut
Clara: "! even love Clara, and-Idid Miriam;. but to give myself
to either of them i~ marriage I couldn't. I couldn't belong to '
them. They seem fo want me, and I can't ever give it tbeJ1l..iJ
1u Mr.'SpUka sees it, however, Paul and Clara move aPart only
because, the flowers&aving given ubenediction to their 1.1nion,n
Clara is made a' whole woman and can return to her husband"
But to this' poaitive reason in terms of the$ymbolis~ must be
added the negative one which PaUl, voices to his mother in -the
~oregoing quotation. His mother replies that he hu not met uthe
right woman" yet, and his answer presents ~s with the true nature
of °the.-conflic::t in the novel: "And t neYershallmeet the right
woman while you live:' The only kind of love Paul can feel for
,anyone excepthh mother is described ina scene with Clara, who
complailll that she never has .tall" of.hirn~ Lawrenc~ then de..
scribes theunivenal forcewhichentitrf Paul when he makea love.
That foreeis physical and impersonal. Although ,the descriptioll
is laudatory, Lawrence does, not Jeen1fo have faced theimpiicadon behind his attitude. For.Paul cannot be penonal
the

,<-

on'
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phpicalleve1, as we have seen in connection with bothM~
andClata.. In .piritual1ove he can be.. but he can have spiritual
love only for his JUo·ther (which explains' why Miriam;. love
botheu him JO).
And here we rome to the contradiction caused by Mr. Spilka'.
over-simplified analysu. For Clara finally confesses that for her
their intimacy dots not come to culmination in' the sex act. Her'
denial of the primacy of the phyaical, the blood i~titlCt, causes
Paul to feel H a fWh of hatel , toward ber. She has touched the in..
adequacy of his being unable really to give himself to her. Actu-:
ally in each of Paul'. three intimate relationship', love is marred!
by lOme fann of hate. In the silence that £aIls between him and:
hu ulother; while he is keeping his sexual nfe from her, hefeeIs'
"condemned. by her/-and his r~tion is to hate her and pull ua~
her bondage." That this neceuity to hate lies deep inside Paul is "
indicated by the childhood $Cene in which he ag:identally breaks .
hU sister', doll. 'She is dhtur'bed, for be $eenu U to hate the doll .
$0 intensely" b«ause he had broken it." .
The laCt'ifice of the doll links the necessity for hatred in Paul
with t~t for destruction. Althoug{l both Lawrence and Paul are
artil·($ preoccupied withcreatiou, Paul always ~ to react de..
•tmctively to any· personal condemnation of his aCtions. The
brokett.doll is a aymbol of hi, inadequacy, hiJ ittabiIityt<ilive life
both fuIly and perfectly. He cannot stand CIara'~ thinking him
ipadequate because of the impersonal quality of hb love.makin,g.
Similarly, he must react with hate when his mO'ther condemns
him for withholding part of the life which they had alway$ shared.
before. It is thu break between them that gradually kilIs,Paul'.
mother. When heseel it happening he begil1$ to pay moreatten..
don to her, and he leaves Clara altogether after finding out that
Mrs. Morel has cancer. The cIo.enesaof love and hate in him is
moat obviously .hown during the period of her waiting away•
.He wo111d have her walk with him more than she w~, able-. She had
a bad fainting b()ut. So grey her face.was,.$O blue her mouthl It 'WaJ
agony to ~im. He felt as if someone were pushipg a knife in his chest. '.

c

'.
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Then she was 'Qetter again,. ;lnd he forgot, But th~amciety. J'enpUued
inside him, like:a wound that did ~tclO$e.·
.

" .In the eild Paul givesher an.overdO$e(>£apain-:relieving draught; .
this action a~dthe consequentdeath of his motherateiridicative,
I believe, of an urge buried in the mind of laWrence bi1l1lelf.
Although Mr. Spilka is $Cornfulo£one Criti~·$attetnpt to look
at the novel in biographical tetJl1S;. he paraphmes approvingly
tbeob$etvation o·f.another that uLawrencehad to die as a son
~_~{Q.tehecould -J)ecomeagteatartist. That death is t:hronicled
:St. ~:2_.' at tbeend o,fSons'ana Lovers/' The novel is,intrutb, deft..,
- nitelyautobiographical. The girl who played the part of Miriam,
the first love in Lawtenccts life:, later' wrote a book of her own,
describing their J'elationsbip. (D. H.Lawrence" by E. T.; whOle
. natne was, actually Jessie Cham.bers.) In it $he gave berappraisal
o£the conflict which Lawrence tried to resolve and which became
,paramount in the novel.
The situation was sirnplythat his mother .had clabned hu lo'Ve,~t
the $pontaneous tenderne$l without wbich-!o'Ve# is a mockery., J\1id'
having given it to her fully :illldunte.ervedIyLawrencc bad inuutb ,
no love to' give to anyone el.e, so that hilagonized re'iteration ()f hit
inabUJty to love me was nothing but a bate $tatetnentof fact.
~

Heranalysis of Lawrence', attempt to fe!Olve the dilemma in hil .
novel is equally illuminating•
. The Clara· of the $Ccondbal£ofthe .tory was,a clever adaptation of
. elemeJits{rom three people, and her creationarOle aJacomplement
to Lawrence', mood of failure-and defeat. The events related had no
foundation in fact, whate-vertheirpsychologicai JigniJicance. Having
utterlyfailed to 'C()tJlC togtip' with his pr.oblern in realli£e,hecreated
the imaginary Clara 3$ a compensation. Even in the novel the (OmpeJUauon'is unreal and illusory, for· at the end P.aulMorelcalmly
hands her bade to her husband, and remains l~pended overtheabyp
of m. despair.
.

Althoughthb analy.is might be thought to come hom the bit..
ternesaofa rejected lover, I do not believe that ~yone "(hoteadl
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ber sympathetic account of their relations will feel that it does.
Actually her ilUight clarifies a diMatisfaction which I have always
felt with the 1ut half of the novel. And it aids me in presenting
an explanation of that falling off. Lawrence does seem to have
been working in tet1Il$ of a praiseworthy artistic intent, but that
intent was vitiated by the force with wbJ.ch his own personal

problems became involved.. The result of this confl.ict between
form and content is adistres.singlack of unity in potentially-nne
novel.
Preoccupied with the "poetic logic" of the novel, ~Ir. Spilka
rejects any nodono£ "Lawrence's willfulness and inconsistencY';
Lawrence, however, includes in his autobiographical hero both
thoae unfortunate traitl. Their presence is clear in the note of
hatred which we have already seen as an integral (if somewhat
unexplainable) part of Paul's character. Paul is mOlt overt in his
hatred of Miriam, who is always "patiently casting him up, as if
he were an- endless p'ychological account." It would seem that
the wuh to deJtroy whatever gives evidence of his own shortcoIIl"
ing is present both bere and in the complaint that "she was only
- his conscience, not his mate" because she did not give him "living
warmth." Physical warmth mean~ impersonal freedom for Paul,
while any questioning of him is personal and restricting. There
are'two r~1U why he cannot accept a truly persoIiaI relation"
.hip with either Clara or Miriam. The first rearon is one that we
have already-seen as the basis of the conflict in both Lawrence
and his novel: The protagonist has already involved his personal
life too deeply in hu mother. Mrs. Morel bore and loved Paul,
"kept him, and his love turned back. into her, so that he could not
be free to go forward with his o'YJl life, really love another
woman."
The second reason for Paul's limitation is undoubtedly tied '
to the first and can again be approached through Lawrence mill:"
$elf. As E.. --T. remarked in her book, --Lawrence was lQath to
admit that boyhood was OVer. He was mOlt reluctant to begin
sbaving" which would be "a sign of growing up:' And as Law..

a

.~
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renee; por~ys Paul, he is c-omtituuonallyinumtture; be· am:>ei- .
ates freedom and creation, exalu them,. but cannot accept the
respomibility that goes with them.. For respomibility entails th~
kind of'Comideration for others-ofwhich Paul u'incapable. Any .
suggC$tionthat his love'is imperfect he greetS not with a mind
'. open to conciliation, but with an imtirictive, destrUctive hate.
Paul feen that "his life" lVanf$ to 44£ree itself' &om. his mother...
lilt'WC1$likea circle where life turned back ·on iuelf,andgotno
farther:' lIe is right, therefore, in associating freedom with life•
.H e u also justified in wishing to get out of the death trap his
mother has been preparing since his ,you.th.But when she isdta-d,
he still has to break'through the psychological barrier which re..
maim between himself and life. For the dependent relationofa
child to its mother, he needs to'sumtitutethattesponsibility to
the external order of society Which must accompany the freedom
he stresses $0 much. At the novel's elid Lawrencetell$ u.s that Paul'
has chosen life, as.Mr. SpilkaemphasiZes to sQ.ow the emergence
" _ofPau!'s vital force. But in a. let.ter.to.~wardG... ~rn
.• e~~ov.fem....
" her 14, 1912)F Lawrence summed up hUaduallntentwiili\the .
;- statement that Paul "is left in the end naked of everything, with
the drift towards death: i The most that the endingean be said
to show is stOic. determination in the face of complete 10$1; and
I do not belie~etbatsuch an ending is compatible with Mr.. Spi!..
ka's symbolic pattern; nor do I believe that his pattern U ade..
q~ate to cope with the ambiguity of Paul'$attitude toward Clara
and MnJc Morel. 'Ve.cannot expect any seI1$itive person to bal...
ance the emotiol1$ of love and batewith()u~ effort,butna artbt
should have them $(')confusedly intermingled in hi$ mind as Law..
renee did V?'hen tried. to purge hiJr'ast in 50nsand LlJVers.

he
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AIRDROP IN NEVADA

·I.,:;;:~·:~::es:;t:~~:):i=~:~;~:

, crew of a .pecially-equipped lB..a6 had just finished an extra..
eady break£as.t of .andwiches and~cQffee.
An undUclosed num~ of bleak miles away, at a place named
.imply Control Point, not
ftomCamp Mercury, Nevacla,a
control-room crew was taking a brief break for hamburgers and
, 'cokes.
'..
Both CJ:,'ews belonged to the same team. Both-were up ,at that
• hou~of the night for the .arne purpose. They were preparing an
carly-morningair drop --- the seventeenth in Nevada, and the first
I nuclear detonation of Operation Teapot, the Atomic Energy
Commi"ion's 1955 continental teJt series.
,The initial blast of the series was to have been a tower shot, set
off clo.e to the ground. But unfavorable weather conditions had ,
,changed the plans of test manager James C. Reeves. Now it 'Was
to be an airdrop. The lJ..g6 crew - part of the 49~5th Test Group
(Atomic), commanded by Colonel Harry L. Donicht who, representing the Air Force Special-Weapons Center, would also be
commanding the air unit in Newda- had learnJ of the change
only a few hOUri earlier. But shortnotice is routine in t!le ~uclear
tea.ting businel5., Atomic crews must be ready, like Broadway un- ,
, dentudies, to .tep in and perform at the director'. command:
Lieutenant Colonel Eugene '-'V. eox, the B"36 pilot, noticed no
.signs of nq-voumesa in any of his thirteen-man ciew as theywalked out into the night. His huge craft was the key one selected .
to carry the critical device. The assignment: to plant'a sky-high
mushroom on tbe black-and-white bulrs-eye painted on the desert1loor at Ground Zero. Even though this would he the 11.11t
."liven drop for tnOJt of the crew, including Cox. himself, he saw
no reason Why the mission should be anything but -foutine. It

far
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, wOldd be similar to over fifty other drop$he had_flown with ··un..
armed" bomb' p:totot~.·
.

. Besides, the specific script for this particular drop had been
written long inadv~e. Just as. eacltaircra.ft knew iu place in
the complex!>utcarefully-worked-outpattern, $(leachman knew
his individual role to perfection. Every detail of every man's job
- includin.gevenminuteinstructions in the ,event. of any fore$eeable type of difficulty .... h~d been committe.d to writing. Ea~
man knew all his lines ~nd all his c~es. He had reheaneduntil
":!'rcflexes were built-in.
.
.~
Fot'$everalmonths, ~tpIaces like Salton Sea and Uuroe in
California, over-the Nevada Test Site, and at the home neld of
the 4925W :""Kirtland Air Force Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico - Cox's team had practiced together until they couldperfotm
with flawle$Spr~i$ion. Still, unforeseeable things could happen,
had happene4"and each man was expected to ad lib any time the
prepared script didn't prescribe for the unpredictable.
-Coxstretched sleepily, then shivered. The cold here Wi$n'tthe
damp cold of hi$' native St. Louis, the kind that penetrated your
bones.. But it was cold. And cloudy'.• Hem$hed he were back in
his b,ed in Albuquerque, where his. wife, Mary Anna, would be ..
,Ieeping soundly at this moment - if none of the children had

J
I

.~

\

. .

awakened
her;
t

•

.

.

,

.

, At lean a man could tell his family. a bit mOre about ~~i$ job
these day.s, w4ich was a help. There had beenoneex.aggerated·
case, back on thO$C tint "Ranger" tests, when the wife ofa 4925th .
'mau,'already fed up with his airYI "Sorry, but I'm not permitted
to divulge the nature of .my ~ork'~every time he came home late,
finally broke down into. tearful accusations when h~wasgone
nearlyforty-eighthours with no explanation. It took a hurried'
visitfrollla sUpet1oroffice:r to keep the poor. fellow~sdomeJtic)tranquillity tranquil.
,
'
Walking silently beside Cox was·)!'int Lieutenant Jackie Har..
vey, the red-headed, baby-faced navigator, who was trying not to .
look at the sky. OriOJ;1 and the Big Dipper were up there in their
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placett all right - when you could .ee them through the clouds.
If the tower shot had bten cancelled, it mU$t be because high
wind! had made radiation ~allout a dangerous po$Sibility.. High
winds 'aloft meant tough navigating. It would undoubtedly take
a 10-t of laJ.t~min.ute.t on.the·spot calculating to make those precuian turns on the final mn. He hoped there would be enough
of a break in the clouds for Ike to see Ground Zero.
--Ike" - Captain Paul Eichenberg - the chunky bombardier,
Wal the man whowould ~ subject to the heaviest pressure. It was
he who, with his auto·pUot and radar~equipped"Kn bombing Sy5·
tem, would have to guide the plane over the right spot atthe right
instant and make the big decision - to drop or not to drop. If the
decision 'Wa$ bad, it might mean tbataU the other pianes making
their own predsion flights fl·om all over the country would have
.flown in vain, that all the instruments and cameras recording on
the ground, all thetroops participating from Desert Rock, all the
scientists and obaetvers below - all the efforts of hundreds of "
people and millions of good American.:,:,.,tax dollal'S might be
wasted.·
\t..
But Eichenberg Wa$ not thinking about his weighty responsibilities at the mOment. He was thinking what a pity it 'WaS. they
_wouldn't be getting into Las Vegas on this mission. Ziggie Elman
wallea-tured at the Last Frontier. Ike had played a mean trumpet
once hiID$elf" in his own band back in Ohio, before he had given
it all up in favor of the Air Force and six kids. He would certainly
like to hear Ziggie, who was one of the all-time greats.
"Sure wish we could get into V:egas,H he said.
"Just as weU," commented Major Fain Pool, tbe copilot..UThat
can get mighty expensive." Pool was the only one of the $enior
officenwbo had drop~ a live A~bomb before. He had also let
fly a lot. of non·atomic sttiff - in Korea. Looking down att)le
$Catted fingers of his right hand, Pool smiled to think how ~many
yean thOle scars had kept him out ofthe Air Force. DutingWotld,
'VarIIbe had been coxuidered practically a 4-F. Now, with the
saIlle scan, here he was piloting ten-engine atom boi~tersr;----~-j
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OUT OF THE OBSCUJUT¥ the'big.B"soluddenly loomed~

itSsleek~
handsome outline. shining palesUver in thedimltarlight.The
men greeted "ChuckwagootJ (it was literally; the wagon that
would chuck theoomb) with familiar affection.. Mingled wi~
the affection was a deep respect -- for these were humblemenl
bearing little resemblance to the cocky fiy~y$ of the movieJ, men
who felt tiny in the presence of thismomtrous $5,1}oo,ooobi rd
with a tail over three storeys high and a wingspread capableo'f
shading a whole dty row,ofhouSC$,
.
This was certain:ly. on~(aSe1 do~ thought~ where familiarity
bred no contempt. In Jpit~of huyears o£exPetience, in $pitco£
-the weary hours of drudgery that attended -every flight, he 'Would
never get over the feeling of roman.atawe at the idea that puny
,men could, at wiU-t lift this leviathan into the $ky, load her ample
bomb b~ys with packages of trapped atomic energy, and, at their
whim, unleash their.cargo '£rom docile silence into deadly. fury.
There she stood1a monument to man's audatity, nearly 8001"
000 pounds of metal, rubber, wire1andgasoIine, with six. 8800horsepower engines and four auxiliary jet engiue$,eacbJending
an additional 5200 pounds of thrust for the climb into oxygen..
thin spaces. Those'Vright boys at Kitty Hawk would sure be sur.. '
.,prised, thought Cox1 if theycoutd see what they had started.
Soon ChuckwagontJ engineers, First' Lieutenants' Byron D.
~finerand DwightL. Odom, assisted by their crew cbiefand a'
swa~ of mechanics -- including thescanner..mecbania who
would ride along in the rear compartment to watchfortroublcs
'during the mission -would be climbing all over the plane fora.
thQroughl last..minute inspection.-And the special equipment of..
fleers, Captains StevenR. Bartalsky and Earl R. FQllensbe, would
be busying themselves with their IIlSptcial ~uipmentn:the nu..
c1¢ar device iUeIfandthe complex apparatus involved in arming
and dlsanning it. ~The armiilg occurs only on the final' bom])
-run.}__
'
AIeanwhile, similar crews at bases frolll.Californiato New £ng..
l
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land would be readying ,.their p~es,'of all typea and sizes, for a
V¥e~y of miJl:ions - no.~ onlY. fmine Air Force,.bllt f.or. eNavy'
~ Marine Carpi as well. They -WOuld all be dIrectly concerned
with Chuckwagon'. filsionable cargo. and bombardier Eichenth.

berg'$ moment of decision.

At H·hour over Ground Zero each aircraft wu due at an exact
point in .patel flying at a fixed speed at a prearranged altitude, .
facing a direction where its instruments would beop~imally
placed to catch the precious data given off by the I\lushrooming
fireball. Some planes would be coming in on training mii$ioJ)$.
The Strategic Air Command, Tactical Air Command, and Air
Training Command, on some wou, sent whole flights of planes
thundering over the test area, to give them the feet of what it
woutd be like if they had been dropping. A-bomba. Others would
be involved in studying blast eff~ts and performing scientific ex..
periments under the guidance of the Armed Forces Special
WeapolU Project - AFSWP, whOle field command had helped
plan the entire air operation, and whose magnificent work has
gone unpublicized simplybecau$e it is too secret to talk about.
The number of plane. employed in this first airdrop of Operadon Teapot was not a.pnounced; but normally anywhere from 40
to 160 aircraft might be participating in an atomic shot. Coming,
a.$ theydo.. frottuuch greatdistances,and pinpointed in space and
time with the exactitude required for a successful outcome in the
restricted area above Ground Zero, this aerial flotilla provides a
Cour-dimensional traffic problem that exUts nowhere else, in
peace or war..
'
The traffic cop' charged with coordinating the vast effort were
tbc$lllaU group of men in the 18 by 20 foot control room at Control Point, Nevada, where - a.$ pilot Cox climbed into the flight
deck of his B~86 a long way' away -:- thinS' were beginning to '
hum.
1
Over the entrance to the control.l'oom Wa.$ a black sigQ. with
small, neat letters: "This is Dragnet."
.
Moat of the west wall was covered by a neon-edged ~Iexiglas

..

,

;

.
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plotting bOard, inch thick and 8 feet $<luare, where plotter ..
Melvin. -Nimon,a dark, husky airman, washU$}' ttaeing, with
black gtease pencil, the preplanned Bight paths of aU $e pblnes
dueinatH..hout... '
.,
Under the Buorescent lights the plottingboai'd looked like an .
_ abstfaCt painting by Pict Mondtian" The: focal point of the grid
lines indicate<! ControlPoint. Airlanesthrough the teltatca were
straigbt blue lets of parallellmes. A single purple dblgo~l was
the outer boundary of Califomia's air defel;1$e zone. NellilAir
Force Ba$e was outlined in red, as were the high mountain peaks.
Near the .southwest corner, in green, ukethe squiggly profile ·of
acaterpilIat,. Wa$ Death Valley. In dark bluej toward the $Outh..
.east comer, Lake Mead ,sprawled like a Ronchach inkblot. At
.~ anygiven instant during the te$t,the board would give a detailed
· picture, at a glance, of the positionol every plane within.twenty..
five miles of Ground Zeto.
PaGing the plotting board were fQur large lCope$whQ$C cirro..
lar .screens at the moment were blank. Radio andtadarequip- .
'"; -·i:~.~~P!wasbeing tes~ed, umissions~tus" boards set up,fligpt platu
.- .distributed to the air controllcn, communicationS lines with test
directors and scientists checked.
In a few houl's-the scopes would st.al'tpick~ng up participating
aircraft as far 3$200 miles away nom. the proving ground. Tbe
telltale blip~ on tbe screen (some of them relayed by advance.
radar stations) would enable tbecontroUen to keep. tablon them •
at every moment of'Bight.
This type of pinpointconttol was something new under the
sun. Acntde·sy.stemhad lint beentriedout during comparatively
recent tests in the paCific. The highly-perfected $fstem now in.
use -.. details of whicha.re classified-was developed only la.~ely
by Martin 9berg, a We$tem Electric Company engineer on loan
to"the Air Force. Obergwison hand now, 1ookingovet the.com..'
ponents of his "primaryeleettonic reporting device,,.~th.e ingeni..
. ops mec~nism whiCh madetbe wholetra;c~dc()Jltr~ing
system possible.
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leaning quietly
agail1$t theJOuth wall of the control room, alertly observant. Also
watching silently in the back of the room were Colonel Paul H.
Fackler, air OperadOlU aaker, major strat~ in planning and
integrating the program. Unlela .something went wrong, Fackler
w~uld do little except watch the progress of the operation. The
controller. were at their $Copes, w~ose screem were now aIiv-e .
with signals, and the radio operators were at their Jets.
Anxiously -Dnning the blip' on the left rear scope was a
therub-faced officer with blond,cr~"CUt hair. This was ~fajor
John A.deVriel, kniot air controller, key man in the control
.room. He would direct the whole performance, supervise ton·
traUen, imure that every plane was following iu predetermined
flight pattern, give periodic reports to Colonel Fackler and
. test manager Reeves, keep an' eye out for ~ny deviations from
plan Or any changes made necessary by weather or radiological
. conditions.
The aun06phere in the control room was tenser than usual.
There had already been one postponement of several houn, part..
·Iy due to weather, partly for reasons undisclosed., Air cr~ws all _
., over the nation had to let. back their schedulel. Chuckwagon,. all
revved up to go, had to d;osome painful re-readying" H-hour Wa$
now 11:30, but the weather outlook. Was still short of promising.
Just outside the control room, on a ,small balcony, AEC·
ChaionanLewis $trauSIJ, a hooded and goggled figure, paced
impatiently.
.
deVties was looking woniedly out the window at tl)e overcast
. $ky when the man at the next scope, Captain Ray llicb,of the Air
Research and Development Command - one of the Air Force $
top controiIers - nudged him. He was just getting a message
IT WAS' NltAltL\" l():SO A.M., and Oberg' was

. 1
·,i

t

from pilot COx.
. uHello,' Dragnet. This is Chuckwagonover Sid~car at assigned
altitue;te. Ready to go. Over!'
"Hello, Chuckwagon. This is Dragnet. Go ahead."
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The B-g6 had just come in over Las Vegu. Not dit~tly over,
since safeiy rules called for devious flight path$ to il1$ure there
could be no mishap over inhabitedarw.
Eugene Murphy, it $malI, bespectacled fellow about tocUtet',
the gambling <:a$ino at the Desert Inn, heard the roar but
searched in vain for iu $Ource. News of thelhot had been in
the Sun and Revi~"JQurnal. HHowcan they $hoot anything off
on a day like this"? Murphy asked his wife. He wondered if it
would bea big one that -Would rattle the casin()I$'huget~~tl~()wl.
While Murphy was wondering, plotter Nimon's yellow-grease
pencil was at w01:k, writing on top of the black notatio1l$ already
on the board. Rapidly-but neatly'he. prInted the lettersuCW.. t Jt
with other obscure symbols and anarrowpointin~ the proper
direction (the board Wa$ oriented to magneti~ Noith). Chuck· _
-. w~gon was preparing its .first upwind t¢$t ron-, and Ilich had
tumec;1. theeatphones over to Majo~ George Trimble,. Jittingat
the table next to him.
.
Henceforth there would becontinuouscommunkation be..
.tween Trimble in theconttol room and bombardier Eichenberg
in theB-56. There was no need for formal .code words here. It
would all be "lke"and"George/' Eichenberg-and Trimb~ewere
both 49'~5th men -as were deVriC$and Fackler. Trimble wu a
bombardier hilIl$elf. The 'knowledge that Trimble had carried
many an atomic Payload over theume 1'U~ gave Eichenberg,
dropping hisfi1'$t live -one, an added $CtUeof ~rity.
Trimble sYDlPathizedwith Eichenberg ana day like this.
'There were so many tbingsthatcouldgo wrong. He vividly re..
called. one occasion: on annal bomb run, at HminU$ twelve IeC"
onds, ~hen the electronic auto-pilot {the device 'that maneuven
the bomber over the target in synchroni%ation I with the bomb, release mechanism)sitnplyquit working. He-could,quite legiD..
mately,&ave called off. the shot, -since a badly.aimeddrop could
be a hazardoU$, expensive occurrence. Buttbis Waf a particularly

in

crucial experiment. Calculating/hiichanc6JWi£tly, he-eleCted to
go ahead. With the rest of -the crew holding iu breath/the pilot
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eued the plane over Ground Zero while Trimble, with his eyes
; on his Norderi botnblight, guided him. in with the old-fashioned·
·hand signals of the Billy Mit<:helt .ystetn. The atomic detonation
came only a negligible fraction-of-a-.econd late and occurred
within 100 yards of Ground Zero - which, moving at 500 f~t
per second in the dark of night from abc miles up, may be can..
•idered a bullts-eye.
"Bull Whip One inbound at aMignedaltitude:' Ilichan..
nounced.
Nimont. grea.e pencil moved again. Bull Whip One.w;lSa B-50
belonging to the Air R.~tch and Development Command. It
would becoll«ting data as part of AFSWP's weapons-effects
study. Almo.t instantly Bull Whip Two (another ARDe plane,
this ~ime an F1)4..c) checked in. Then a Marine craft called Six
GUy.·.·Then. in rapid $uccescion,. Mule Train,~idewinder.•\and
Gun Belt; Palefacet Arrowhead, and Loco Weed. Nimonts ~ffici.. entgie;ue ~ncil moved ceaselC$Sly over the plexiglas. The'co.n- . .
-trol room ~ filled iwith a busy buzz of conversation. ..
.
At the forward pair of ·scopes,. Captain FloydG. Mills and .
Technical Sergeant Clifton S. Richardson were keeping onean~
oth~ - and Major deVries - poIted while they kept in contact
withtbe planes they, were controlling. Some craft were merely
monitored to make lure they were where they Jhould be; others
were actually guided to their spot. by the controllen, like pup- .
pel) on.electronic strings.. Sometimes it would be neceuary to
.low upa plane that was getting into its orbit ahead of schedule,
or hurry one that was a bit behind..
"Mule Tralnte this i.Dragnet..," said Sergeant Richardson.
''Your position u good at this time.
HIke," said Trimble, into hi. telephone,'"b there enough of.a
break in the cloud cover to see your point of referencet" , ~IPaleface Two coming inftom the northwest over Tono~,"
announced llich.
uBroncbuster Three'" said Mills, "thu is Dragn~t, Back up·
four:'
.
Below. the quiet counterpoint of voices. Above, ~the roaring

J

it .

/
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· rnacbinesmoving easily, cl~tlY'int() p~ce$as&igned them. in
, the cosmic choreography.
Up on the fJight deck of Chud'.wagon, engineers Miller and
Odomconcentrated~on,theit panets £ull,of mauandeonttol .
leven, watching carefully the wavy green lines on their.mall
cathode-ray oscillosco~ for any sign of engine troublC$~ Keeping
· a cOlUtantHightspe~dtagainsta diagonal wind that'\1aried be..
tween 7sand 1Q() mdes an hour was hard work. On, the lower
deck, navigator Harvey was sweating. Hu pencil flew' ()verth~ .
Paper, making hurried calculatiolU. JJTbiiisgoing to beatough
one, Ike," he told huclose companion, the bombardier.
4«You're not telling me anything," $aid Eichenberg who, at
the Ifioment, could $Ce nothing but the undercaJt if( Ids .•4K!'
bomb sight. With this marvelous insttument,t Eichenbergcoutd
drDp a bomb target, rainor shine. Under battle conditions the
bomb bay would open on the fint run ;...:there might not be'
· a second chance. But £ort~tpurpo$C$1 to insure mmmum. safety,
test managtt Reeve.!iad decreed that.thebombardier must' be
able to see Ground Zeta for at least ninety$econds prior to
H-houl'. '
.
, H-hour for everyone else was 11:80~ For\ the .8-86 it wa.s many
seconds earlier. For them it was the instant the bomb WaJ away;
for the others it was thcmoment of detonation many thousandJ
of feet below. Copilot Pool in the-plane and Major Trimble in' ,
the control room held the master watches :that synchronized the
entire operation. On a day like.tbis there 'Would be a few practice- .
rum fit$t, to lkrnthe propel' timing andget-thefeel of bigh..
velocity winds.Evety man had hi$()xygenequipment bandy ,as
the lumbering sky-behemoth started its Hratetrackorbit:' a great
elli~ that would take ~tly fifteen minutes. The hairpin tUt'lU
had to be made in exactly tW!l minutcs,with noscconds to spare.
The ~nd changed. constantly. While-Cox kept hu eye on the
'. gyromagnetic compassi Pool C()nc~tratedon the stopwatch. On .,:
the first TUn, guided by navigator Harvey's calculations, theY had
to ma.ke a ~o4° tuni upwind and a .It)4° tum downwind to stay
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They made two "Old Maid" rutU, jU$t for the exercise, then
-got, ready for the "Sad Sack" run, wh~e the bomb would be
~~.

-I
r~

'

,"In twenty secODtb," announced llich from the control room,
·'it will be H minus'ten minutes:' All the men at-their ground
$,tatloJlJ, and all the aircraft circling above, were tuned in.
('It is now H minus ten minutes," said llich. The countdown
'!pd. been made once every ten minute$, Now it would-be once
every minute; during the laSt minute, every five secondS; during
the 1aJt ten seconds, every second.
"Can you Jee anything, Ike?" asked Trimble•
."No,t nowt ~id Eichenberg. "1 could a minute ago, but I've '
100t it., Maybe I'll pick it up again."
deVries went back to give Fackler his air-readiness report. All
theplaoel were in their orbits, tuining in tigh,t little circles
drawn in the.ky by compaQe$ of flesh and $teel.
At H'minus ninety seconds the target Wa$ $til1 not visible. I
"Negative °
negative. o•• negativel" Eichenberg Ian~, out, '
Special equipment officer Bartalsky telaxed~ There would7Eeno "
need to arm the bomb on this run. The other aircraft swung into
, sligbtly wider, easier orbita, waiting for another racetrack orbit
and hairpin turn.,by the B..g6. .
The second run wa. abortive, too. On the third
at almost
1 ~:oo o'clock, copilot Pool .tarted whistling the theme hom the '
movie, High Noon. Everyone picked it up and$~denly'Ekhen
berg felt vety confident that tbis time he 'Woula make it. His
hunch turned out to be right. But just barely. Only instants he..
fore a minus ninety seconds there was a'break in the clouds.
"Things are looking upl" $aid eo".
In aJUoment Eichenberg could .see thebul1~s-eyepainted on
the groundllir'below, :magnified in his bomb~igfit.
1
"It loob like a sho,t," said Eichenberg to Trimble.
Trimble relayed the m~ge tollich, who instantly $eflt the
0

•

run,

word-out.

Bartabky got ready to arm thebotnb. Evetfplatie was back
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dancing on its pinpoint. "g minUs fifteenleCOuds/,: said JUab. :
The break i!1the clouds was getting bigger. Eichenb¢rgwas cet#
taln now it would. last. nB minus ten seconds: t
:i ~. lIich and Eichen,berg 'counted' together: "Nine ••• Eight
,
Seven ••• 'Six. . ".. Five ••• Four' .... Three e •• Two ...,. One
n
!~ichenberg.sang o~t, "Co#l.:pletel 'Th~ bomb 'W~ ,away.. , ' " '
All the crew except Cox and POOlqulCkly put on dark goggles
to .keep themselves from temporary flash blindneS$. The pilots,
Who still 'had.to watch their instruments, bent, low over the~r
paneIs,squintingand ,shading their eyes ftomtheenonnoU$ fire'
they had created in their wake" In theconn-01 room· everyone
turned his back to the window. Outside:, Admiral StratUS bad
stopped pacing.
First,one shock wave
from the blast, tben one from iu rellce..
.
.
don, jolted the plane. The~ound rumbled near Control Point!
,Eichenberg turned in time ·to seethe stem of the mushroom hit
thegronnd and (over the ,target, with,' dust. Everyone''laughed
with relief as Cox banked the plane $Othey(o~ld watch thefire~
. ballris,e on their way home" T~e $ky remained ted for a full two
minutes•.
At the Desert Inn in Las Vegas, Eugene Murp1:lY, lunching
with friends, heard nothipg butco~versation,. theclatter6f
dishes, and the Click ofdice on the craptabies.
In the control room there "Was a quick change of plotting
boar~ a new one superimposed ontlteold to begin plotting
the tadiQactive c1o~d. Already off the gropnd were terrainautvey
craft who$ejob it Waf to "sniff" the radioactive 1n3$$ mucha$a·
huntin.gdogsniJfs i~pteY/and report its positiol1etontinuously to
theco,utrol room. Other planes would be going,·, into. the cloud
within twenty minutes of the bang to take$ample$, darting into
it again and again, until they had a1lther needed to·.adsfy the.
. scientists of Los AIamosatld Livennore. (On some.s.hots,but not
tbis:onet the 4925thsen~dtoneplanes from Indian SpnngJt Nt-- .
vada into the atomic cloud onlytwominutet after H·hour.)
.Below, Nimon had shown the po$ition of the radioactive cloud
.
U
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with a big red encircled X and was already plotting the attivities
of the 49l5th*s poIt-ahot air.craft. There was no pre·planning in..
volved ·bette. The pJaneswent, literally, where the winds blew.
The scopes now followed the samplers and trackers, and deVries
was reporting danger ;Ilrea$ to tes,t manager Reeves arid his assi$tantl~ The cloud bad risen higher and was moving, wind-pro:peUed, toward the Utah border.
..
Directing this major operation was a B-50 "mother craft,"
which kept in touch with all pl~ne- aloft (about twenty-five) and
the control room below. In it were Colonel Karl Houghton of
.the 49*5th and ~r. Harold F. ,Plank of Loa AlamOl Scientific .
Laboratory, veterans at barve-ting radioactivity and caging it so
it couldn't escape.
'
flying too close to the
.un was the undoing of Icarus. He .irlged his wings and fe~l into
. the .sea. The moral of the story was that tnan should not aspire
.. so high.
Yet, there in Nevada. in 1955, man bad not only flown close
to the sun - be had created the lun, at a time and place of his
A.$ A.NY LOVEll of Greek mythology know"

own chOOfing. '

.

At 1:80 P.M., while ~:frs. Mary Anna Cox was wondering why
her husband hadn't got back from his early-morniag miNion in
time for lunch, pilots Cox and Pool were bringingChuckwagon
back to Kirtland Air Force Base in Albuquerque. With the B-g6
wingspread almOlt twice u wide as the runway; and the auxiliary
engineJ hanging only five feet above the ground, they landed
south, in the f.a.ce of a 45 knot duststorm from the west - probably the mOlt huardoUJ feat of the entire six·hourflight.
At Control Point, co~trol1er deVries and plotter Nimon were
still hard at "Work. In the air, the cloud tracken were $tillsniffing
the IazUy-dislipating radioactive cloud, drifting hannte$Sly now
in the general direction' of Salt Lake City. At the Desert Inn in
Las Vegas, Eugene Murphy, having coffee with Wilbur Clark,
retnarkw, HI guess they didn't have asho·t today after al}""
•
,

.
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· been 10lton,the aame book had it appeared in an ordinary, nonWhitmanyear•.
-Thr.ee other significant works are stubbornly ~efuaing to make'
"·their authon and publishers wealthy. Fredson Bower's The ,.
W~i~man Man,uscripI~in an edition of 1~00 copies will just pay
for itself-provided the entire .edition can'besold at -the stiff
price of $11.50. HIt is highly unlikely that there will be a second
, pri?ting," lap Roger W. Shugg. director of the. ¥niversi~ of
Ch~go :preJI~ Leaves of Grass zoo Years After} edl1:,d by MIlton
HindU$ and published in an edition of 2500by Stanford Univer.ityPresc (149 PP.,$5.00)wi11106C about $400. The Syracuse UniversIty Pr~ volume is Walt Whitman Abroad (282 pp., $4.00). a
collection of European, &iatic, and South American dSays, edited by Gay Wil$on Allen. It i. piously hoped that the 2500 edi· don will sell out and not IOIe any money.
The two Library of CongresJ brochures are sponsored by "a
government agency whOle intertst is in making available to the
pUblic ua-e£ul information without any comideration of profit:'
· accotdingto Henry J•.Dubeater, Chief of the RefetenceDepart':
ment. Theseworks:are Walt Whitman: A Catalogue Basecl Upon
the .Collections of the Library ot Congress, with an ,&say on
,Whitman Collections and Col~ctorsl by ChadesE. Feinberg; and
Wq,ltWhitman: Man; Poet, Phllasopher(5S pp.), three lectures
.
given in Ja~uary 1955. at the Li~raty by Gay Wil$on Allen, Mark
~.~ ~ ._'.V;m Dor~, and David Daiches:
..
, '. . ·~r.efreshingly candid letterfrom Thayer Hobwn, president of
· .William: Slpane ,As$OCiates, the publisher of Richard chase's
· py"alt Whitman Reconsidered (191 PP.,$g.75), gives a conciJe and
lucid insight into ttiC; bitter economics and sometimes cheerful
'philOlOp~,)! involved in the publication of American literary •
. opinion. '~FOt an edition of 2700 copies," Mr. Homon wri~es,
Hthe .totalcoat of compositioil,' plates" and manufacturing •
$~3B:
".
'
U& for' the pos$ibiIi~y of a $CCOndptinting, yourguel$ is as
-,
J~
good u xnin~. The bOok may very well have to be reprinted even..
.I.
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tuaUy, but ,my guess is the cost of reprinting a small edition may.
,be so high that there will be no profit in the operation.
~'You're quite right. The publicationofdJ,b $01"tofbookmakes
no $CJlSC-whatsoever from the point of view. of dolIan and centJ,
butwe alwaY' have published a good many books in thij category,
and 1 suppose we always will when we tbinkthey're really fine
or pro bono publico." .
.'
:
. Sloane Assoc~tes" heartening altruism is, Ithhlk, more tom..
JIl~n among co~mercial and university publi$h~sthan many
scholars are willing to graDt. Reputable commercial·houses do
indulge theIll!elves as often as po$Sible with the. luxury of p'l!b.. '
lishing 1iterarystudies. But if they cannot make money fronlia
~'really fine work, written by a famousa1nhor,and published in ,
a year of presumed extraordinaryinterest in the$ubject, one can..
not reasonably expect them topublhh scholarship in just
year that may appear on thecalen~r, especially if 'the work 'is
by a relatively unktlown author.
~.
Could not the various publishers have done a little better with
this year's reappraisals ofWhitman'slife, reputation; and literary
value? Could not the boob have cost leu? Coutd not more boob
have been $Old if the volumes 'had been priceciat $g.oo rather
. than$S.75,$5.oo,$8.So;. or $12.50? Could not they have 'been
advertised mote extensivelyand have captureda wideraudienccf
Experienc:eovet the past quarter of a century would indicate a
.re$Oundingn.o to all of these quesoonsexceptingonc.By using
,paper covets rather than hard..bound doth, manufac:turingex... _.
. penses could have been lowered,. a savingwhtcbwould have been
mote' than offset by tbe objection,tspecia11ythe Ubtf:lfYobjec..
don; against soft covers.
.
There bone hard and irrefutablefac:t whichamwet's theahove
. qUe$tio.ns.-The potential buyers for agoodworkof,1itetaty £act
or opinion are few - rarely over f5~, including the two or three

,.

t

•

any

,

.

"4

.

,hundred weU-heeled public and. univetlity librarieJ•. Noamount
of.promotion and advertiJingcan entice the milliOl1$ who .live-.'
~-

.beyond this village of $pec:i~medinterest.Norc:ouldthemilliom"
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.be'attraCted ifthe"'~k ~~e IQld for $t.oo,oreve~,givenawaV
The'.mallaudience is the cause of th~d~mfort whic::h the buyetfeelJ when he pay, $5.00 for a 75,000 word boOk·..1.,. andtb~
"~
comfort that the publisher feeum gambling on making the t>qb~
financially.el£..u s t a i n i n g . "
If cOmmercialpublishen should be expected to make money
and univmity publishers to be self~u$taining, how could half of
_the Organ~t,iom,excluding the Library of Congreu, afford to
entbark on projects which they knew in advance would fail to
SUPP9tl thetnJelves? One Ottwo of the hoU$e$ may have been able'
to .d:crifice to the public goOd. Some may have felt _that their
boob would make good imtitutionaladvettbing, would help sell
other books on the list, would placate faculty ill tetnpet'$, or'
would help win a4ministrative friends an~ influen~e poHible
donot1. Other organizations may have been under' the pre!lure
ofkeeping their printing plants working at capacity~ 01' their sell-,
ing organizations,~tc.~ the l~ of a few hundred dollars on 1;'
book might no,t look as forbidding as the lou of a few thowand
caused by idle men and machines~t whatever the realities.01J '
the rationaJiiatioJU, it b apparent that these eight books just
barely managed to find their!~ay inte print.
Ordinarily - without the support. of special circumstances
such #Sa Whitman year -- moat' f these useful worb would not k. form. For ordinarily any of
have been-published, at leaat in
thC$C boob would have IOtt its pub' er an~herefromone to
,three thowand dolIan. During the
three yean at Stanford,
.an excellent biographical and critical stu of an important and
renowned Europcat1 writer of fiction has so}. little under 1000 .
copies of its 2500 edition. Another book on a'nineteenth cen- ,
turyAmerican literarySUbject hu done no better. Both'books are
as .ignificant and as readable 2$ Lf!atJes of Grass 100 Yf!~rs After.
They, too, have lxen widelyand favorably reviewed in thb country and abroad. Probably half of each edition ultimately will
Wive to be remaindered or ground into pulp" The financialloes,
will be about twothouaand dollars for each title"
.

I
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These,: then are the bleak fac,l:$whichconttQnt both the JthQl..
,arlyauthorand his publisher. Publialtion in'bQOkfonnof
scholars~p must become more inftequ'ent.. perItaPJ mwt be dis,;,
continued, unleJJ relief ftomthe financial plight 1$ tWcovered.
One cannot ~pect aid front decteasing manufacturing and pub..
, liShing COlts or from an increasing market. And$()meone besides
the impecuniolJ$ publishers mUltincreasingly~umc thc,feJpon"
_sibility o~ paying for scholarly boob if $~ch ~ks are to remain,
a part of theculture~ThU h the only realisticwlution.
There have been, of toune.. sc,veral unrealutic pt'()posah. It ~,
been luggeatedthat the scholar should content·hinuelf with the
ancient and hononble procedure of lecturing his wife,chiidren,
and c'W$roorn. It has betn suggested that he tape tteord,thathe
microfilm, that he' typewrite his wOl'kand deposita hatf-doz.en
,copies: in 11braries~ Still another ]1ieceofcondescending advicc
advocat~ piecemeal publication ofone's chapters in the learned
journals and other periodicals; yet, as one recalls, the magazines
also have limited finances and ate .0 overwhelmed with oJIe.rings
that they resort to printed rejection 11ip$~ Bookpublication~:re ..
mains a necessityt
These: bleak publishing facts and unrealistic proposals must
have -a connection with the 10-wopinion held byout'$OCiet.y 'Of
the so<alled non·practica1 disciplind~ AItfi<?ughthe humanities
and the other pursuits aimed towards an underltandingof the
human mind have never flouriahedin America in tomparbon
with those subjects whichprOIllisean immediate benefit to ma..
.terial welfare, ther~ is evidence that the liberal arts are ebbing
in popular esteem. This.evidence hal little :relationship, let. U$
hope, to the value of the subjects or to the competence of'the fac"
uldes. It is probably an emblemof w~knetlinoul'cultute~
If this diagnosis ucorrect, oncCan findcaue for hope as well
;l$ despair. For, although'a culture a$ heavily committed to ptag..
'made tnaterialisJ.n as the American is not easily modified in its
fundamental drive, the findingsofth~social scienti$ts (and even ' ,
of some humanists) would suggest that modification is poJIible..
TliE.W"ltITMANC~NTENAllY
.

.
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time when even two or three cadilIacs will
fail#ircom.pletely satiJfy the need$ of the human heart.
And $010 in this present aisis, perhaps the first obligation of the
liberal artist, whet.her h~ be profeaoror publisher, is to survive.
He can hope to prevail in the future. But survival will r.equire
ntorethan .t~i~r fortitude. It will require fighting, fighting for
onc'. t1gh;t anJi duty to publish $Cholarly boob•. Pernapsone can
nlQtt effettively fight by pel1istently and loudly demanding that
.society finance his boob. By society I mean state and federal gov, ernments, foundatiolU, busines&eS, univ~sitiC$.
'
~
Of cour$C $uch group' have for many years given financial as. sbtance. During the p,ut five yean die Stanford Pressbas received .
for publication pur~ about $tOO,OOO from individuals; foundatiolU, gC?vernmentaI, and businC$$ organizations.. Durin$ the .same five-year pa'iod the University has given about $25;000 to
help sublidi%e $Cholarly publ~tion$; yet this total of $tt5,OOO
for a five-year period is not impressive. The manufacturing COlt
alon~,for the average Stanfor~book bas recently been running
about $~140. If we asaume that total COlt is approximately fotir'
tim~ this amount, then the Stanford Press, which pas been publishing an average of thirty..nine books a year for the last five
years, bas received financial aid '{orabaut 1B per cent of its yearly
output. In spite of this aid the Press usually shows a deficit in its
pUblishing division~
What publishers of scholarship need -- beyond the help that'
they can obtain from busiriess, foundations, andgovenunentisEor every university in the land to subsidize the manufacturing
and publication COI,ts of editorially approved manuscrlptiby any
member of its faculty. I think that scbolal1 are going to have to
L"'ft loudly and penistently demand financial aid for publication as '
. '" 'well as r~reh. Such undIgnified lobbying would seem tO,me
our belt hope:Univenity officials must come to realize the nec~
"ity erE providing more financial support for scholarly publica" .
tion. And as Professor Gay \VUron Allen remarked in a letter to
mc, i'University preues should not be expected to be self-support"
ing any more thana hospital attached to a medical sehooI.
tJ
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SOME NOTES'ON; SOURCES
CurrentsintheLi~V~~,
,

.

O'

"

The principal sources are discussio!U(ai'ried on in. the mOlt iIli,. .
pottant Soviet journals: Pratl(uz, 1:.ve$tia,.Literl1,turnayaGa~t4,
. Znamya, Sovetskaya Ky.lt1ura, N ovy Mir, Komsomols1f.aya Pravda"
and SOVt."tt..,Literatu".e (a.?0 English l~nguage publicati,on);aswell .
'. as speechef over Radio . OSCOW~
.'
..
.
I

.

-

.

'

.,.

The New Qmadian Potash Disco"Veriea
"
··Potash Discoveri~ in weStern Canacia:' L. H. Cole' in. Trans..
~~:~;:, ;fp.t:;~:~:~~n
Metatlur~/ __-=-'=-

ltutituteof M/'Yd

:1

.

'Turther Potash Disc9verie$ in Saskatchewan." A. ].Willia1J.lS. in
Tratl$tlctiom of the. Canadian. Institute of Mining and Meta!"
.lurgy, Vol. 55. PP. 17'0-171, 195~.
"Potash in S3kateitewan:' ~ V. Tomkins, pape~pr6etited to' .
the We$tern Annual Meeting of the Canadian Institute of Min..
ing and Meuillurgy, Vancouver, November 10, 1954.
- In.Quest of tht spade£OOts

"A $tudy o~ the GenUJ ScaphiopUJ: the$padefoot T<>adS~" Va$(o
M. T~nnerin Great Basin Naturalist, Vol. 1,PP'S"t6,. 1989. .
"The Spadefoot Toa~ in Okbhoma with a Sunmwy .of our
Knowledge of the Group." Arthur·N. Bragg in AmeritanN~.. I:
tUTalist, Vot?S, pp" 517"58s~and Vol. 79, PP'5:t1~t 1944 and
1945· .
"Breeding Habits, Eggs, and Tadpold of Scaphiopushurteriir
Arthur N. Bragg in Copeia, Vol. 4, pp. tSa.t41, 1944"SOmeAdaptations of Survival Value iiI Spadefoot ;r:oadsr
Arthur NO' Bragg in Researches on the. Amphibia Q/01t.lahoma;
Art. VII, pp. lOl:"~16, Universi~y of Oklahoma Prealt~950.
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Cultural DiOermc~ and Medical Care: The Case of the .Spanish
Spealting People 01 the Southwest, by Lyle Saunden. New York: The
RuueU sage Foundation, 1954-1}l7 pp. $4·50.
.
JtJtEPING vpwith Lyle Baunden could be exhaU$tingwere it not IUch

,

an exciting and rewarding occupation_ The fonner Ul,liversity of New
Mexico Itudent,then profdlOr, i$ now JO(:iologist on the ltaff of the
UniveJ1ityof Colorado Medical School at Denver, and rapidly rising
in national and international prC$tige in his various chosenJields•
. It was almOit a year ago when·his latest book, Cultural Difference
and Medical Care was published, to be greeted both in and outside
the profeuions which it bridges as an outstanding conttibutionto
undentanding where previouslrthere had been little light; and to
win the Anis.field..Wolf award of $1000 as an outstanding eontribu,;,
don· to improvement of ethnic relatiolU.13ut to evaluate the book, we
need to give a little more attendonto the man.
.
&lunden' career, after'he received a ma$ters degree in sociology,
has included teaching in the pUblic' ~hoo1s; assisting the late Dr.
Joaquin Ortega establish the School of Inter·American Affairs in the
University ofNew Mexico,. and inauguratingiu community organization prograJ;1Uamong the rural village. of the state; then a period .on _
the sociology .taffof tbcUniversity, which was intenupted when he
was ·'borrowed" by the Univenity of Texas~ conduct a program, ft· .
nanced by the General Education Board, for tudy and improvement
of ethnic relations along the Rio Grande rder in Texas. In two
yean spent on this. project he gained much first-hand knowledge of
. the ·'wetback" and ubracero;" and gathered what Wa$ probably the
inOIt complete £ac.tual picture of the Mexican i:mmigration,.legaI and ~
otherwiJe, then in existence!
I
:Returned to pis profeuotiaI pOIt, Saundel'Jhatd1y had time ,~ adjuat. to c:1a11tOOIn.foutmewhenthe University of Colorado asked if
they might "borrow" him for two years to inaugurate an experiment
financed by tbe Ruuell Sage Foundation, one in whien sociologists
,were being added to medical school staffs in key ilUtitlltic>ttS to' see
what could be done to broaden the education of mediwltudents in
the direction of socialuflderstanding.,So succesaful were the two ex·
peritnental yem that Saundel1 became permanently attached to the
medical' school iaculty, where he now ill at least· between his other
3~4

j

~.

.f ~

J
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.
numerous·chores. BecaU$e he i$ nowacoIUUltant to the U. S. Public-Health .Sel]ice, and is inconstant demand to lecture to interested
pr9£esaional meetings On a tnethod he has devised for objective tneu-· urement of the \"alucof Jturlent nurses. He also u calJedfiequently
to meet with ofJicialsandboatdso£variousfoundatiom. In hit talt
letterhe li$tedfive tripe$dtedul~ £o~the£ollowing month, whithin..
eluded two to New Xork,ohe to W-.shingtOn,one to Chicago, an-done
to ClieYeilne~' ~-- --~:
."
.".
" "
_As if all this Were not enough, he is currently engaged indi~cting
the early st~ges (jE a l~tgetw()-yeaJt research project nnanced bythcRU$Sell Sa~ Foundation, and delving, further intotnucl1tbe lame
ai:ea as that which·is the princip~l subject of Cultural Difference.
. Saunders took to his medical school position the impre$$ionsgained
in his TexaS studies and in his 'Work in New Mexico#: which included
-

;~r::~~~:~:~~k=;=~~::~=:r::::

.

and led to systematic study of the problcIll$ofthe hospital, the visit·
ing nurse, the out"patientc1inic" and the doctor hin:uelf in workingwith patientS who lived in another, and, in some way., contrasting
" _cuIturaluniv~rse.A$ he discussed -these probleltl$ with the pta-ctition..
ers ~e £oundthat they lacJe"edthetechnicalsodologicaland anthtopo...
logical footing for interchange of views at thoae. -Ievel$;andhis book,
therefore, is mainly non-technical, meant for the sociologically-un..
• sophisticated reader, and probably much better reading even for the
professionals because of it.
-.
1
. Cultural Difference has ancti()ha~settingJ and :statu" out like a
noy.el,. bl1t thenction i$ by designacIear e~po$ition of the meaning .
. of factual knowledge which Saundenhasaccumulated. For thOle Who \
•
need dOcumentation, hems included a wealth ofnotes and appended .materials including comprehensive $tatistic*. lnfact," .uclt materials
make up the.l~t $ixty-five pages of the book (and incidentally., the .'- "
notes are often as goc>d reading as the main teXt)~
-. "
The ficuortalsetting whichQpellJthe book is Felicity Street in the
city of Aurora" which, the author explains parenthe.tically, oouldbe a
typical section of ~nver" or Albuquerque, or Ell'aso, or any ~uth.
western clty;The focus of at~enti()nis on thepenonalitie$of spani$tt... ;t"" ;
speaking peOple who reside there, and the Q;>nditionJ of relative pov·,
erty and deprivation under which they live. . .
The .uthor.selects from among these fictional peOple, -whOle coun..
terparti are recognizable in any' u;rban Spani$h..Jpeaking qUUler,the
• I

/
... -

/,
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~
parts 01 their livet and experience which bring them into contact with .
typical Atnetican medical praeticeand affiliateda.ctivities. He thu,s
provides a means of giving both the feeling for, and the keen anal}'$is
of, the problems they present, both for thenueivel and for those who .
are intent upon helping them.
.

,

.-

In viewing «he inhabitants of 1~07 {Felidty Street] we are not looking at all
SpatWh-.peaking mthwdternm, nor are we ~idering a sample that can
be Jaid to be iypj~ Of teptetentauve of the group as a wnole. No sample so
. .U c:ould ever be fUlly representative of so hetetogenCOU$ a population.
We Ire limply becoming acquainted with a few people, selected because they
e:umpli~y fCVeral kindl of health p,roblems, who we have reason to-peUeve
. are not greatly different in cultural background, ways of living, and point of
view lrom a couple of million others (1" IS),
I

Following chapters itithe book develop more fully and with factual
data various significancrevelations of the first chapter: the racial COIIlponent,the cultural CQntrasts 'presented, the traditional Uhealing
ways" of the group, and efforts which have been made tp bridge the
cultural-gap, The latter discuuion draws largely upon the history of
the TaOl county, New Mexico, and CoItilla county, Colorado, health
cooperatives, both of which were largely failures, More specific appU..
(atiom of the book'unesaage for training and practice in medical and
clOlely related fie!& are presented in the c1O$ing chapters of the book.
On Felicity Street, u elsewhere in the SOuthWelt, a tw()Oway adjwtment ill
n~ty to bridge the gap between the medical problems of the Spanish..

~peaking people and the medical resourceJ of the areas andconununitiesin
which they live. Many Spaniab-apeaking people 11:cedmore npidly to acquire
Anglo ways of thin'king and acting with relpettto ilInesa and btalth •••
Anglo profeJ&ional people need to devise ways to make «heir services, s'kills,
and knowledge available and acceptable to Spanish..peaking people of all.
levell of acculturation (p. 115). ~.....

jngWJ:.••.~~.~1~~.~. ·~.C.::;::::u=:nl$i: :.p~.~:~.~::r':.ed.f~~~:
it baa value beyond thu limited 1C9pe. ~~at U true of one cultural

dwm is, in general terms, true of all cultural chasms. where the medi~
cal technologies of the United States and kindred ~'advan~"c:oun
tries penetrate intovarioul quarters of the world. At lwt pronming
approaches to underat.anding and. further probing of the problem ate
-pretented. There is also niuchthat can be learrled by others than
th9fC concerned with health practices, but who are in fields in which

I

I',

r'
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assistance and guidance of one kind or an<!tber is ·offered to i1>.ack_
ward" peoples -$OCial workets,educaton, 'law enforcement oflicm:,
lDissionarie$,and othetS~ A further importance ·ofthebook lies in iu
.worthwhilecontributiom in theeulture-penonalitylitetature in~
oIogy, psychology;, ,and anthropology~
The mostitnportant differences ~tw~ S~nbh·Am~ritan Iolkntedicin.e
and AngIo$dentific medicine fhat influence the choke of oneortheotber
are these: Anglo scientificmei:Iiclne involve. largely impemnalrelatiolU•
.procedure. unfamiliar to the layman, ap..-ivc role for family memberi,
hocpitaltate,comiderabte -tontr.Ol by pro£e$$ional ht'alet1, :lnd high (Of": .
byconttast the folk. tnediclneofSpanUh·Anu:ncanvillagen is largely I; mat.
ter of perwnal relations. f;u:njIiar pro<:eduret, active familypltticipation,
home care, ~r large degreeo£ -control of the ~ituation ·by the patient 01.' hi.
lamilx. and ;relativ~Iy low costs. Given these difterencd. it. il ·.eaJyto under..
stan~!why a considerable motivation would bencCC$$al')'for a Spanith-American to have anysttong preference Cor Anglo medicine over that which is. not .
only more familiar and poI$ibly PfYchologicallymore rewarding -or at least.
leapuniSbing- but also less expensive (p"J68).
. But orieiltation$ofa subtler pature,enter the problem, 'as,rol"

exampl.e,the orientation of culture
groups toward tim~e.
,

,.

'Jhere are manyitIustratiolU of ditlicultie,scaused by thcdiffereiices in time
orientatiolU of Spanim·,peaking and AnglOf. $QtJ:1e aretrivWtu~Ot example
the bewilderment ·of lOme Spanisb...pea~ng people when med by .. physi~
cian~fjWhat day would yo.!lJiketocome to dime n~t week?·· How are they
to reply to this strange question? How can they know bow they 2Ut.yfeel n~t
week or what they may bedoi.ng? What i. there to make one day preferable.
to another? And whycomc nex.t wee~ anyway,wp.en they are at the diqic
now? •••.
Like other a$pecta or euJ.tureouraUitudcs toward timc are ,$0 much a part
,. of us and seem $0 right and natural that it l,sdiJJieuItto understand how any..
one could mve a. -dilfereilt pOint of 'View. That ~ person couldhavc no particular concern Cor the fu.ture is almost inconceivable to an Anglo. That an
Anglo will sattificethepresent {orl()nlc pQaiblegain in the dubi.oUl{uture
is1ikely lObe equal.Iyinconceivabte to anyone reared in a Spanish·American
Mexican village.'
"

or

~ might

beantic:ipated,. the weakn$es ·ofCulturaZ·1JIOer.ence
$tem from the same lSOUt<:e5 .as· its chief merits. Xts ~nalf$iJ and l'elult..
ing remedial suggestions remain clO$e to the cotntnon..ense level, and
unless one refers frequently to the notes in the batkof the book there
is little basis Cor jUdging itsinterpretations~cept that wh.ich tiel·in
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the inherent conviction of the author'. atyle. That there are equally
valid alternative interpretations which :might haVe quite differentim..
. plicatio~ lor tbe.~lutionof the prob1enJs poled is not always clear to
~ who have not' ,Studied deeply in the behavior sciences. It is in
ef£ect, a'itintrcxluc't1)ry expotition fot the uninitiated and thus is of
greater ·value for presenting problelD$ than it is lor itsaruwtrs and
c:oncluaorw..
But one book canno·t 00 everythit1gl and what this one does 'accom~
pUm xna'ket it well 'Worth reading by all thote whO$C occupations and
intet:elu carty them. aaoc. cultural boundaries wlth well-intended,
but often Ida wellthought-outl xnitliol1$l ~is the-case with medical
and related practitionen for whom the ~k was written.
l

i
~p A
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TheJ'intllge Mencken. Alhtair Cooke, editor. New York~ ~intage
Boob, 1955. Paper. 140 pp. 95 eenu.
~, .
MENcr;iHfs W1U'1'INC LIFE isoverl and he doesn't like it.

"Bring on
the angels," he laid when first be rallied after his stroke in 1948. Now
be dlOpt wood and Jives, after a f~ion, with his -devoted brother
August at the old Hollins Street hotUe in Baltimore. What gOes on in
,his mind few know, if anyone, for ~cannot write or read, and has
diflitulty in intelligible speech.
If this is sad - and it-ul to thote who knew him aJ a man of kindneu
and penetrating colUicleratenesa- there' is nothing sad in TheVintage Mencken~ for it is a chronology of what this great, flailing, venatile pen produced from youth through late yeaul and there was
nothing ill all thOle decades to indicate any weakening of the 1Ilan',
bitter, hilariou.s laughter at the indecencies of the ungifted animals
he told .bout. Even when he said" "A Ikep.tic to all ideas, including
es~lly my own,-I have never suffered a. pang when the ideas of
some other imbecile prevai1ed,'~ he was in character.
It WaJ as imbeciles that he chOle to categorize lXlOat of us. He loved
the newspaper, but ridiculed it. He c:ould be friendly, even chummy,
with Willi.ttl Jennings Bryan or Bi!hop Cannon for the moment, and
yet write of theln with devastating hatred. Aqd he could keep it
What be wrote asa young newspapennan is just like what he 'W1'()te
when he wulixty-cight, except poIIibly for a certain increasing tight..

up.
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nesa of style. Mencken .seewto have been born mature,.at least. tna..
ture ~n the way he would have defined it. He stenlS at the same time
never to have matured in~ihe waylIlost oftbe test of the worldde6neJ
it; he. never changed" he never feared" he never quit stOtning ~e
dOWDJ and the frauds and never quit loving them for aliqrdin.g him:
something to write about.
Mr.. Cooke', choice$ make Menden incande$cent: "CoJ1$den<» iJ
the inner voice which ~ 11$ that iomeone JAAybelooking"'; jfAn
_idealist is one who, on i10titing that a rO$C smeU, better than a cab..
bage, concludes that it wiltalso make better $Oup";HTo be. WOJXUln
is in itself a t~rrible expedence." .
Cooke, a correspondent in Arner:ica for the MancnesterGuardian,
says Menci-en found Franklin D.. RoOsevelt $0 dq·tastefulbet;aU$e f'fthe
New Deal was his Waterloo, and Roosevelt his Wellington." ThedepX'ession, says Cooke, was not funny. 'R.OoseveltsyJJ1ootized a shUt of
history which made Mencken .almost an anachronism.
. Perhap$ it was best for H. L. Mencken that he WQ dX'awn·off aftain
and thrown into remiI)iscence .and the $uperb -Newspaper D41$1
Heathen Days, pappy DrJ:j$ oE the eaX'ly fortie.. ThC$C came out 9£ his
being diverted from hliSunpapers kind of work, pegged to the news, .
into the piece$whkh compose thO$Cboob.
_..
Who is to 3.S$eSS Mr.- Mem:ken? No ~ttac;kerof his American Languqge has done what he ·has done in his.tudic. of our vernacular.
Some: contemporary 1it~ ttitios have had a better perspective
than he, but none wrote with his .kill. Shaw and Voltaite havenpped.
the world apattand peered into itdnt«tineJ, but neither'approached
Menden"$ $ClUe of violent .comedy. TJ.tiJ Ulan .hated Jnoralists and
snake-preachen, congtegatiot1$ irt(onvulsions, dtarlatansin p<>litiCi.
He will die unregenerate, God bIe" him~
" <
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.The BooT, Lovefs Southwest, .d .Gu.ide to Gt1otlReading, by Walter
S. Campbell (Stanley Ves~). Nonnan~Univenityof OklahQJtta Pr~,
1955. 2 87PP" $4·50'
.
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WALTER. CAldPBELL,who knows his southwestem Ilteratureand has

'

a profcssox:·s facility for making categories, hu prada-ced an eminent·
Iy Ukfutguide whkh is .also readable and entertaining•. He ·laYJ it is
not a complete bibliography nor a Jympoaiunlof critied, but a per..
J
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IOnalliJiing. One may cavil at some of its ca~~ies; eYm the Sou~
welt iI whateVer one (boatel to think it is. Dr. Campbell's Southwest
ta'kel in West Tcxu" the western. half of Oklahoma, New Mexico, and
thote paIts of Kamas and Colorado which are definitely southwe$ten},
in background and outlook. This division omits Arizona, leaving that "
, state with really no place to go. It is not CaIifo11rla, though its saIt
River Valley tries hard. Dr. Campbell ducb fult Te$ponslbility for
thisarbittary deciJion; his IpoD$Ors, the Rockefeller Foundation and
the University of Oklahoma, had $ODiebody else surveying Arizona '
and California.
, By JOutbwettern literature Dr. Campbell meaJll pUblished boob
dealing with the Southwest or boob, by authors native to or clO6ely
identified with the Southwest. This lets him include Ernie Pyle, who
Iivedafewyean in Albuquerquebut/publiahed nb books on the area,
and Dwight D. Eisenhower, a Texan·Kansan, Whofe one book deals
with lands and themes far away.. These are among the joys of making
a book. 'You include or leave out whatever you w~ alld invite your
critiC$.to make their own luts, which Dr. Campl:JeIl does with great
good feeling•
. Within his limitations, Dr. Campbell has given a coverage deep
enough to incJUCle a short esaay on early Spanishchronic1es with hints
as to where to find them, and wide enough to include the intere$l$ of
ntO't J;'eadets. History and biography, folklore, juveniles, and humor
are standardt butthil author hu listed,i!Jdustry and has found busi· .
nesunen and oilmen at worthy of mention u mountain men and In..
dian•• He notes that poetry is best found in anthologies due to the
,evanescent nature of slim volumes of verse. he finds satire out of tone
with the temper of the West•. Fiction isslitn compared with firsthand
"experience. And he provides a sort of catchall inasectioncaUed "De..
miptions and Interpretations"; this Catches guidebooks, flora and
fauna" arts and crafts, travel, eYen cities and towns, Indians and
Spanish-Atnericans.
.
.The organi%ation of the book is. sensible. The seeker for good and
generally available books looks up the topic of his interest. There he
will find a list of boob with a few wotch of guidan~. This or that
book is ch~ing,. gay, the best in its field, standard, slight, even ~1Din·
,> spired. Some tate no comment. The author praises his favorites and
. their authors warmly. If a book fits into more than one category it is JO
listed. If an author's best book happens not to fit'it is not mentioned
-except of cou~ in~the cases of Ernie Pyle and DwigbtCD. Eisen.
hower. The professor author finds that the"Southwest is perhaps
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unique in that JOxne oUts dictionaries may betI'uthfuUycalled litera..
,ture," ~peclally Ramon F. AdamiWestemWords: a DictioM1'1 of
the R.angel CO'W G4mpl anaTl'ail•.Thisua man can sit down and
read, .cannot pnqlown." These are kUing wotds,andthey apply to
Dr" Campbell-shook uwellas to hi$favorite dictio~ary. ,".,
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Woh-To-Yoh ond 'TIlO;
lra"er Ilnd-;ellIP &Inc",
with aloolt at los rancheros from muleback andtlte rock, mountain
,campfire, by Lewis H. Garrard. With an introduction by A. 1l•
Guthrie;,Jt. Norman: Universi~ o£~llaboU1a Press, 1955.SI0 pp.
$2.00.
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of Hell, r~~d the .story in cllapter
nineteen of Walt-To-Yah: It is a class.ic exampleo£the American tall '
, tale, amusing and i~oJfenSive. Young Garrard's whole book it ad3.$Sic b~'
in tbe descriptive literature of the Far West., .
,A precocious lado£se.venteen,he joined a <:aravan bound for Santa. '
Fe at the outQte~k"Of the War with Mexico, seeking health' and£un"
It was an adveqtureintune with the _phito! JOtlth1the eternal force
that freshens the soul of man and driv,es him on his forward path. '
, But Garrard was, better prepared for adventure than In()$t young
men. He ~da,knowledge o£the Bible.. hi$~ry, Shakespeate, and
the French language. He carried a few boob in hbluggage, inc:luding
one on the heavenly bodie•• He could Uamethe HQralnd fatinaaild
thrill to. the beauty of natute throught1}e ~yes of a poet. :After a .
wearisome dats travel he saw $at,IfThe waning.$un ,hooting,Streams
of mellow lighttlUough' the dark-green foliage f6rrned a (Onstant
Change of scenery and tinged'the V'alley with a$Caof golden light, ,"
subduing the rougher features~nd harmonizing,the whole.," ,
A lover of JUnpIe tunes,theyoullg man .$e1Ued the deePer $pirit~al '
significance of an Indian',.war dance, w.hile pthel'$ ~oughtonIy. in '
tenns of death and a bl00d,y scalp.-, And .peakingo£ Indians,hiJ de~
, scription of life in a CheyeJtoe viUage\i$ a welcome a,ntidote lotlte
too-common pictw:izauon of" the Indi~tn, folk .asa;barb~ricpeople~ ~/
, Their'way of life w~ different; but ben$th the skin t~ey were human
beings with many admirable qualities.
'
,
.Hu precociou$ nature was marked 'by thoughtful' andhumol'oU$
attitude toward life. He loved a pun, op~dthe' udiJcreditable
FOR ONE WHO wANTS ;L'preview

/
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Mexican war," and did
believe that Kit Car.sori was the only
heroic Mountain Man. Other famous WeJtern charaeten grace his
paget under the minunations ot a skillful pen.
, Ganard was an eycwitneM. of the military trials in Taa. that fol..
lowed the Uprising of 1847. Hesympathiztd with the victims. But
a.many an American visitor to New Mexico in the days of Mexican,
administration, he had a. .light mote in hU eye toward the people~In
his own'summation of the Taoeeftos, there was "much to admire and
morc to -condemn.'"
On the homeward-bound journey the young man tarried at new
Fort Mann,e#tablUhed to safeguard the travelers along the Trail.
He wanted to participate in a fight with Indians, but he waited in
yain.The ha.ppenings during his month', sojourn were exciting, but·
they stopped.short of war.
!the simple unaffected style of writing in this reprint of an~ld.
classic brings to life a phase of American history that has pa.sae~ away
with a lingering halo of the romantic. For a reaqer who wanu the ..
vicarious thrill of having "been there," I reco~mend Wah..i'o-Yah. '"
It is well worth an evening away from the TV.
Just one slight word of correction. Garrard was wrong in"locating
.Wah..To-Yah (the Spanish Peaks) northwest {rom Bent's Fort. They
la.y to the soutbwest.
FllANX D. kJtltVE
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his Ph.D. degree in English at lttdi..
ana Univenitythil year•.

KJ1:tN RAnnty is l;1ead -of~e J9ut.
nalism. Deparuntmt of the University
CHARLJl'.S A1.u:N, an English professor ·of New Mexico. He.has had.extenand editor, is on the staff of Stanford · Jive newspaper experience. mucho!
UniverSity PI'e$I.·
it under Mencken on the Balumo:fC
,,'
Evenin& S u n . ' .
.
Aantull.N. BltAce is ProCeMOr ofZo-01081, Curator of ~mphibians ilHhe ,.FItANI. D. Ruv~ is Professor o£lJj..
Stovall Memorial Mugum, .ana Her· . tory.attheUnivemtyof New MeXico'
p-ctologilt of the Oklahoroa Biologi. and editoro£the New Mexico Hu~
Survey, University ofOklaho~. ttJrical Review.
.~.

~./;,:-;r·,
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CLoYD CJlISWELL teaches Creative.' MA.a1lN R08JSINS, a poet ;andjournatWriting at Lehigh U!1iversity. He is ist; Jivt$.' in Denver. He graduated
a painter as well as a poet.
f.totn the Univemtyo£Colorado, ~nd
fuls done publicity for. the Aspen .
n~~.w> M. DALY is a repor~er and. Afusit Festival.
editorial writer on the sasbtoon,
, Saskatchewan, Stay·Phoenix,. where' AL8!:RT R()sENF~r.nDlakC$hilhome
:"he has been employed ma.t of the in Santa Fe. lIe graduated ftm.n New
time since his graduation' in ,1948 lo{~co A.~ Mafterthe.war, and has
from the University of Salbtchewan. since })e(:ome well known a ~ tree·
lance reporter.

PHOE.a~ :QoUGLAS was born in Eng.
land. She was educated in England .ABJt.UlA.M RO'l'HBtr.RG is a prolific
and France, and lived for Jix yean · writer of short ltories, and ofarticl~ .
. in India. She .now lives in New York on the political, economic, andeul•
City.
.
t1,ll'allife of tIle Soviet rountries. He
·is editor·in-chiet Qf News From Bt.
ERN.A FUGUSSOl'i is well Known as an' hind the/ron Curtain..
interpreter of our region, through
her manybooks.onthe Southwest DA:P1JNJI: SoLA" who did the line draw.
ings of Harlem.ubjeclS, andnur
and on Latin America.
<;over timboJ,walthoroughlyttained
ELLIOTI' B.(;OSE",.]it. Was born in No- incompolidon under' tllearun ...
goUcs, Arlwna, and grew up in the Henry Wallace in New York. Sbe
SOuthwest. He is now an instructor liycs in Ithaca with her hU$bandand
.
in English at LouiJianaState Univer- iwochildten.

sity.
JOHN

T. OGILVIE expects to receive
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pota.h, haa been an illustrator with waI, an interest in -~e~ologyof
-. the Soil Con.ervation .SeM<:e •CaT.. the Spani#h...peakingP?'ple of the
togI'aphic Unit in Albuquerque tor

SouthweJt.

'

the Iau eleven yean.
-",~'

.,~ V.~, historianl and ~t,.

'hal, jtUt uni$bed a lecture series Mt

,.,t\merican Poetry at the Upivcnityo£
Florence,. alviJiting prOfe$f()f. He
will return to Mt. Holyoke College
next fall.

PAULWlUGltt'i who did the dtawings
of .padefoottoadl, is a sculptor. He
maintains hi$.tudio at CotTales,.
New Me"i~, an.d
previOU!ly
worked for the American MuseuIIl,of
Natural Hi$lOty m!'few York..

has

SAUUn. YELLltN' if Profesaor o£EngIbh~nd. ,editoroftbe Indiana Unt~
pal1mentof Sociology of the Univer· venity l'oett'y Selies. HiJpoenu,
sity of New Mex:i<:o, He shares with 8tdrit"1nd $ketehe5~ ha,ve'b<!en pUh
Lyle Saundc..., whOle .in.$tt'Uctor he limed ih many periodicals,

PAUt,. WAt:l'J!Jt, ]It+ul1ead of

--..
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